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ABSTRACT 

Flexible manu facturing workcells for discrete production usually exhibit the characteristics of a discrete- 

event system (DES). In the past, workcells have been sufficiently simple that intuitive and ad-hoc control 

solutions have been adequate. However, the increasing complexity o f  these systems h a s  created a need 

for forma1 approaches for their analysis and control. A variety of methodologies, such as Petri nets and 

Rama&=-Wonham automata have been proposed to address the control o f  DESs within a formal 

theoretical framework. 
\ 

Traditionally, h e  objective of  a workcell supervisor has been to control the discrete-event system 

according to manufacturing constraints and parts to be produced. In the DES supervisory-control theory, 

the main challenge is to synthesize a supervisor that confines the DES to a specific behavior, deterrnined 

by a set of specifications. Using this theory, when any of the system's specifications changes, a new 

supervisor must be synthesized, which may take a considerable arnount of time. 

In a Flexible-Manufachiring Workcell (FMC), however, it is cornmon to frequently change the set o f  

part types to be mânufactured andlor the set of machines used to produce the parts, Le.. changing the set 

of specifications. Since such changes usually occur on a temporarily ba i s ,  the eff~ciency of traditional 

workcells can be increased via the utilization of virtual flexible-manufachiring workcell concept. 

Unlike traditional workcells, virtual workcells may be re-configured by either (i) adding to or 

removing from it machines, or  (ii) rerouting through it parts which have not been a prion planned for. 

Past workcell-supervisor-synthesis methodologies have not considered the supervisory control of such 

workcells. 

This thesis address four basic supervisory-control problems for the autonomous control of workcells 

that can cope with parts having alternative routes which may share resources with other workcells, and be 

temporarily expanded by the introduction of either new part types or new machines into their nominal 

configurations. These are the building blocks necessary for the control virtual workcells. 
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The proposed control techniques use Extended-Moore Automata (EMA) and Rarnadge-Wonham 

theories to synthesize deadlock-fiee supervisors. The use of EMA also allows the minimization of the 

state-space of supervisors, which has been a fùndarnental problem in DES control. Moreover, the 

proposed supervisor techniques allow the automatic implernentation of the (EMA-based) supervisors 

using commercial controllers such as industrial Programmable-Logic Controllers (PLCs). 

The supervisor synthesis methodologies proposed in this thesis have been verified to be viable 

techniques through their achial implementation using an expenmental robotic workcell. Different EMA- 

based supervisors have been successfÙlly implemented using a user-friendly supervisory-control software 

package developed in our laboratory for MS-Windows environrnents. 
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Extended output fùnction of a minimized automaton. 

Extended transition function of the complementary supervisor. 

4 ) Multi-output vector set comprising EMA t. 

(ni,,, Z, ), Multi-input vector set comprising EMA t. 

n,,,.z(n~),, Output vector set comprising the output vector sets fiom EMAl and EMA2. 

U,=,,z(nZ), Union of the rnulti-input vector sets [nici, Si ), and (niGi, Ti jz. 

, ,  ( 2 )  Intersection of the rnulti-input vector sets (niEl, Zi ), and [ni., , Zi )), . 
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6) Shuffle logic operation. 

G Meet logic operation. 

v Disjunction operation. 

V EMAk Disjunction operation of al1 Extended Moore Automata defined by the set EMAr, k E 11. 
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APM 

BPM 

CIMLab 

DCM 

DES 

EMA 

FMC 

MA 

PLC 

PN 

R- W 

VFMC 

Advanced Part-route Model. 

Basic Part-route Model. 

Computer In tep ted  Manufacturing Laboratory. 

Device Control Model. 

Discrete-Event S ystem. 

Extended Moore Automata. 

Flexible Manufacturing Workcell. 

Moore Automata. 

Programmable Logic Controller. 

Petri Net. 

Ramadge-Wonham. 

Virtual Flexible Manufacturing Workcell. 



CHAPTER 1 

1.1 Overview 

In recent years, the need for increased productivity and competitiveness has been encouraging industries 

to configure and use Flexible-Manufacturing Workceils (FMCs) for the manufacture of families of parts 

with similar processing requirements. A traditional (physical) workcell is an integrated system that 

consists of an arrangement of di fferent-purpose production machines linked with automated handling 

devices under the control o f  a supervisor. In practice, such Discrete-Event-Systems (DESs) exist in a 

variety of configurations capable o f  fabricating parts by using their inherent routing flexibility while 

possibly sharing resources. 

The efficiency of traditional workcells can be brther increased via the utilization of Virtual Flexible- 

Manufacturing Workcells (VFMCs). Unlike traditional workcelIs, in which the system's physical layout 

is fixed, virtual workcells' layouts can change. Namely, these are systems that can temporarily expand or  

contract through the augmentation or  reduction of resources (without being physically relocated) 

according to current part-production needs, thus, adopting to demand-driven heterogeneous production 

patterns of small volumes. 

A VFMC is formally defined in this thesis as: A workcell that is temporarily re-configured by either 

(i) adding to or removing from if machines, or (io rerouting through it parts which are nor a priori 

planned for, 

In this context, the objective of this thesis is to deveIop automatic control tools for the supervisory of 

(virtual) manufacturing workcells, which can be reconfigured to accommodate part-routing flexibility and 

resource-sharing flexibility. 
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control of workcells, that have been SC heduied to carry out a set of  tasks, has been of continuing 

importance to the industrial manufacturing community as well as of  theoretical interest to the 

automatic-control cornmunity. Both comrnunities have concluded that, as a result of the complexity, 

heterogeneity, and non-deterministic nature of manufacturing activities, workcells are difficult to control 

and usually control implementations are context dependent. In order to cope with such complexity, two 

major control paradigrns have been proposed for the control of manufacturing systerns: Hierarchical and 

lteterarchical (Table 1.1 ). 

Table 1.1. Classical rnanufacturing-system control architectures, [ 11. 

Hierarchical 

! Main advantage 1 ~eo-de t ined  cornrnand, control and 1 Parallel processing is 1 

Heterarchical 
1 

Basic feature 

The hierarchical structure is the curent n o m  within the manufacturing comrnunity. When using 

such an architecture, al! control activities within the manufacturing workcell are divided into two levels: 

Main limitation 

(i) Loiv-level machine-based control: This is an interactive process between a low-level motion 

controller and a machine's actuators. Such controllers are modeled as continuos systems. 

System is divided into îünctional 
levels. 

(ii) Higlr-level ivorkcell-bmed conrrol: This is an interactive process between a supervisory controller 

and local controllers of machines that comprise the workcell. At this level, workcells are modeled 

as DESs. 

Functional modules cooperate 
as eauals. 

coordination structure. 
High communication overhead. 

High level supervisory controllers can be seen as trafic controllers that facilitate the processing of 

possible. 
Computationally inefficient. 

parts, whose routes have been already detennined by a higher-level scheduler. For parts that may be 

processed by more than one machine at a certain juncture of their route, the supervisor simply enables al1 

machines and lets these controllers decide which route the part will follow. Namely, this decision making 
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process does not have to be the responsibility of  the supervisor, but the responsibility of the individual 

controllers which can choose to negotiate a solution to the routing problem arnong thernselves. 

In this thesis, only the supervisory conrrol of workcells operating under a NO-level hierarchical 

structure is considered. 

1.2 Problem Definition 

Unlike traditional-workcell supervisors that deal with a priori known layouts, virtual-workcell supervisors 

have to be responsible for the execution and monitoring of  part movements within a changing workcetl 

configuration. in this context, the specific problem addressed in this thesis is the developniertr of a 

necessary forma( tlreory for the on-fine syntliesis of virtual workcell supervisors thar can conrrol the florv 

of parrs in real-tirne and possibly under a priori unknown scenarios, for which until now on1 y a very few 

and partiaI solutions have been reported in the literature. 

Based on the above overall problern description, four basic workcell supervisory control sub- 

problems were identified for resolution within the framework of  this thesis. Sotutions to these sub- 

problems would be significant contributions by themselves to the control theory o f  workcells and 

fùrthcmore comprise the building blocks required for the synthesis of  virtual-workcell supervisors: 

1.  Alternative-routing control problem: Given a workcell and a corresponding family of parts, control 

the flow of parts within the workcell so that they can be processed by following any one of their 

several al ternative (processing) routes, Figure 1.1 ; 

Machine- 2 
iM2 1 

Input conveyor 

Nominal route (Ml-M2) - - .) Alternative route (M3-M2) 

Figure 1.1. Alternative-routing control problem. 



2.  Resource-sharing control problem: Given a set of workcells with a priori known shared resources, 

controi every workcetl individuaIly, Figure 1.2; 

I 

--) Part route (Ml-M2) I 
,,+ Part route (M3-M2) 1 r i  1 

1 qv*; ' 
1 Shared resource 

+ 
Figure 1.2. Resource-sharing control problem. 

3. Routing of a-priori-unplanned-parts controlproblem: Given a workcell, atlow its continuing control 

even when new parts, which may not have been a priori known, enter the workcell on a temporary 

basis, Figure 1.3; and, 

Nominal 
pa r t  type Output 

Input 

/ 

New (unexpected) 
par t  

Nominal p a r t  route (Ml-M2-M3) 
--+ New p a r t  route (Ml-MZ) 

Figure 1.3. Routing of a-priori-unplanned-parts control problem. 

4 .  New-machine control problem: Given a workcell, allow its continuing control even when it is re- 

configured due to the introduction of new machines on a temporary basis, Figure 1.4. 



Input 
1 

Output 1 
i conveyor ,convey:r 

1 

1 

I 1 

1 1 
1 1 

1 \ 1 

I N o m i n a l  \ I 
1 workcell Layout ', I 

1 

L Modeled part route (ML - M 2 - M 3  1 
,,+Alternative route ( M l - M 4 )  

Figure 1.4. New-machine control problem. 

in its more general form, the overall control problem of virtual workcells can, thus, be defined as the 

eflective control of parts ' flow. so that rvhile potentia fiy being processed in d~flerent (physica l) rvorkceffs. 

they may complete any one of their alternative processing sequences using the available resources 

according to manufacturing speci,fkations and constraints. 

Naturally, it is important to note that the only supervisory-control goal at hand is to guarantee the 

correcmess of the control strategy, Le., conflict- and deadlock-free operation of the workcell. This thesis' 

focus, therefore, is only on the logical behavior of the discrete-event system at hand, as specified by the 

user, without trying to answer (solve) any performance related questions, such as throughput and resource 

1.3 Literature Review for Supervisory Control of Manufacturing Systems 

Flexible manufacturing workcells are systems that evolve according to the asynchronous occurrences of 

discrete events. In the early 19709s, when the workcell concept waç introduced, no formal theories were 

considered for their control. Workcell control was performed by intuitive and ad-hoc solutions. As of 

1 9801s, however, influenced by the increasing availability of low-cost computing power and theoretical 

advances in computer science and engineering, many formal techniques that can deal with the 

specification and analysis of DESs have been developed and reported in the academic literature. 
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While there has been no lack of attempts to develop general rnethods for the modeling and control of 

DESs [2-261, there is yet no common agreement as to which is the most effective DES modeling 

technique, particularly for the purpose of workcell control. They include: Queuing models, Markov chain 

models, and other stochastic simulation models, which have been rarely applied to actual workcell 

control, as well as Petri-Nets (PNs), Ramadge-Wonharn (R-W) controlled-automata theory, timed- 

transition models, real-temporal logic, algebraicnanguage-based models, and recently Moore Automata 

(MA), which are fiequently proposed for the specification, analysis, and synthesis of controllers for 

DESs. 

In general, DES models have been classified into three groups: (i) LogicaI, (ii) Algebraic, and (iii) 

Performance. These model types have also been further sub-divided into timed versus untimed models 

1271. Untimed logical models, such as PNs and R-W theory [28-301, have a discrete-state nature that 

emphasize the state or event sequences the system may undergo without considering the temporal state of 

the system. Aigebraic-based models, such as min-max algebra [3 11, describe DESs' evolution in terms of 

algebraic operations and are usehl to address performance as well as logical issues. Finally, performance 

models, such as Markov chain models and queuing models [32], are targeted to exclusively study the 

performance of a system. 

Amongst the above rnentioned techniques, PNs and R-W theory are the only two commoniy 

accepted by researchers for the control of workcells [IO-18,22-241. 

Petri Nets 

Two general types of PN-based methods have been proposed: Those of the first type impose restrictions 

on situations that can be modeled and do not incIude the use of shared resources and complex ordering 

and selection criteria on part routes; and, those of the second type use extensions that allow greater 

flexibility with respect to situations that can be modeled and, thus, be suitable for controlling complex 

workcells. However, inherent to the PNs, there exists the concept of reachability graph, which represents 

the space of possible States that the system can reach from its initiai state following al1 possible sequences 

of operations. This graph is used for the analysis of the systern to attain the final control model. 
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Although the size of the state-space of a PN model may be controlled, the size of its reachability graph 

grows exponentially [12, 331. Thus, when the state-expfosion problem arises, these models are fiot 

arnenable for tractabte mathematical analysis and simulations must be conducted for the examination of 

qualitative and quantitative properties, such as deadlocks and production cycle times. Simulation, 

however, is a time-consuming process that can be used only to reveal the presence of undesirable 

properties but cannot prove the correctness of the mode1 in general. 

Recently, there have been several atternpts to adopt PNs as a universal discrete-event modeling and 

control language by extending their original definition [34-351. There have also been forma1 techniques 

reported in the literature, such as  the invariant analysis and reduction methods [29], used to prove the 

correctness of a PN model, however, these are of limited use since they are applicable only to ordinary 

PNs andfor there exists no automatic way to perform the analyses. Moreover, since the control mode1 of 

DESs using PNs is based on trial, analysis and redesign, it is not easy to converge to a model with the 

desired properties [17, 361. Al1 the aforementioned factors Iimit the use of PNs to workcells that are 

restricted in size and complexity [33,37]. 

Coritrolled--4 utornata 

The attractiveness of R-W Controlled-Autornata theory lies on its high expressive power and on the 

pnrnary characteristic that the supervisory design technique guarantees the control strategy to be correct 

(conflict- and deadlock-fiee) by construction [30]. R-W theory provides a systematic approach, and 

unlike PNs, it does not require iterating through phases of trial, analysis, and redesign. However, the 

monitoring capabilities of this theory are limited and the combinatorial control-state-space explosion 

problem that arises naturally, as the number of machines and parts increases, limits its use in practical 

applications [37]. 

Hybrid Meihods 

In order to cope with the limitations of PNs and Controlled-Automata, two research groups have 

attempted to merge these two theories [37, 381. In [37], the concept of determinisricfinite capaciry 

machine is introduced, where the concept of tokens is merged with the concept of finite-state machines in 
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order to reduce the complexity of the model and provide a f o m l  systematic solution to the DES 

supervisory-control problem. Based on this new concept, a well-defined automaton smicture called 

stnrcrured adapfive supervisor control is developed. It systernatically guides the construction of a 

deterministic finite-capacity-machine control model. This methodology would, thus, allow the control of 

workcells producing parts having alternative routes and resolve the control-state-space explosion problem 

by linearizing the complexity of the constmcted model with respect to the constituent machines. In [38], 

starting from a PN representation of a given process, a Iinguistically equivalent automaton is computed 

and the supervisory-control problem is then solved for such automaton, however, the state-explosion 

problem remains. 

State-Explosion 

As a result of the complexity, heterogeneity, non-deterministic nature of manufacturing workceIls, and the 

inevitable DES exponential state-explosion problem discrete-state nature models are generally used to 

synthesize context-dependent supervisors. Thus, in a typical manufacturing environment, the 

effectiveness of the control strategy is limited. Efforts to overcome the computational problems 

associated with the state-explosion probiem have resulted in modular. decentralized, and hierarchical 

controllers, though with limited success [39-401. 

Virtual- Workcell Control 

Recently, the use of virtual workcells has started to be addressed in the literature. Reponed articles on the 

control of such systems, however, have mostly focused on the performance, rather than control issues. 

These investigations have reported on the performance of virtual workcells under functional and cellular 

plant layouts using a variety of rnethods [41-421. Workcell control, however, has generally been a 

periphery issue. Nevertheless, these and other studies on virtual workcells have shown the advantages of 

re-configurable workcells over traditional workcells. Thus, the autonomous control of such virtual 

workcells would be highly beneficial. 
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In this thesis, a novel hybrid methodology is developed for the synthesis of virtual workcell 

supervisors based on the combination of Extended Moore Automata (EMA), [25], and R-W Controlled- 

Automata, [30], theones. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

Considering only the logical behavior of workcells, the objective of this thesis is to develop a set of 

methodologies to synthesize supervisors for each of the four-workcell control sub-problems described in 

Section 1.2. These methodologies must be developed in such a way that al1 individual techniques can 

subsequently be combined for the effective control of virtual workcells. 

In order to achieve this objective, first, a cornmon modeling and supervisor synthesis tool for every 

control sub-problem will be developed. Then, based on this theoretical fiamework, solutions for a11 

supervisor control sub-problems will be developed while adding or extending the necessary concepts as 

needed for every sub-problem. 

The contribution of this thesis, thus, is a set of systematic methodologies to synthesize supervisory 

controllers that solve each of the four identified basic control sub-problems of  workcells, narnely: control 

the flow of a priori known and/or unknown part types within a workcell using any processing sequence in 

their pan-route-space, and control the flow of parts when integration of new machines into the workcell is 

allowed or when workcells share resources. 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

In Chapter 2, a brief review of automata theory, including an introduction to DESs and R-W Control- 

Automata theory, is presented. Moore Automata theory is also discussed in this Chapter. 

Chapters 3 and 4 introduce the basic modeling tools used throughout the thesis. In Chapter 3, 

Extended Moore Automata (EMA) and a set of corresponding logic operations. namely, the EMA shuffle 

and meet operations, the EMA disjunction operation. and the natural projection operation on the 

languages generated by EMA are formally developed. Illustrative examples, one for each operation, are 

also provided in this Chapter. Chapter 4 descnbes the use of EMA for the modeling of workcell 
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machines, part routes, and manufacturing constraints. This Chapter also describes how to use these 

models for the synthesis of EMA-based supervisors. As in traditional DES supervisory control, EMA- 

based supervison can also be susceptible to the state-space explosion problem. Motivated by this 

problem, Chapter 4 also introduces a novel methodology to minimize the state-space of EMA-based 

supervisors. 

The following three chapters, Chapten 5, 6 and 7, describe the supervisor synthesis process for each 

of the four identified workcell control sub-problems. Chapter 5 describes the supervisor synthesis for 

workcells producing parts having alternative processing routes. In this Chapter, a new methodology to 

construct par!-route models for parts having alternative routes and a new approach to combine these 

models in order to obtain an automaton that represents the concurrent processing of parts within the 

workcell are introduced. The obtained automaton is used during the supervisor synthesis process to keep 

track of the processing status of individual parts flowing through the workcell, thus, allowing us to obtain 

supervisors that can re-route parts as needed. 

Chapter 6 considers the synthesis of a set of supervisors to control a set of workcells, interrelated by 

shared resources, forrning a multi-workcell Flexible-Manufacturing System (FMS). A methodology to 

check for possible deadlock States when using these individual supervisors on a multi-workcell FMS is 

also descnbed. 

Chapter 7 considen the synthesis of supervisors for temporarily expanded workcells. Two types of 

expanded workcells are considered: (i) Workcells that can temporarily produce a set of parts for which 

the workcell was not originally planned for; and, (ii) Workcells that can produce parts by using new 

machines that have been temporarily added to the nominal workcell. For both types of expanded 

workcells, the use of a nominal/complementary supervisor-pair is proposed, where the nominal supervisor 

controls the nominal workcell while a complementary supervisor controls the ternporarily added features. 

In Chapter 8, an implementation methodology of EMA-based supervisors is presented. It illustrates 

how this type of supervisors can be used in industrial environments using state-of-the-art Programmable 

Logic Controllen (PLCs), as they have been implernented in the Computer Integrated Manufacturing 

Laboratory (CIMLab) at the University of Toronto. 
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In Chapter 9, the conclusions of the thesis are given and a summary of the prïrnary contributions is 

outlined. 



CHAPTER 2 

AUTOMATA THEORY - A BRIEF REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Discrete-event systems (DESs) encompass a wide variety of physical systems. They include 

rnanufacturing systems, traffic systerns and cornniunication networks. Typicaliy, the processes associated 

with these systems are thought as discrete (in time and space) and asynchronous (event driven rather than 

time driven). DESs in general and manufacturing systems in specific have been commonly modeled 

using automata. 

This chapter gives a brief introduction to the definition of DESs and their representations using 

language and automata theory. It describes how DESs can be viewed as generators of a formal language 

and how by adjoining a control structure it is possible to control the language generated by a DES within 

certain limits. 

2.2 Discrete-Event Systems and Automata T h e o ~  

2.2.1 Discrete-event systems 

Discrete-event systems are dynamic systems that have a discrete state space, where the change from one 

to another state is driven by the occurrence of events at discrete time instants. Events are considered 

instantaneous in time and their occurrence is considered to take place at unpredictable time instances. At 

a specific state of a DES, where there may be more than one event that can occur, the DES is considered 

to select just one of the possible events, in accordance to some intemal (hidden) mechanism propnetary to 

the system. Namely, it is assumed that two or more events cannot occur simultaneously. Within a 

workcell, the interna1 state-change mechanism rnay be defined as a set of rules that selects the next event 

to occur. In this sense, the operation of the DES is said to be non-deterministic. However, in DES 



theory, it is assumed that the event set that can occur at every state of a DES is detenninistic in the sense 

that, at every state of the DES, every possible event takes the system to a different state. 

The state-event evolution of DESs can be modeled and analyzed using automata and language 

theory. The next section introduces automata theory and its basic concepts. 

2.2.2 Automata theory 

Considered as the foundation of modem cornputational theory, automata theory provides a set of formal 

tools to model and study the logical behavior of DESs- In such theory, a DES is considered as a generator 

of a language, described by an automaton that represents the evoiution of the DES. 

Automata theory 

One of the basic concepts in automata theory is that of finite-state machines. A finite-state machine, or 

automaton, is an abstract representation of a sequential process, where the model uses the notion of states 

and transitions: States are used to symbolize the discrete status of a process or a system, while msitions 

symbolize the occurrence of events that change the process or system fiom one state to another. An 

automaton is usually defined as a quintuple [43]: (C, Q, qo, 6(q, O), F). In this quintuple, C is a finite 

input alphabet, where each symbol represents an event, Q is a finite set of states, qo€Q is the initial state, 

8 is the state transition fùnction defined as 6 : Q x C + Q , o E C is an element or symbol of the input 

alphabet, and F c Q  is a set of final states. An automaton can be graphically represented using a state- 

transition diagram, where each node denotes a specific state in Q and each arc, labeled with an element 

frorn the input alphabet, denotes a transition from one state to another, Figure 2.1. In this sense, each 

transition may represent an event that the automaton processes, or an event that the DES executes. Figure 

2.1 represents an automaton having two states, States O and 1, where State O is the initial state and State 1 

is a final state. The input alphabet of this automaton comprises two symbols labeled as a and B. 



, Event or input symbol 
Initial spte 

D'  - 
/ '4 ' ,  

.' O , 1 
- / a W . - ,  

/--- ------- Final state 
Discrete states ----- 

Figure 2.1. Automaton: An exampte. 

A sequence of input symbols is calted a string and a set of strings is called a language. These 

concepts are similar to a spoken Ianguage, which is composed of letters, words and sentences. Given a 

finite automaton, G, and a string, s, it is said that s is accepted by G if and only if G reaches a final state, 

q c F ,  aAer sequentially processing every symbol comprising S. A language, L, i.e., a set of strings, is said 

to be accepted by G if al1 strings SEL are processed by G. The language accepted by G is denoted as 

L(G). For example, the string apa is accepted by the automaton of Figure 2.1, but the string aa is not 

accepted since afier processing the (first) symbol a the automaton reaches State 1, where P is the only 

possibie event to occur. 

A language is regular if there exist a finite automaton, Le., an automaton with finite number of 

states, that accepts such a language. In this thesis, only finite automata and, thus, regular languages are 

considered. 

Automata can be used in the modeling of DESs, where languages are viewed as a representation of 

the behavior of the system, Le., Ianguages represent the possible set of activities that can occur within the 

system. Since automata can be used to describe a system through a set of mapping functions, it is 

possible to use such functions to derive the system behavior and synthesize controllers as wiIl be 

described in Section 2.3. 

Moore automata tlieory 

Automata theory, as described above, can only be used for processing or generating languages. It cannot 

be used for processing inputs, as defined by their state transition fùnction, and generating outputs. An 
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automaton with outputs, on the other hand, would be able to transform an input string into an output 

string, where output strings are formed by symbols comprising an output alphabet. This characteristic is 

necessary for the effective modeling and control of DESs that interact with their environment by 

providing outputs afier executing events. A workcell controller, for example, may need to generate 

control commands (outputs) according to information received fiom the system under its control. 

There exist two types of automata that generate outputs: (i) Moore Automata and (ii) Mealy 

Automata. Moore Automata generate their outputs as a direct rnapping between their States and their 

output alphabet. Mealy Automata define their outputs as a mapping between their transitions and their 

output alphabet. Both, Moore and Mealy automata have been proven to be equivalent [43-441. In this 

thesis, Moore Automata is selected as the synthesis tool since its output fùnction is simpler and can be 

used to explicitly speciw the control cornmands generated by a DES controller depending on the global 

state of the system. 

Moore Automata (MA) are formally defined as a six-tuple [43], {C, Q, qo  ,6(q, a), A, a) , where Z , 

Q, qo, and 6 have the same meanings as in Automata theory; A is the finite output alphabet; and, o is 

the output function, which maps, one-to-one, the current state to its associated output, o : Q+ A .  An 

iliustrative example showing the characteristics of a MA is depicted in Figure 2.2, using a two-state 

automaton, where the output alphabet comprises two symbols, A = { a ,  b), since the outputs generated at 

States O and 1 are o (O) = a and o ( 1 ) = b, respectively . 

Output syrnbol 

a 
Initial state 4 

Figure 2.2. Moore Automata: An example. 

One must note, however, that MA are suitable only for modeling, analysis and control of single- 

inputkingle-output systems. 
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2 3  Ramadge-Wonbam Controlled-Automatri Theory 

The problem of supervisory control of DESs modeled as automata has been extensively studied since 

Ramadge and Wonham's initial work in the area, [30]. The key idea of supervisory control is that some 

executable DES events may be enabled or disabled when desired. By influencing the feasibility of events 

at certain times, it may be possible to achieve the desired behavior of the system. 

In R-W control theory, the formal structure of a DES to be controlled is that of an automaton that 

generates a given language by executing a sequence of events. The mode of operation of a DES can be 

described as follows: Starting from the initial state, the DES executes a sequence of events according to 

its state transition function. Upon the occurrence of an event, the event symbol is said to be generated by 

the DES. In this sense, the DES generates a string of event symbols, or a word, over the event alphabet 

C. The set of al1 strings that can be generated by the DES defines a language that represents the 

uncontroIled, or free, behavior of the DES. The event set that a DES can execute, ET is partitioned into 

two disjoint subsets, Zc and Zu , which denote the controllable and uncontrollable events, respectively. 

ControllabIe events can be disabled at any time, but uncontrollable events cannot be disabled. 

If L denotes the language generated by an automaton, and < denotes the prefix closure of L given 

by L = {s 1 sreL}, where s is a prefix of a string comprising L, then, the language K is said to be 

controllable if any prefix s of a smng in K concatenated with an uncontrollable event, e, for which the 

string se belongs to L, is another prefix of a string in K: formally, K is controllable if: 

- 
K & ~ L G  K .  (2- 1)  

I f  the language K is controllable, then, there exists a supervisor, which guarantees that the closed- 

loop behavior of the DES is within the desired behavior, K, Le., the supervisor is correct by consmiction. 

Moreover, if every string in K takes the system from its initial state to a final or marker state, [30], then, 

the system is deadlock-free. A marker state is interpreted as a state where the system reaches its 

objective, e.g., the production of a given set of parts. 

I f  there is a string in K such that the system reaches a non-marker state, after executing the sequence 

of events represented by such string, and no controllable or uncontrollable event will ever occur at such 
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state, then, the system is said to be in a deadlock state. A control fbnction f specifies which events within 

the set Cc are enabled, Le., allowed to occur, at each state of the DES. It is evident that events in the set 

Cu are always enabled. 

Control of a DES is performed by changing the set of enabled events at every state of the DES based 

on the event history. In R-W control theory, DESs are not forced to execute a particular event, instead 

they are allowed to fieely execute any event fiom the set of enabled events. Thus, the DES controller is 

caIled a supervisor. 

in R-W control theory the supervisor synthesis is performed in two steps, Figure 2.3: 

Step I :  The uncontrolled behavior of the system and the control specifications are both described using 

individual automata. These two automata are, in mm, constructed by combining individual 

automata, each one representing either a physical component of the system, i.e., a machine, or a 

specific constraint to be imposed on the fiee-behavior of the DES. Two operations are used to 

obtain these automata: the shure  and the meer operations, respectively. These two operations 

are standard for the specification of control problems involving the coordination and 

synchronization of several DESs. 

The shuffle operation on two languages, LI and Lz, is defined as a language, L3, consisting of 

al1 possibIe interleavings (shuffies) of strings of Li with string of L2. The rneet operation, on the 

other hand, is defined as the language consisting of al1 strings that are accepted by al1 the 

automata on which the operation is being applied to. 

Srep 2: The meet operation is used to combine the languages generated by the composed system's 

automaton and the automaton representing the overall control specifications. Through an 

iterative process consisting of combining supremal controllable sub-languages, in conjunction 

with the control specifications, a (controllable) language is obtained. An automaton that accepts 

this language is then obtained and used as the supervisor, where the supervisor is seen as a 

recognizer of the par&cular language which describes the desired closed-loop behavior of the 

system. If the obtained automaton is trim, i.e., every state comprising the automaton is 
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reachable and coreuchable as defined in [30], then, the system under the control of a supervisor 

is guaran teed to be deadloc k-free. 

Models for the 
piiysical components 
of the system: 

System I 
1 1  automaton v' Al , 

! l 

Models for che 1 
concrol specificacions j 
of the system: i 

Supervisor 
representing the 

closed-loop behavior 
of the system 

Figure 23. R-W supervisor synthesis process. 

The R-W supervisory control theory has led to the developrnent of several other methodologies such 

as modular, hierarchical and hybrid techniques. 145-461. The R-W theory has also been used for the 

control of DESs under partial observation [47], where partial observation refers to situations in which the 

system to be controlled may execute events that are not observable by the supervisor. in order to deal 

with timing aspects of many DESs and to study their performance, other authors have extended R-W 

control theory by including timing information into the modeling and control schemes [48]. Despite these 

and other extensions made to R-W DES control theory, its attractive systernatic process cannot be used to 

deal with virtual workcells. Specifically. R-W theory cannot deal with any of the four workcell control 

sub-prbblems of this thesis, described in Section 1.2, needed for the control of virtual workcells. 



2.4 Summary 

ln this chapter, a formal definition o f  DESs is provided. In addition, the modeling of  DESs using Moore 

Automata and Ramadge-Wonham Controlled-Automata theories is also presented. 

In the next chapter, the concept of Extended Moore Automata, which is extensively used in this 

thesis, is reviewed and their logic operations are defined. 



EXTENDED MOORE AUTOMATA 

3.1 Introduction 

Moore .Automata (MA), also known as finite automata with outputs, have been used to synthesize 

controIlers for various single-inputkingle-output systems [43-44, 491. In [44], a simulated example of a 

MA-based supervisor that can controI the trafic flow of automobiles at a Street intersection is described. 

Control is enforced by changing the state of the trafic light by control signals represented by the outputs 

of the MA. 

In the control of workcells, where many sub-systems ( e g ,  al1 individual machines) have to be 

controlled, it is necessary to extend the structure of MA to accept multiple inputs and generate multiple 

outputs. In this chapter, Extended Moore Automata (EMA) are defined, Section 3.2, and some basic 

EMA theory concepts are introduced, Sections 3.3 and 3.4. AIso, based on [30] and on [50-521, four 

basic logic EMA operations, developed within the frarnework of this thesis, for the synthesis of EMA- 

based supervisors, are defined, namely, (i) the (EMA) shume and meet operations, Sections 3.5.1 and 

3.5.2, respectively; (ii) the (EMA) disjunction operation, Section 3.5.3; and, (iii) the natural projection on 

EMA, Section 3.5.4. 

3.2 Definition of Extended Moore Automata 

EMA extend the capabilities of MA to accept multiple input and generate several outputs at each state, 

[26, 531. Let I I  = { l,.. ., n) and I2 = (1 ,..., m) be two non-empty index sets, where both n and m 2  1 .  

EMA is then defined as a six-tupIe: 



where 

t = 1 ,  : is a subscnpt that denotes a specific EMA and its elements; 

mieli zi : is a set of finite-size input vectors, obtained by n-1 Cartesian products on input alphabets 

Z,: ni,,[ Zî =El x & x - - - x  Zn - Thus, each element in &,, Zi is an n-tuple (01 ,..., o.), 

where aie Ci for 12 i 2 n . Herein, such elements are referred to as multi-input vectors. In the 

control of DESs the controllabiIity (or uncontrollability) of these elements must be defined in 

terms of the controllability of the individual elements within every input alphabet, Ci. (In this 

thesis, the controllability of multi-input vectors is defined in Chapter 4.); 

is a finite set of States; 

is the initial state; 

is the extended partial transition function defined as 6' : Qx ni.,, Zi +Q. This function defines 

the next state for each state q and multi-input vector O*, where cr' E nkI, Zi and qeQ. If 

6' (q, o') is defined, it is denoted as 6' (q, a') !, and if it is not defined, as 7 6' (q. a') !; 

niei,  4 : is a finite-size output vector set, obtained by m-1 Cartesian products on output alphabets 

A ,: ni,,, 4 = A x A 2 x x 4, . Herein, the elements of i E  , 4 are referred to as multi- 

output vectors; and, 

o' : is the extended output Function which defines the multi-output vector generated at each state. 

Mathernatically, it is defined as w' : Q+ ni+ 4 . 

EMA can be used as controllers, herein referred to as EMA-based supervisors, that can read (receive) 

several inputs in a vector form, ( ni,,[ Zi ), and issue several control commands abstractly represented by 

their outputs, (ni,,, - 4 ). Namely, the multi-input vectors are used as monitoring information, or input 

signais, which change the global state of the DES under control (i.e., the workcell). In turn, multi-outputs 

enable/disable machines to process specific part types andior to perform specific operations depending on 

the curent global state of the workcell. 
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EMA can be represented in a state-table o r  in a state-diagram fonn. In this thesis, the state-diagram 

representation is used since it provides a visual description o f  the behavior of the modeled DES. In a 

state-diagram fom, c i d e s ,  directed arrows, and dashed-line arrows represent states, transitions, and 

outputs of  an EMA, respectively, Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1. State-diagram representation of EMA. 

3.3 Input and Output Languages 

In contrast to ordinary automata, an EMA is capable of generating two types of languages: The inpur and 

orclpur languages. For a particular EMA, Say EMA,, the input and output languages are referred to as 

Li,(EMAI) and L,,,(EMA,), respectively. Li,(EMA,) is defined as the set of  multi-input strings, x, 

accepted by the automaton, { x 16' (q,, x)!) . The output language Lou,(EMAI) is defined as the set of 

strings forrned by the successively catenation of the multi-output vectors obtained at the visited states 

after processing every multi-input string comprising the input language. Formally: 

where 

v : is an output string generated by EMA,, V E  L,,, (EMA, ); 

.Y: is a multi-input string comprising multi-input vectors; and, 

a ,  : denotes the string v fomed by the successively catenation of the multi-output vectors obtained at 

the visited states afier processing a multi-input string x. That is, if x E Li, (EMA,), then 

0 .  

op, (6'(q0, x)) E L, (EMA, ) for x = a, O, ... cri. where CT; E (niEl, Ei ), such that 



defined on two multi-input strings x and s as WU, (s'(~,, x)) - (~L(s ' (G ' (~ , ,  x), s)) , where 

denotes the catenation of two strings x and s such that xas = xs, and xs E Li, (EMAt) . 

In the special case, when x, in (3.2a), is equal to the nuIl string, E, then, the output string is simply: 

Expressions (3.2a) and (3.2b) completely define the output language, L,,,(EMA,), generated by 

EMA, in t e m s  of the input language, L,.(EMA,), and the extended output funetion, a' . 

3.4 Reachability and Determinism for Extended Moore Automata 

3.4.1 Reachability 

A partially reachable automaton is defined as an automaton that has at least one state, ~ E Q ,  for which 

there exists no string starting at the initial state, qo, that leads to q: 

In order to ensure a deadlock-free system, the control of workcells, though, requiresfully reachable 

EIMA-based supervisors. A reachable EMA is defined as an automaton where for every state there exists 

at least one string, starting at the initial state, qo, that Ieads to the specific state at hand, ~ E Q !  in its 

transition graph: 

Vq E Q 3 x E Lin (EMA) 1 s ' ( ~ ~ ,  x)! . (3.4) 

where Li,(EMA) includes the nuIl multi-input, E, thus, the initial state is considered as (always) being 

reachable when processing the empty string, E. 
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A fuliy reachable EMA is defined as a reachable autornaton in which the initial state qo can be 

reached following a string (there may be more than one), including the null or empty string, E, starting at 

any state q E Q: 

Namely, a fuliy reachable EMA is a reachable EMA in which the initial state qo can be reached 

following a string starting at any state qeQ. In this case, the string may or may not belong to Lin(EMA), 

but the string always belongs to ni,,, Zi ", where nie,, ri ' is the set of al! possible strings over the set 

of multi-input vectors ni€,, ti , including the null string E, that cm be executed by the EMA. For any 

0 

non-empty set etiEI.,, Zi , the set ni€,, Si is an infinite set. 

3.4.2 Determinism 

Deterministic and non-deterministic automata are well known concepts in regular automata and language 

theory. in this section, detenninistic and non-detenninistic EMA are defined. 

Let M=( riiEi, zi , ~ , q & q ,  5). niEi, 4 ,ao) be an EMA as defined in (3.1). M is a 

deterministic EM4,  if for every possible pair (q i ,  o;) , where q EQ and o' E niEl, Zi , i t s  extended 

transition function, s'(~,G'), is defiiied as a singleton set or it is not defined. Namely. if for the pair 

(q, ,cri ) , G'(~~ ,O;) is defined, then, 6' defines one and only one (next) state, as illustrated in Figure 

3.2a. In a deteministic EMA, a string of events, which the automaton can process, will take the 

autornaton through a unique sequence of states. For example, if the event sequence a; o; is pmcessed, 

starting from State qo, by the automaton of Figure 3.2a, then, the automaton goes through the only 

possible sequence of states qo-q2-41. 

M is a non-deterministic €MA, if there exists at least one pair (qi ,Q;), for which the extended 

transition function 6'(qi,o;) is defined in such a way that b'(qi,a;) identifies more than one possible 
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next state. In a non-detenninistic EMA, there is at least one string of events, which the automaton can 

process, that will take the automaton through one of many possible sequences of states. This concept is 

illustrated in Figure 3.2b1 where 8'(qo,a;) = {q,,qz),  namely, the multi-input vector a;, applied at 

State qo, can lead to any one of the two states in the set {q, ,q2) .  For example, if the event a; is 

processed, starting from State qo, by the automaton of Figure 3.2b, then, the automaton will go through 

either one of the two possible state sequences qo-qz or 40-91. 

Figure 3.2. ExampIes of (a) deteministic, and (b) non-deterrninistic EMA. 

Deterministic automata are used to study DESs, such as workcells, that regardless of what event they 

execute at every state, it is always possible to identiv their current state by keeping track of their event 

history. In this thesis, only deteministic EMA are considered. The tools needed to combine this type of 

models for the specification of control problenis are described in the following sections. 

3.5 Logic Operations 

In this section, four new logic operations, developed within the framework of this thesis for EMA-based 

supervisor synthesis, are introduced: The shuffle, meet, naturat projection and disjunction operations. 

3.5.1 The Extended Moore Automata shuf'fle operation 

The shume operation on EMA must yield an automaton that accepts al1 possible interleavings (shuffles) 

of strings (words) of the input language generated by ail the EMA, upon which the operation is being 



applied to. Thus, the obtained automaton represents the coordinated behavior of several EMA. 

Let the interleaving of two languages, LI and L2, interleave[Ll, L2], generate a new language, L3: 

L3 = interleave[Li, L2] = {XV, x f i  . . . 1 k is arbitrary, xlxz . . . xk E L1 and yvz . . .fi E Lz), (3.6) 

where some strings x's and y's may be empty, E. Based on (3.6) and on the R-W shuflie operation 

developed for Controlled-Automata, [30], the proposed new shuf'fie operation, @, on two EMA, EMAl 

and EMA2, is then defined as: 

shuffle - EMA=EMAl @ EMA2 = { u ~ = ~ ~ ( I I ~ ) ~  , ~ ~ ~ ~ . 6 ~ ( q ~ ~ ~ ) ,  I I n = 1 2 ( I I ~ ) n  9 0 * 1 9  (3-7) 

where 

Un, ,,2 (n P), : is the finite multi-input vector set defined as the union of the multi-input vector sets 

within EMA, and EMAz: U, , ,~ (~Z) ,  = (niEll Pi JI u (niEIl Zi j2 ; 

Q: is the Cartesian product of Ql and Qz, QlxQz, which defines al1 possible global States of 

shuffle-€MA. A global state q is defined as a pair: (qil c Q, ,q j, E QZ) , where q i ,  refen to 

state i of EMA, and q jz refers to state j of EMAz. I f  QI and QI are finite, then shuffle-DES is 

also finite. The number of al1 possible globaI states (cardinality of Q) is obtained as: (QI = nlQ,I; 

qo : is the initial global state, qo = (qol ,qO, ) E Q ; 

q eQ : is a global state as defined above: q E (qil  E QI ,q j2 E QZ) ; 

om : is a multi-input vector: O* E un,,,(n~)n . In order to identify one multi-input vector from 

another, the input vector k of EMA, is represented as ; 

6' : is the extended partial transition function. 8m(q, O' ) maps, one-to-one, Q x (n I),, to Q 



where 0 represents the empty sec e.g., no transition can occur from state qi, under cri, ; 

nn.i,z(n~), : is the set of multi-output vecton. nn=i2(n A),, contains the rnulti-output vector for 

each global state in shuflle-DES. nn.12(n A),, is obtained by performing a Cartesian product 

o' : is the extended output function that defines the multi-output at each global state in shuffle-DES: 

o' :Q+ nn,t,z(n A), . o' is obtained using the set Union function (u) on the individual States 

If the multi-input sets comprising EMAl and EMA2, (nie,, ri), and (ni,,, Ei), , respectively, are 

not disjoint, (ni,,, Zi )l n (ni,,, t 0, then, the automaton obtained afier applying the shuffle 

operation on EMAl and EMAz is non-deterministic. However, this is not the case if the common multi- 

input vectors only perfonn selfloop transitions, Le., transitions that point to the same state from which 

they exit. If (ni,,, zi i), and (ni,,, zi )? are disjoint, i.e., (n , , , ,  zi jt n (ni,,, E ~ ) ~  = 0, then, the 

obtained automaton is deterministic. As mentioned earlier, since in the control of workcells one is only 

interested in deterministic models, the shuffle operation is applied to models having the latter property or 

where their common multi-input vecton only perfonn selfloop transitions. The algorithms to obtain 6' 

and o ' are described in Appendix A. 



An iiiustraîîve example of the Ektended Moore Automata slrume operation 

Let EMAl and EMA2 be defmed graphically as shown in Figure 3.3. 

Figure 33. (a) EMAl and (b) EMA2. 

where 

For EMAl (Figure 3.3a): 

For EMA2 (Figure 3.3b): 

Applying the shuffle operation to EMAl and EMA2, the following automaton is obtained, Figure 3.4: 
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(where, for simplicity, the global states are renamed as: A = (qo, , qo, ) , B = (qOl . qi, ) , 

The extended transition fiinctions for some o f  the global states are: 

Figure 3.4. Result o f  the shuffle operation on EMA, and EMA2. 
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3.52 The Extended Moore Automata meet operation 

The meet operation must combine a set of EMA with common multi-input vector sets into a single 

automaton. It is proposed, herein, to achieve this by performing a synchronization of the EMA's common 

multi-input vectors. Namely, the obtained automaton defines the sequences of  transitions (strings) that 

are allowed to occur in a11 EMA. Based on [30], the new meet operation, @, for two EMA, EMAl and 

EMA2, is defined as: 

where 

Q, qo , 4, o' , nn=12(n A), , and a' are defined as in (3.7), whereas now a' E nn.l, (n z),, ; 

nn=,*? (n t). : is the finite rnulti-input vector set defined as: ,3n=i2(n z),, = (ni,,, xi )), n (ni,,, ri j2 - 

I f  &=,2 (n z), = 0, then, EMA, and EMA2 have no comrnon multi-input vecton. Thus. there 

is no synchronization to be performed and the resulting automaton is an empty EMA, Le., an 

automaton with one state and zero transitions; and, 

6' : is the extended transition partial function defined as, 6' : Q x n, = 12 (n z), +Q with 

O' = 6; x 6;  : 

An illustrarive example of the Ektended Moore Automata meet operation 

m . .  
Let us consider the EMAl and EMAr show in Figure 3.3, where now it is assumed that =a,, =al2. 

' - O 

0, = o,, - O;, , and 0 3  =a3, =,a& , implying that EMAl and EMAL have identical multi-input sets. 

Subsequently, by applying the meet operation to EMAl and EMAL the following EMA is obtained, Figure 

3.5: 

m e *  nn=1.2(n~)n = { 01 .c2,a3 L 



The extended transition fùnctions for the remaining 5 global states are obtained similarly. 

Q, q n,=,, A), , and o ' are defined as in the shume operation. 

4 - .\.A 
F L A  

Figure 3.5. Result of the meet operation on EMAl and EMA?. 

From the above example, it is observed that, in general, the EMA obtained after applying the meet 

operation on NO EMA is a partialiy reachable.automaton. Both EMAl and EMA2, in Figure 3.3, are fully 

reachable, however, the combined EMA in Figure 3.5 is only partialiy reachable, since State F cannot be 

reached from the initial state, State A. 

Since only a hlly reachable mode1 of a DES supervisor would guarantee a deadlock-free system, 

non-reachable states must be erased frorn the EMA. This process does not affect the behavior the 

automaton represents, i.e., the language it generates. A novel algorithm to obtain the reachabte part of an 

EMA, obtained after using the EMA meet operation, is described in Appendix A. 

3.5.3 The Extended Moore Automata disjunction operation 

The shuffie and meet operations yield an EMA that either represents the coordinated and the 

synchronized behavior of the models upon which the operation is being applied to, respectively, but not 

both. Herein, a new disjunction operation, which merges the shume and meet operations to yield an 
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automaton that represents the behavior of several EMA inter-related with comrnon events, is proposed - 

namely, an EMA having the following two propenies: 

( xi ) n ( Xi ) 0, d (EMA, and EMA2 have common multi-inputs) 

t ~ i e I ~  ~ i , ) ~  # b ie I l  zi J2 (EMAI and EMAz have uncomrnon multi-inputs) 

(3.1 la) 

(3.1 1b) 

The obtained automaton, thus, represents the behavior of several DESs evolving independently while 

synchronizing their common actions. 

Based on the work initiated by Ramadge and Wonham, [30], the new disjunction operation on two 

EMA, EMA, and EMA2, having the properties defined in (3.1 l), is defined as: 

where 

- L 

6 : is the extended transition partial function defined as the combination of the shume and meet 

operations. If a transition (multi-input vector) belongs to both EMA, EMAt and EMA2, then the 

meet operation is used, othewise the shuffk operation is used. Formally: 

If oLt c {niE,, Zi 1, n {niEl, Zj 1 ,  , i.e., the multi-input is not a common transition, then, the 

shuffk operation is applied: 

I f  al, E {nisi, Zi }>, n {niEl, Zi j2 , Le., the multi-input ait is a common transition, then, 

o', = oit , and the meet operation is applied: 



- 
A : is the set of multi-output vectors generated by both EMA, and EMAz defined as: 

- 
A = (ni.i2 4 ), 4 a ; and* 

,L 

o : is the multi output function defined as: 

function only generates outputs that can be generated by both, EMAi and EMA2. 

For compactness, the disjunction operation applied to a set of EMA is represented herein as: 

V EMAk , where V is the disjunction operator and I3 is a non-empty index set that represents the set of 
k€13 

EMA to which the operator is being applied to. For example, when the disjunction operation is used to 

combine EMAI, EMA3 and EMA5, then, I3 = { 1,331, and, thus, V EMAk = EMAl v EMA3 v €MA5. 
k d  3 

An iflustrative example of the Exiended Moore Automata disjuncrion operation 

Let EMAl and EMA2 be defined as show in Figure 3.6a and 3.6b, respectively. Applying the EMA 

disjunction operation to these automata yields the automaton shown in Figure 3 .6~.  where, 

a *  * u = (61 9 0 2 ~  r a z 2  ); QIXQZ = {(O,O), ( 1,1), ( 1 ,O), ( R I  ) ) ; 

,. 
o (0.1) = O; since {w;(~)uo;( l )}  n {o; } = o;, 

o* (1.1) = o; since { o ; ( l ) u o ~ ( l ) )  n {a; ) = a;, and. 

the extended transition fiinctions for some of the state-pairs are: 



Figure 3.6. (a) EMAI, (b) EMA,, and (c) V EMAk = EMAl v EMA2. 
k€13 

The EMA shuffle, meet and disjunction operations satisfy the associative and commutative 

properties. For exarnple, if A. B. and C are three EMA, then, A@(B@C) = (A@B)@C and A@B = BBA. 

This is true for the meet and disjunction operations as well, e-g., A v (B v C )  = (A v B) v C. However, 

the automaton obtained by the disjunction operations is, in general, a partially reachable automaton. 

Similar to the meet operation, only the reachable part of the automaton obtained &ter applying the 

disjunction operation will be considered during the synthesis of supervisors. 

3.5.4 The natural projection on Extended Moore Automata input languages 

A natural projection is an operation that allows the user to erase some undesirable syrnbols (events) frorn 

every string comprising a given language. (This operation is useful for the analysis of individual 

resources comprising the controlled workcell). The natural projection, NP, on languages, defined for 

regular autornata in [52] ,  is developed herein for EMA input languages. 

Let L,.(EMAI) and Lin(EMA2) be defined over different rnulti-input alphabets, iniEi, Li 1, and 

{ni, Zi ) ?  . respectively, where it is allowed that: 

xi), = cm,,, zi 



Also, let L~,,(EMA') be defined over the multi-input alphabet comprising EMAl and EMA2: 

The natural projection for EMA is, then, defined as: 

according to 

where E is the nul1 symbol. 

By using the concatenate propew of  multi-input vectors, NPEMAt can be recursively defined on 

Thus, the action of NPEMA, on a string x, belonging to the language L,.(EMA'), is simply erasing al1 

occurrences of m', when a* E {U,,,,2(nX)n - (n i , , ,  Xi )[}. where (ni , , ,  Zi is the set of events that 

can occur within the DES of interest (e-g., a workcell machine), modeled by EMA,. The naturd 

projection, thus, represents the relationship between the input languages accepted by EMA' and EMA,. 

The definition o f  the natural projection on two EMA can be easily extended to several EMA, 

L,,(EMA,), t = 1 to n, by allowing h ( n i E i , Z , ) ,  +0, and defining L,.(EMA') over the multi-input 
t=l  

n 
alphabet l.J(niEr, Xi ) , (namely, extending (3.13) and (3.14)). 

t 
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3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, EMA have been fonnally defined. New definitions for the shume, meet, disjunction and 

natural projection logic operations for EMA are presented. The shuflle operation is used to obtain an 

€MA that represents the coordinated behavior of several DESs modeled by EMA. It is obtained by 

generating an EMA consisting of al1 possible interleavings (shuffles) of stings of the models at hand for a 

particular system. The meet operation is used to synchronize several EMAs, with identical sets of multi- 

input vectors, into a single EMA. This operation combines EMAs by perfonning a synchronization of  

their common multi-input vectors, &i2(n~)n . Thus, the resulting EMA represents the synchronized 

behavior of the EMA. The disjunction operation combines the shuffle and meet operations to obtain 

automata that represent the evolution of several DESs evolving independently while synchronizing their 

common events. Finally, the natural projection operation has been introduced. Al1 these operations are 

novel for EMA and form part of the contributions of this thesis. 

An essential step in the synthesis of workcell supervisors is the construction of the necessary models 

representing the DES to be controlled and the constraints to be imposed on it. The next chapter will 

specifically describe how to obtain workcell machine, part-route and manufacturing-constraint EMA 

models and how to use these, together with the Iogic operations introduced in this chapter for the 

synthesis of EMA-based workcell supervisors. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXTENDED MOORE AUTOMATA BASED MODELING AND 

SUPERVISOR SYNTHESIS FOR MANUFACTURING WORKCELLS 

4.1 Introduction 

The first step in synthesizing workcell supervisors is the modeling of the unconstraint behavior of the 

system resources to be controlled and the manufacturing conditions with which the system will have to 

comply. Given the DES mode1 of the workcell and the independent part-route specifications, a supervisor 

can be synthesized. 

This chapter wilI first describe how to individually model devicedmachines, part routes, and 

manufacturing constraints, followed by the description of a general process to synthesize workcell 

supervisors based on EMA models. The chapter will also describe a novel process to minimize the state- 

space of EMA supervisors. 

4.2 Extended Moore Automata Based Modeling of Manufacturing Workcells 

4.2.1 Workcell device models 

A device model is an abstract representation of the behavior of a workcell machine, e-g., lathes and 

milIing machines, which can perform at least one operation on different parts. The behavior of every one 

of these individual DESs can be represented by the input language accepted by an EMA, where its multi- 

input vector set represents the set of (processes) transitions that can occur. Such transitions are formed by 

triplets of syrnbols a8=(oe Z, , o E Z ~  , o e X 3 ) ~  ni,,, Ei , where E, , and Z3 are three input 

alphabets that represent physical events, part types, and operations (jobs), respectively. 
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Lower-case Greek letters are used, herein, for the elements of Cl . For example, the symbols a, B, A, 

and p represent the events: start of operation, end of operation, machine failure, and repair of machine, 

respectively. El may be partitioned into two disjoint subsets, ÇIc and Z," , compnsing controllable and 

uncontrollable physical events, respectively. For example, ZlC = (a,p) and Z, = {p,A). Upper-case 

itaIic bold letters are used, herein, for the elements of C2, and integer numbers are used for the elements 

of 4. For exampie, the multi-input vector a' = (a, A, 5) indicates that the machine stmed to work on 

fart Type A performing operation No. 5, OpS. (In the graphical representation of workcell devices, 

controlIabIe multi-input vectors are identified with a tic in their transition arrows (-)). 

The multi-output vector of a particular state, represented by a dash-line arrow, (- - D), corning out of 

the state in a workcell device model, is used to represent the controllable physical events that are disabled 

at that state. In case no multi-input need to be disabled, an empty multi-output, (-), is defined. 

Figure 4.1 shows a basic device model which is capable of performing Op5 on Part Type A, with 

three states, labeled as Ii, Wi, and Di representing the Idle, Working, and Down states, respectively, where 

at state Wi, for example, the two controllable physical events ai and pi are disabled, as indicated by the 

outputs at such state. This prevents the machine from attempting to process a new workpiece while 

working on another part. The subscript i is used as a generalization to represent the machine number. 

The symbols (#) and (-) represent a "don't-care" condition. 

Figure 4.1. Basic workcell device model. 
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4.2.2 Part-route models 

In a production system, each part has a set of attributes, which describe the part and define the required 

manufacturing operations. These attributes are used to create a process plan for the part [57]. A pan- 

route model represents the complete production sequence for chat part. Part routes, as workcell 

machines, can likewise be seen as DESs, where states and events represent processing status and the start 

and completion of operations, respectively. Since a part is seen as an autonomous entity, possibly 

coexisting with other part types within the workcell, its route-space is specified, herein, individually 

using EMA without regard for any other part types processed by the workcell. %ch state in the EMA 

represents a processing state and each transition represents the execution of an event that changes the 

processing state of the pan. Any path through the EMA represents a feasible processing route for the 

Part- 

The first step in obtaining a part-route model is to define a sequence of states and events in a 

hierarchical form, where each branch represents a specific processing sequence. This model is then 

modified by attaching to each state (nodes of the three) a set of selfloop events that are not reIevant to 

this part's production, but which may occur if other parts of the same type are king simultaneously 

processed by the workcell. (AH multi-input vectors which affect the specific part type at hand must be 

included in its model). 

Figure 4.2 shows the route model of a Part Type A that has two different processing sequences. The 

part may be first processed by Machine-1, where it undergoes Op5. and then by Machine-S. where it 

undergoes Op3, or aitenatively, first processed by Machine-1 and then by Machine-3. (For simplicity of 

illustration, the down state of the machines were not considered when constructing this model). 

Figure 4.2. Part-route model. 



4.2.3 Manufacturing-constraint models 

Workcell manufacturing constraints c m  be represented as a single (complex) model. However, as for 

part-route models, it would favorable to represent manufacturing constraints individually, irrespectively 

of other constraints, and then have a mechanism to tie them al1 together. Models used to define the size of 

a buffer or to specify the order in which machines will be repaired (in case more than one breaks d o m )  

are typical manu facturing-constraint examples. 

In the constraint models, multi-input and multi-output vectors have the same meaning as described in 

Section 4.2.1. However, multi-output vectors may also represent controllable multi-input vectors that 

must be disabled. It is important that al1 multi-input vectors that can take place in the workcell at hand be 

included in each manufacturing constraint model and that al1 uncontrollable multi-inputs be considered at 

every state. Otherwise, the supervisor synthesized using these models may not control the entire behavior 

of the controlled system. (In the following chapters, for each of the workcell control sub-problems, 

defined in Section 1.2, the conditions that an EMA-based supervisor must satism in order to control the 

entire behavior of a particular workcell are defined). 

Figure 4.3 shows a rnodel that specifies the size of a buffer of capacity two, placed between two 

machines, Machine-1 and Machine-2, in tandem processing (only) Part Type B. When the buffer is fidl 

(State 2), Machine-1 is not allowed to process parts (this prevents the overflowing of the buffer). This is 

accomplished by disabling the physical event al at State 2. When the buffer is empty (State O), Machine- 

2 is prevented from taking parts from the buffer (this prevents the underflowing of the buffer). This is 

accomplished by disabling event a2 at State O. State 1 represents the state of the buffer when storing only 

one part- At this state both machines are allowed to process parts, thus, no event is disabIed. Note that, in 

this example, it is assurned that the part is processed, first, on Machine-1 followed by i ts  processing on 

Machine-2. 

As another example of a manufacturing constraint, Figure 4.4 shows a model that specifies the 

machine-repair sequence for a two-machine workcell processing (onty) Part Type A. When both 
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machines are down (State D), Machine-2 must be repaired before Machine-1. This is accomplished by 

disabling the physical events al, az ,  and p, at state D. 

Figure 4 3 .  Buffer-size manufacturing-constraint. 

Figure 4.4. Machine-repair manufacturing-constraint. 

4.3 Synthesis of Extended Moore Automata-Based Supervisors 

Once al1 the necessary models needed for the specification of a workcell and its (target)-desired behavior 

have been constmcted, they are used to synthesize the corresponding controller. This section describes 

how EMA models are used to synthesize supervisors for traditional (physical) workcells. The following 

three chapters will then describe the supervisor synthesis process for workcells according to the four 

workcell con trol sub-problems described in Chapter 1 . 

As defined in Chapter 3, EMA effectively extends the domain of the state transition and output 

fùnctions of MA to include rnulti-input and rnulti-output vectors, respectively, rather than just individual 

input and output symbols available for basic MA. In this thesis, these characteristics are used to constmct 
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supervisors for virtual workcells. Multi-input vectors are used as the monitoring information, or input 

signals generated by the workcell, to the supervisor about the instantaneous processes that change the 

global state of the system under control. Multi-outputs, on the other hand, are used to represent the 

control signais generated by the supervisor that speciS which events (multi-inputs) in the controIled DES 

are enableddisabled so as to enforce the desired behavior. 

4.3.1 Supervisor Syntbesis hlethodology 

In this section, a novel three-step supervisor synthesis methodology is presented for (physical) workcells: 

Step 1: Modeling: Ail pertinent EMA models are generated, as described in Section 4.2. For a workcell 

comprising n machines, satisfiing p manufacturing constraints, and processing k different part types, the 

machine, manufacturing-constraint, and part-route models are denoted as: MI ,  ..., Mn; SPECI, ..., 

SPEC,; and, PARTI, . . ., PARTk, respectively. 

Step 2: Language generation: Three behavior models are obtained: They represent (i) the global h e -  

behavior of the workcell, (ii) the constraints to be imposed on the global behavior of the workcell, and 

(iii) al1 the possible sequences in which parts can be processed within the workcell, respectively. These 

models are generated fiom the workcell models built in Step 1. 

Behavior language: The (free) behavior language is generated by an automaton that combines the 

behavior of al1 the individual machines comprising the workcell. For an n-machine workcell, the 

behavior language, L,,(CELL), is obtained by shuming the languages, Lln(Mi) i = 1, n, generated by each 

machine model, 

where CELL, the automaton representing the unconstraint behavior of the workcell, is obtained by 

appIying the EMA shume operation on al1 machine models, 



Constrainz language: The consiraint language is generated by an automaton that represents al1 the 

constraints to be irnposed on the unconstrained (fiee) behavior of the workceli. The EMA that generates 

this language is obtained by synchronizing al1 the aIlowable behavior constraint models. Thus, the 

constraint language, Lin(SPEC), is obtained by intersecting the languages, Lin(SPECi) i = 1, p, generated 

by each manufacturing-constraint model, 

where SPEC, the automaton that generates the constraint language, is obtained by apptying the EMA 

meet operation on the corresponding manufacturing-constraint models, 

SPEC = SPECI @ SPECz @ . . . @ SPECp (4.4) 

Since a manufacninng-constraint model restricts the fiee behavior of the workcell, the language 

accepted by each manufacturing-constraint model is a sub-language of the language generated by the 

workcefl rnodel, Lln(SPECl) c Lln(CELL), and, therefore, Lln(SPEC) c Li,(CELL)- 

Processing language: The processing language, Lln(PARTS), is obtained by combining the individual 

languages generated by each part model, Lin(PARTI), Lin(PARTt), etc., 

where, the automaton PARTS is obtained by perforrning a shuffle operation on the k part models, 

PARTS = PART* @ PARTe B.. .@ PARTk. 



e s  
Since a part-route model involves only a subset of events that can be executed by the workcell, the 

language accepted by each part route model is a sub-language of the language generated by the workcell 

model, Lin(PARTA) Lin(CELL), and therefore, Lin(PARTS) Lin(CELL)- 

Srep 3: Synrhesis of conirol szruiegy: In order to control the workcell according to the information 

provided by the three languages described above, the automaton CTRL that represents the workcell's 

control strategy has to be generated. CTRL is an EMA that is able to restrict the language generated by 

CELL so that the workcell can only generate strings that can aIso be generated by SPEC and PARTS 

simultaneously, narnely, 

where the automaton, CTRL is obtained using the meet operation, 

CTRL = CELL @ SPEC @ PARTS. (4-8) 

From the definition of the shume and meet operations, each global state comprising CTRL is an 

(n-tp+k)-tuple, e-g., q = (ql, ..., qn, ql, ..., q,, ql, ..., qk), q,€Mn, qp~SPECp, and qk€PARTk. Thus, each 

global state q has a logical or syrnbolic meaning, e.g., Mn is in state q,, PARTk is in its processing state q k  

and SPEC, is in state qp, where q, may represent the state of a buffer, e.g., ernpty of fiill. 

Control execution is performed by CTRL by generating a new set of controllable events, multi- 

outputs, for disablement, after (monitoring) every event that takes place in the workcell. Thus, the 

controlled behavior of CELL consists exactly of the set of strings of Lln(CELL) that survive under the 

supervision of CTRL such that the language accepted by the control strategy, L,,(CTRL), satisfies: 



The special case, when Lin(CTRL) = Lin(CELL) in (4.9), (Le., Lin(CTRL) G L,,(CELL)), is of no 

interest since it yields no actuat control on the workcell. This case is, thus, excluded by the definition of 

the constraint language, Expression (4.3). 

Expression (4.9) implies that if the manufacturing constraints are not in conflict and if the parts c m  

indeed be produced by the workcell, Le., the required machines do belong to the workcell, then, CTRL 

always exists. Moreover, if CTRL is fully reachable, the workcell is guaranteed to be deadlock-tlee. 

The conditions that CTRL must sat ise in oider to control the entire behavior of  the workcell are 

formafized in Appendix B. 

The supe~ i so ry  controller synthesized, as described in Expressions (4.1 - 4.8), is purely passive, 

comprising only the disablement of contro~lable multi-inputs whose occurrence is executed by the 

workcell itself. In this sense, the controller only supervises the workcell by enablement, Le., it does not 

enforce the execution of events. 

4.3.2 Extended-Moore-Automata-based supervisor synthesis example 

In this section, a simple workcell processing two different part types, A and B, is considered to illustrate 

the synthesis methodology introduced in the preceding section. The workcell consists of two processing 

machines, M 1 and M2, and a robot that is considered, in this example, as a buffer of size one, Figure 4.5. 

Input ~ l *  
Ouiput 
Conveyor- 1 

Figure 4.5. Workcell layout. 
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Initially, the buffer is empty, and both machines, M l  and M2, are idle. Parts, A and B arrive at a 

random order. Part type A is processed fim by M 1 where it undergoes operation No. 1, Opi, and then by 

M2, where it undergoes Op,. Part type B is processed only by M l ,  where it undergoes Opz. If the part 

processed by MI is of type A, the robot picks it up and holds it until M2 is available. If the part is of type 

B, upon processing it is automatically deposited on the Output Conveyor-2. While processing the parts, 

the workcell must not allow the buffer to overflow or to underfiow. This will be the only manufacturing 

constraint to be imposed on the free-behavior of the workcell, thus, allowing its maximum possible 

freedorn of operation. 

Models: The models for machines M 1 and M2, labeled as MI and M2, respectively, are shown in Figure 

4.6. The combined system model is constnicted by applying the EMA shuffle operation, Expression 

(4.2), thus, creating CELL = M I  8 M2- 

(a) (W 
Figure 4.6. Machine models. (a) MI, and (b) Mz. 

In order to prevent the buffer from overfiowing or underfiowing, the manufacturing constraint 

model, SPEC,, is developed, Figure 4.7. SPECl specifies that events (PI A-) and (a2 A3) mst occur 

alternately. This, together with the disablement of a2 at the output of state E (empty buffer), prevents 

underflow. When the buffer is fiill, State F, MI is prevented from receiving new parts of Type A but 

allowed to process parts of Type B. This is accomplished by disabling the multi-input vector (al Al). 

This prevents the buffer fiom overflowing. Since, for this example, there exists only one manufacturing 

constraint, according to Expression 4.4, SPEC = SPECi. 



4 4 
(a931 a = ((al, A 11, (ai, B2h (Pt B -1, 

,A,------. P- - E F 
.-'-CI 

(Pz A -1 
CP ,A- 1 

a - - b  b = {(a1 821, (Pl B -), (Pi A -)) 

Figure 4.7. Manufacturing-constraint model, SPEC,. 

The models for both part types, A and B, are shown in Figure 4.8. These models, PARTA and 

PARTB, are combined according to Expression (4.6) to obtain the automaton PARTS = PARTE, C3 

PARTB. 

Figure 4.8. Part-route models: (a) PARTA, and (b) PARTB. 

Synthesis of control strategy: Once CELL, SPEC and PARTS have been obtained, the supervisor, 

Figure 4.9, is obtained according to Expression (4.8). 

The behavior of the workcell, enforced by the above supervisor, may be described as follows: At the 

initial state of the workcell, the supervisor is also at its initial state, State O. At State O, the supervisor 

enables MI to process parts Type A or B, but has disabled M2 fiom processing parts via the output az. 

This action prevents the buffer fiom underflowing. If, subsequently, M 1 starts processing Part Type A, 

the supervisor changes its statu from State O to State 1, via the input vector (al A l ) ,  where it disables 

both machines from (beginning) processing (new.) parts. Afier M 1 finishes processing the part, the 

workcell infoms the supervisor of the occurrence of this event via the multi-input vector (PI A-). 
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Subsequently, the supervisor changes its status tiom State 1 to State 3. At this sbte, MI is enabled to 

process parts of Type B but not Type A. This prevents the buffer fiom overflowing. At State 3, the 

supervisor also enables M2 to process the part currently in the buffer. The next state of the supervisor 

naturally depends on the next event executed by the workcell. Since the supervisor is a fùlly reachable 

automaton, the workcell is deadlock-fiee. 

As in R-W Controlled-Automata theory, the state-space of EMA-based supervisors can be 

susceptible to the state-explosion problern. However, by using their (characteristic) output capabilities, 

their state-space can be minimized as will be described in the next section. 

Figure 4.9. EMA-based supervisor, CTRL. 

4.4 Minimization of Extended Moore Automata-Based Supervisors 

The literature on the minimization of automata has primarily considered the search for minimal automata 

that generates the same input language as its non-minimized counterpart [44]. A state-space reduction 

technique for automata-based supervisors was proposed in [55]  based on exploiting the symmetry of 

many DESs. This methodology, however, is applicable only to specific classes o f  DESs, where the 

languages, representing individual components of the specific system to be modeled, exhibit symrnetty 
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properties, as defined in CS53 based on the notions of group theory. In [30], the Dot ien t  Stmcrure 

Titeorem was introduced for the reduction o f  the state-space of supervisors while preserving their control 

actions. In such a methodology, the simplification of the supervisor is based on a projection of  the 

supervisor into an equivalent controller, which is referred to as a quotient supervisor. Quotient 

supervisors, however, can be furthemore reduced using intuitive or  ad-hoc approaches. 

A minimized supervisor representation. that conserves the same information embedded in the 

original supervisor, is advantageous to manufacturing applications because the hardware requirernents, 

such as memory and number of PLC VO ports, needed for their implementation would drastically 

diminish. AIso, the software implementation of  supervisors, Le., their translation From their state table 

forrn into the actual computer or PLC program, would be alleviated using smaller size supervisors. 

In contrast to the above approaches, this thesis introduces a novel minimization algorithm for EMA- 

based supervisors based on their output language, L,,,(CTRL). The proposed approach obtains 

supervisors with a state-space smaller than the state-space obtained using other methodologies. 

Moreover, based on the supervisor's extended output function, a*, the obtained state-space is minimal. 

That is. as will be described later, the workcell supervisor is minimum with respect to the number of 

states needed for the generation of the required sets of original control commands. 

The new state-expiosion management approach developed in this thesis is described as follows: 

After an EMA-based supervisor has been synthesized, its state-space is reduced by merging al1 redundant 

States (to be explicitly defined is Sub-Section 4.4.1, below), without affecting the behavior enforced on 

the workcell. Before describing the proposed minimization process, a set of fundamental definitions is 

introduced below. 

4.4.1 Definitions 

(i) Equivalent stares are defined as those states that generate identical outputs, Figure 4.10: 

if q, ~ ' E Q  A q # q' A o*(q) = w*(q') q-q'. (4. IO) 



Figure 4.10. Automaton with equivalent states. 

(ii) State-class is defined as a set of states that satisfies the following three conditions, Figure 4.1 1 : 

1. All states in the same state-class are equivalent, 

2. Any two states in different state-classes produce different outputs, and 

3. Transitions beîween equivalent states do not change the output of the EMA. 

(iii) Redundanr Stares are defined as those that belong to a state-class comprising more than one state, 

Figure 4.1 1. 

I .  0; 
.' 9 0  91 State-class 

w wlchane redundant 

Figure 4.1 1. Automaton with two state-classes. 

(iv) /sonzorphic-EMA is defined based on the concept of isomorphic graphs from Graph theory [56]: 

Let M = EMAl and N = EMA2. M and N are isomorphic, if N can be obtaincd from M by re- 

labeling the states, the multi-input, and the multi-output vectors of M, in such a way that there 

exists a one-to-one correspondence between the extended transition functions 6 and 6 f , and the 

extended output functions o and . Thus, isomorphic EMA are equivalent, Figure 4.12 and 

Table 4.1. 



Figure 4.12. Isomorphic EMA: (a) EMA M and (b) E M A  N. 

Table 4.1. One-to-one correspondence between automata M and N. 

1 Note: the double-arrow-head syrnbol, H, denotes a one-to-one relationship. 1 

4.4.2 Minimization Process 

The proposed minimization algorithm for EMA supervisors is based on the elimination of al1 redundant 

states from the corresponding isomorphic supervisor, thus, the process to obtain an isomorphic-EMA 

supervisor and the elimination process of redundant states are discussed first. 

Herein, the elimination of redundant states refers to the process of  merging a group of redundant 

states into a single state'. This state has a set of outputs identical to the outputs of the individual states 

that were merged. 

- - 

' In this thesis, the world "eliminate" is used instead of the word "merge" since from a graphical-representation 
point of view al1 states in the original group, except one, are erased. 



Ef itnination of redundant states 

The elimination process for redundant states consists of two general steps: (i) Grouping states into state- 

classes, and, (ii) eIimination of al1 redundant states. 

Let M = EMA, and q i  , q j  E Q, qi  + q j ,  be states belonging to the same state-class. The EMA 

obtained by merging the states qi  and q j  in M (Le., eliminating the redundant state q i  ) is defined as: 

where 6 ,  defined as 4 = Q - q i  , is the finite set of states that survives afier reduction, (if qo belongs to a 

state-class with redundant states, then, State qo is defined as the state that survives after the elimination of 

the redundant state q i  ); <j' = o'(q E 6) is the extended output function of fi ; and, g'(q E 4, o') is the 

extended state transition function. in (4.1 1) is obtained by considering the following four cases: 

Case(i): if q ' , q ~ Q . a n d  ~ ' ( q , o ' ) = ~ ' , t h e n ,  ~ ' (q ,o ' )=q ' .  

Narnely, Vq e î) al1 transitions o' E ni,,, Zi not leading to the state to be eliminated, q i  , 

rernain unchanged, e.g., Transitions O;, and o z ,  including the selfloop transition o;, in 

Figure 4.13a, where it is assumed that, a* (q ) = o' (q i ) , thus, q j - q i . 

Case (ii): if q ~ q  and ~ ' ( ~ , o ' ) = q ~ ,  then, S'(q,o*)=qj.  

a 

In this case, a11 transitions coming out of a state q E Q and leading to the state to be eliminated, 

i.e., q i  , are redirected in such a way that now they come out from their original state and lead 

to a state in the same state-class, e.g., q j .  Transitions o; and o, in Figure 4.13a satisw this 

condition. 

- 0  

Case (iii): if q ~ q a n d  6 * ( q i , ~ ' ) = q ,  then, 6 * ( q , , c ~ ' ) = ~  ischanged to 6 (q j ,o ' )=q.  
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Namely, transitions coming out of the state qi and leading to a state q E 6 are shifted in such a 

way that, now, such transitions corne out from a state belonging to the same state-class as qi 

and lead to their original state, e.g., Transitions a; and G; in Figure 4.13a; and, 

-. 
Case (iv): if 6 ' (q i ,o0)=qi ,  then, such transitions areshifted to q j :  S ( q j , o * ) = q j .  

This case considers a11 selfloop transitions, not considered in Case (i), occurring at the state q i  . 

Such transitions are shifted to q j ,  e-g., Transition O; in Figure 4.13a. 

Applying the above definitions to the €MA shown in Figure 4.13a, the corresponding reduced EMA 

shown in Figure 4.13b is obtained. A more complex minimization example is given in Appendix C. 

Figure 4.13. A minimization example: (a) Original EMA, (b) Minimized EMA. 

Obtainitzg the isomorphic Evtended Moore Automata supervisor 

In generai, when redundant states are eliminated, a non-deterministic EMA is obtained. In order to avoid 

obtaining such a non-deterministic automaton an isomorphic €MA rnust be first generated through the 

following three-step procedure: 

Step 1: Based on the device models used to synthesize the supervisor CTRL, Device Conrrol Models 

(DCMs) are created. DCMs generate, a s  outputs, integer numbers that indicate the current state 

of each device. Figure 4.14b shows the DCM for the basic device mode1 shown in Figure 
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Step 2: Using the models obtained in Step 1, the states in CTRL, are re-labeied in such a way that each 

one represents the global (logical) state of the workcell. This is obtained by attaching a multi- 

digit subscnpt to each state label. Each digit comprising the subscript indicates the current state 

of a particular machine. Assuming that the supervisor for a workcell comprising only one 

machine is identical to the EMA shown in Figure 4.14a, the relabeled supervisor would, then, 

be as the one shown in Figure 4.14c, where each state-subscript denotes the state of the machine 

(Le., the state of the workcell.) 

Step 3: The multi-input vectors in CTRL are relabeled in such a way that each multi-input transition 

represents the workceli's global state to which the transition is leading to as well as the part type 

that is affected by such transition. The new label, thus, consists of the subscript of the re- 

labeled state the transition is leading to concatenated with the symbol representing the part type 

affected by the occurrence of such transition. The part type affected by the corresponding 

transition is obtained from the transition structure in CTRL. Herein, the isomorphic EMA 

CTRL is referred to as isom-CTRL. Figure 4.14d shows the isornorphic EMA supervisor for 

the relabeled supervisor shown in Figure 4.14~. 

Figure 4.14. (a) Device model, (b) Device Control Mode1 (DCM), 

(c) State relabeled supervisor, and (d) Isomorphic supervisor. 

The algorithm to rninimize EMA supervisors, thus, consists of two basic steps: (i) Obtaining an 

isomorphic EMA supervisor, and, (ii) Elirninating al1 the redundant states from this isomorphic EMA. 

Namely, first, the above three-step process to obtain an isornorphic EMA supervisor is applied to the 
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original workcell supervisor, i.e., CTRL. This process generates the automaton isom-CTRL. 

Subsequently, in order to eliminate the redundant states and obtain the minimal supervisor, herein referred 

to as isôm - CTRL, Expression (4.1 1) is applied to isom-CTRL. 

From the above described process, it must be noted that the information represented in the original 

(non-minimized) supervisor is maintained in the corresponding minimized supervisor. Therefore, the 

minimized supervisor is a minimal representation containing the same solution to the corresponding 

control problem represented in the original supervisor, where the possible set o f  events that can be 

executed by the workcell at each state remain unaffected, i.e., are not erased. Therefore, the minimized 

supewisor can be implemented without simultaneously utilizing the original (non-minimized) supervisor- 

The proposed state-space minimization methodology normally generates supervisors of smaller size 

than the ones obtained using other methodologies. Considering the manufacturing workcell presented in 

[30] as an exarnple, our methodology generated a minimal supervisor comprising 4 states while the 

quotient supervisor presented in [30] comprised 6 states. (The original supervisor consisted of 12 states.) 

The tirne complexity fûnction, f(n), of the algorithm to eliminate redundant states is a fùnction o f  s, n 

and m for a specific EMA, where s is the cardinality of the multi-input vector set, n is the number of 

states, and m is the number of state-classes. The time complexity fùnction o f  the process to obtain an 

isomorphic EMA is a fùnction of s and n. Considering the worst case scenario, for each of the two 

general steps of the minimization aigorithm, it is observed that f(n) for the entire process is of the order 

~ ( n "  sn3). 

4.4.3 A minimization example 

Let us consider the supervisor obtained in Section 4.3, for the workcell shown in Figure 4.5, where the 

supervisor for such workcell was defined earlier in Figure 4.9 and is repeated below. 



Figure 4.9. EMA-based supervisor, CTRL. 

First, an isomorphic EMA o f  the supervisor has to be obtained. According to Step 1 of the 

minimization algorithrn, obraining an isomorphic EMA supervisor, DCMs have to be created, one for 

every machine forrning the workcell. The corresponding DClM models for MI ,  M2 and the Robot are 

shown in Figure 4.15. Based on these DCMs, the subscript for evety state cornprising the supervisor is 

generated, Table 4.2. The information in Table 4.2 is, then, used to construct the corresponding 

isomorphic EMA isom-CTRL, Figure 4.16. The obtained autornaton comprises six state-classes as seen 

in Table 4.3. 

Figure 4.15. DCMs, (a) for MI, (b) for M2, and (c) for the robot. 



Table 4.2. Information to re-label states in CTRL. 
- - - - -- - - - 

State label in CTRL 1 Description of the workcell global state 1 State label in isom-CTRL 
(outputs of the DCM). 

M 1 is idle (output O) 

Buffer is empty (output O) 
M 1 is idle (output O) 

O 

1 

3 - 

M2 is idle (output O) 
Buffer is empty (output O) 
M 1 is working on part type A (output 1 )  
M2 is idle (output O) 
Buffer is empty (putput O) 
M 1 is working on part type B (output 2) 
M2 is idle (output O) 

3 

4 

OOlA 

0000 

1 100 

2x0 
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Figure 4.16. Isomorphic supervisor, isom-CTRL. 

The minimized supervisor isôm -CTRL, Figure 4.17, is then obtained by eliminating al1 redundant 

states from isom-CTRL. For this particular example, isôm -CTRL represents a reduction of 66% in the 

number of states, when compared with the original supervisor, Le., CTRL, which comprises 18 states. 



Table 4 3 .  Outputs and sbte-classes in isom-CTRL. 

] State-class [ States in the same state-class 1 Multi-outputs [ 

O O O A  

CL!+--- 1 - O O O B  
A O l O B  

O l O A  O O l A  O1lA 

Figure 4.17. Minimized supervisor, isôm -CTRL. 

In order to show that CTRL and isôm -CTRL enforce the same behavior on the workcell, one must 

prove that their output languages are identical, namely; 

L,,,(CTRL) = Lou,(isom-CTFtL), and 

Lou,(isom-CTRL) = Lou,( isôm -CTRL). 

Such a prove is presented in Appendix D. 

4.4.4 Implementation of minimized workcell Extended Moore Automata-based supervisors 

The minimized EMA-based supervisor, isôm -CTRL, is used together with the device control modets, 

DCMs, to rnonitor and control the workcell. Each DCM monitors its own device and changes its state in 
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response to pertinent events occurring within the workcell. The output fiom al1 DCMs are used to form a 

multi-input vector sent to isôm -CTRL . Every tirne the workcell generates an event, the multi-input 

vector to be received by isôm-CTRL changes. At this instance, the minimized supervisor evaluates it, 

changing its own global state, and generates the corresponding control commands sent to the (physical) 

machines. The control commands (multi-outputs) generated by isôm-CTRL, are received by the 

machine (low-level) controllers as illustrated in Figure 4.18. 

The "virtual" control commands shown in Figure 4.1 8 represent the set of events disabled by the 

supervisor sent to the DCMs, where such events are temporarily erased from the DCMs. 

rnulti-input 
vector 

Output b A A 

of the 
DCM 

Virtual 
control I 

DCM for DCM for 
Mach- L Mach-2 Robot 

A A 4 

monitoring 
- 

Control 
Mach- 1 Mach-2 ~ o b o t  commands 

Figure 4.18. Minimal-supervisor implementation setup- 

4.5 Summary 

The rnodeting of machines, part routes, and manufacturing constraints using EMA theory has been 

presented and the use of these models for the synthesis of workcell supervisors have been described. 

EMA allows obtaining correct (deadlock- and conflict-free) supervisors that have the ability to explicitly 

generate control commands sent to the workcell. A novel methodology to minimize EMA-based 

supervisors has also been presented. 

From a theoretical point of view, the advantages of multi-input and multi-output vectors allow for a 

compact representation of both the workcell unconstraint (free) behavior and its corresponding control 

strategy. This makes potentially large state-space supervisors implementable. From a practical point of 
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view, the characteristics of EMA-based supervisors allow the control actions of minirnized supervisors to 

be fùlly determined based on the current global state of the workcell without considering how such a state 

was reached. Thus, by using multi-input vectors, it is possible to synthesize memory-less supervisors that 

will force workcells to behave in accordance to a set of desired manufacturing constraints while 

processing the required set of part types regardless on the history of the workcell. 



SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF WORKCELLS WITH 

PART-ROUTING FLEXIBILITY 

5.1 Introduction and Probtem Statement 

A part-route comprises a set of operations, some of which must be perfonned sequentially while others 

can be performed in any order. Part routing has been deîïned as the process of assigning the operations of 

parts to specific machines [60]. Workcells may fabricate a variety of parts under changing production 

patterns by using their inherent flexibility. Such utilization of workcells to produce families of parts in 

many possible orders of operations and choices of different machines is advantageous. For example, 

workcells allow operations to be performed on alternative machines, thus, allowing production to 

continue when a machine is down or perforrning another task. 

Altemate part-routing information has been used in the formation of part families and workcells [57]. 

Researchers, such as Hutchinson and Pflughoefi [58], have verified the positive effects of flexible routing 

while others have analyzed the deadlocking characteristics of automated manufacturing systems with 

flexible routing [59]. In these and other studies, however, the formal control of workcells with flexible 

routing has been a periphery issue due to the preoccupation of most researchers with the complexity of 

the deadlock avoidance problem. Moreover, despite intensive research on the theoretical control of 

DESs, however, current techniques can still primarily be used for the supervisory control of simple 

workcells. 

Some of the few studies that have considered the control of workcells with routing flexibility 

proposed the routing of parts according to an on-line (real-time) routing-decision mechanism using 

heuristic d e s  1611 or to synthesize controllers based on a single optimal processing route. When an 
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operational contingency arises, a new (optimal) processing route is selected fiom the part's route-space 

and the controller is re-synthesized [62]. These approaches, however, are in general inadequate for 

industrial systems since possible routing options c m  grow exponentially according tu the degree of 

flexibility present in the workcell, and, thus, the computational efforts required by such techniques 

become overwhelming. 

In this thesis, it is assumed that the routes for al1 the parts have already being established before they 

are introduced into the workcell. The problem is, thus, to synthesize a supervisor to control the flow of 

parts according to their known routes, available resources and workcell specifications. Such supervisory 

controllers must be capable of routing parts based on their individual processing history, Le., a part at a 

specific location within the workcell may have a different set of alternative operations depending on its 

latest processing state. Thus, herein, part-routing controt is defined as "the process of guiding theflow of 

parts as they make rheir way through the workcell in contpliance with their a priori hnown processing 

routes, where each part is an independent entity coexisring with other parts preseni within rhe workcell." 

In this chapter, a novel modeling and control synthesis technique is presented for workcells that 

allow part-routing flexibility. The proposed control methodology combines EMA and R-W theories. By 

simuItaneously monitoring several inputs and changing States based on such information, EMA-based 

supervisors can effectively trace the history of each part and, thus, control routing flexibility. 

The following sections will, first, describe the modeling aspects to be considered when synthesizing 

supervisors for workcells processing parts having alternative routes, Section 5.2. Then, a novel way to 

construct pan-route models, which can be used to synthesize effective supervisors, is described followed 

by the proposed workcell supervisor synthesis procedure and a comprehensive exarnple. 

5.2 Extended Moore Automata Models 

In order to synthesize a workcell supervisor, individual workcell devices, part routes, and other 

manufacturing constraints must be individually modeled. For workcells processing parts with alternative 

routes, machine and manufacturing constraint models are constructed as previously described in Chapter 



4, thus, no further discussion is presented in this chapter. Part-route models, however, need to be re- 

defined as described in the following section. 

5.2.1 Modeling of multi-brancb part routes 

In a manufacturing workcell, several parts of the same type may be concurrently produced. If these parts 

have alternative routes, then, in order to control their flow within the workcell appropriately, the 

supervisor needs ro trace the history of each and every part. Furthemore, when synthesizing a supervisor 

one also has to consider the possible routing problems, such as deadlocks and device overflowing, that 

may anse when several parts of the same type but using different routes, are being produced concunently. 

The single-àranch part-route models, as defined in Chapter 4, cannot be used to deal with these 

situations, Le., such models cannot trace the history of individual parts. Thus, this chapter proposes the 

use of advance part route models (APMs), developed in this thesis, which are able to trace the history of 

every single part, of a specific type, being simultaneously produced. APMs are generated using a three- 

step process: 

Step 1: An EMA comprising the sequence of events and processing States necessary to produce the part 

within the workcell is obtained for each part type. This automaton is referred to as the basic part-route 

mode1 ( B P M ) .  For a Type X part this mode1 is denoted by BPMx. BPMs are constmcted by defining 

sequences of states-and-events parts undergo in a tree like form, where each branch represents a specific 

processing sequence in which the part can be produced. Thus, each BPM represents the set of feasible 

processing paths used to produce that part type. 

BPMs, however, do not provide the processing instmctions necessary to concurrently process two or 

more parts of the sarne type, where each string that is accepted by a BPM represents a pennissible 

sequence of processes required to pmcess the part at hand. BPMs can only be used to synthesize 

supervisors for workcells that allow a maximum of one pan of each type inside the workcell at any given 

time since a BPM can only trace the history of one part at a time. 
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Figures 5.la and 5. lb  show two BPMs for Part Types A and B, respectively, where each part type 

has two alternative processing sequences. As s h o w  in Figure 5. la, a Type A part requires only 

operation No. 1, Op,, for its production, which can either be performed, on Machine-l (MI) or on 

Machine-2 (M?). M e n  M,, or M?, starts processing the part, this event is represented by the multi-input 

vector (a, A 1). or (a2 A 1), respectively- As shown in Figure 5.1 b, a Type B part requires to first undergo 

Op5 on MI before undergoing Op3 on either Mz or MJ. When a part completes its last process the part- 

route model retums to its initial state. At this state the model is ready to trace the history of a new 

incorning part. 

Figure 5.1. Examples of basic part models: (a) BPMA and (b) BPMe. 

Step 2: An advance part mode1 (APM) that represents the concurrent processing of multiple (sam-type) 

parts is constructed for each BPM, to keep track of dl individual parts of the same type concurrently 

being produced within a workcell. In order to construct such an automaton, it is assumed that the 

workcell can change its state in one of the following three ways: 

(1) Allowing the introduction of a new part into the workcell, when the capacity of the workcell 

allows it; 

(2) Advancing a partial1 y-processed pan; and, 

(3) Delivering completed parts. 

If n represents the maximum number Type X parts that the workceil can concurrently process, then. an 

APM that can trace n parts must be constructed. 
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The EMA shuffle operation, defined in Chapter 3, which combines automata into a single automaton, 

is used to combine BPMs to represent their coordinated behavior. Namely, since a BPM can trace only 

one part at a time, then, by combining two identical BPMs it is possible to obtain an automaton capable of 

tracing two parts of the sarne type; by combining three identical BPMs the resuiting automaton can trace 

three parts; and so on. Thus, the APMx automaton for BPMx that can trace the history of n parts of Type 

X is obtained by perfonning (n- 1) shume operations on BPMx: 

APMx = BPM x, O BPM x, 8.. .@ BPM xn , 

where BPM xi refers to the i-th part of Type X that will be traced within the workcell. 

The input language accepted by APMx, Expression (5.2) below, defines the processing history of n 

parts concurrently being produced by the workcell, thus, the automaton APMx can be used to trace the 

processing history of n parts. 

The input language Lin(APMx), representing the fiee-flow of n parts of Type X flowing within the 

workcell, however, does not specifL how to prevent the possible confiicts that may arise in the workcell, 

such as deadlocks, when concurrently processing several parts of the same type. Moreover, the mode1 

would not prevent more than one part of being processed simuItaneously on the same machine. 

In order to use APMs for the synthesis of correct supervisors, these models must only specify how 

the parts can be safely produced, i.e., without causing deadlocks or without parts interfering with one 

another dunng their production. This can be accomplished by erasing from the APMs al1 the unsafe 

States. An unsafe state is either a state that prevents some or al1 parts currently being processed not to 

proceed to completion (e.g., a state where a part-flow deadlock occurs [64]), or a state where different 

parts of the same type are in the same processing state (e.g., when two or more parts are simultaneously 

undergoing the sarne operation on the same machine). 



The set of globa: states for a Type X part, Qx, comprising APMx, is defined as a Cartesian product 

on the set of states comprising the corresponding BPM: 

where qi refers to the processing state of the i-th part of Type X within the workcell. 

Formally, a global state, q€Qx, is defined to be safe, if the following five conditions hold: 

(i) Global State q is reachabIe fiom the initial global State 40: qo -+ q; 

(ii) State qo is reachable fkom state q; q + qo. ((i) and (ii) imply that a safe state is fully 

reachable); 

(iii) Al1 elernents within the global state are diffèrent: (qi€Qi, q€Q2, ... ) 1 qi # q,. Namely, two 

or more parts cannot have the same processing statu (unless they have not yet entered the 

workcell or they are kept in a buffer of size greater than one); 

(iv) At state q al1 logical events that can occur afier a specific event has occurred must be 

possible at the consecutive reached states. For example, afier a start-of-operation event, i.e., 

a,, has occurred, the corresponding end-ofloperarion event, Le., Bi, must be present at the 

consecutive (reachable) states; and, after the event a; has occurred no other a; event must be 

possible before a P, event has taken place; and, 

(v) AI1 transitions coming from State q lead to a safe state, q,: 6(q, multi-input) = q, 1 q, is safe, 

namely, q + q, 1 q, is safe. 

Step 3: AI1 unsafe states and their associated transitions are erased from APMx. Unsafe states in an 

APM may appear due to the non-deterministic nature of the APMs. (As described in Chapter 3, when 

applying the shume operation to languages with common event symbols a non-detenninistic automaton is 

obtained.) In order to trace the history of al1 the parts being produced and control their flow, transitions 
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causing non-determinism must be erased fkom APMx. If these transitions are not eliminated, the 

synthesized supervisor witl be non-detenninistic and, thus, appropriate control may not be possible. 

Transitions causing non-determinism can be identified by observing the extended transition function 

at every global state q within the automaton APMx. If at any state qi within APMx the partial function 

6' (qi, o') ! is not a singleton set, the automaton is identified as non-deteministic. This non-detenninism 

is eliminated by erasing from State qi al1 (randomly chosen) transitions except one defined by the multi- 

input vector O*. 6' (q, , a' )! becomes a singleton set aAer erasing such transitions. 

Once transitions causing non-determinism have been erased, other states previously identified as safe 

rnay becorne unsafe themselves and, thus, they need to be eliminated as well. This iterative process for 

the determination of unsafe states and transitions that must be erased is represented herein by the safe 

operation, where the superscript s in APM denotes that the model contains only safe states: 

APM = safe (APMx). (5-4) 

The overd1 iterative three-step process to construct safe APMs for every part type to be produced by 

the workcell is s h o w  in Figure 5.2. 

For a specific part type: 

Srep 1:  Constmct the BPM based on the part's processing attributes. 

Step 2: Construct the corresponding APM, using Expression (5. l ) ,  based on the maximum number 

of parts for the specific type that can be concurrently processed by the workcell, 

Srep 3: Obtain a safe and deteministic APM that can trace the history of every part of the specific type 

being concur~ently produced by the workcell, using the safe operation, Expression (5.4). 

Figure 5.2. Algorithm to construct safe advance part-route models. 



5.2.2 A modeliag example 

As an exarnple of the above process to constmct safe APMs, let us consider a workcell capable of 

simultaneously processing two parts of Type A, where the BPM for such a part type was defined earlier in 

Figure 5.la and repeated below in Figure 5.3a. The advanced part mode1 for this particular example is 

APM, = BPM @ BPM ,,2, Figure 5.3b. The output generated at every state of this automaton is 

defined by the shuffle operation. Each state-pair (qi€Q1, q,€Q2) comprising APMA denotes that one part 

is in its processing State qi and the second part, which can be processed by the workcell, is in State q,, 

e.g., one part is being processed on Ml while another part is undergoing an operation on Mz. 

By examining BPMA and APMA, one can identifi the processing state of every part of the specific 

type at hand within the workcell. For example, at State (21), two parts are being simultaneously 

produced, one on Mt and the second on MI, as represented by States 2 and 1 on BPMA, respectively. Per 

the definition of safe states, States (22) and (1 1), highlighted by light Grey circles in Figure 5.3b. are 

identified as unsafe states since they do not satis@ Condition (iii) (Step 2, Sub-section 5.2.1). These two 

states and the corresponding transitions, represented by dashed-line arrows in Figure 5.3b, are erased. 

The remaining states and transitions f o m  a safe but non-deterministic automaton, Figure 5 .3~.  

The second step, in obtaining the safe and deterministic automaton, is to erase al1 transitions causing 

non-determinism. Examining the transition fiinction of Figure 5.3c, it is deterrnined that the transition 

hnctions 6'((0,0),(a, A 1)) = {(IO), (01)) and 6'((0,0).(az A 1)) = ((20). (02)) are not singleton sets. In 

order to elirninate this non-detenninism, one of the two transitions labeled (aI A l )  and one of those 

labeled as (a2 Al)  coming out from State (00) must be erased. After (randomly) erasing the duplicate 

transitions, 6'((0,0).(a, A 1)) = ((1 0)) and 6'((0.0),(a2 A 1)) = ((02)) . one notes that the States (1 0). 

(12), and (02), highlighted by light Grey circles in Figure 5.3c, are identified as unsafe since they do not 

satisS, Condition (i) (Step 2, Sub-section 5.2.1). 

Afier erasing al1 transitions causing non-detenninism and ail unsafe states, the safe and deterrninistic 

APM, APM S, , shown in Figure 5.3d is obtained. 
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Figure 5.3. (a) Basic part model, (b) Advance part model, (c) Non-deterministic advance 

part modeI, and (d) Safe and deterministic part model. 

5.3 Supervisor Synthesis 

The rnethodology to synthesize supervisors that allow routing flexibility comprises three primary 

sequential steps described in Sub-sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3, respectively. The synthesis procedure is 

identical to the methodology described in Chapter 4 for simple workcells. 

5.3.1 Modeling 

In order to synthesize a supervisor, al1 pertinent EMA models are first generated. Namely, individual 

models for each machine, for each manufacturing constraint that needs to be satisfied during the operation 

of the workcell, and for each part type produced by the workcell are obtained. These individual models 
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must be combined to represent (i) the global (unconstrained) behavior of the workcell, CELL, (ii) the set 

of manufacturing constraints to be imposed on the global behavior of the workcell, SPEC, and (iii) al1 

possibie sequences in which al1 part types having alternative routes can be concurrently and safely 

processed within the workceIl, PARTS, respectively. As in Chapter 4, for a workcell compnsing n 

machines, satisfjing p manufacturing constraints, and processing k different part types having alternative 

routes, the global models are obtained as follows: 

CELL = Ml @ Mz 8 ... @ Mn, 

SPEC = SPECi @ SPECz @ . . . @ SPECp 

PARTS=APM~ BAPM; @...@APM;. 

5.3.2 Language generation 

The global models generated in Section 5.3.1 yield specific languages, namely, the behavior, the 

constraint and the routing languages, respectively. The behavior and constraint languages were defined 

in Chapter 4, where the expressions for such languages are repeated below in Expressions (5.8) and (5.9), 

respective! y: 

The routing language represents al1 possible production sequences in which several parts, coexisting 

within the workcell, can be manufactured by the workcell. The routing language, Lin(PARTS), is 

obtained by creating al1 possible interleavings of the strings generated by al1 individual safe advance part- 

route rnodels, namely, by the languages Lin(APM f ), L,,(APM ; ), . . .,and LIn(APM [ ): 

Lin(PARTS)= interleave [L~.(APM ), Lin(APM ),. . . L~,(APM ; )]. (S. 1 O) 



In order to control a workcell according to the information provided by the three languages described in 

Section 5.3.2, the automaton CTRL that represents the overall controI strategy is generated: 

CTRL = CELL @ SPEC PARTS. (5.1 1) 

CTRL is an EMA that restricts the language generated by CELL to only those strings that can also be 

generated by SPEC and PARTS simultaneously: 

Supervisory control execution is performed by CTRL by generating a (new) set of controllable 

events for disablement, defined by its multi-outputs, after every event that takes place in the workcell. 

The set of conditions that CTRL must satisfL in order to control the entire behavior of the workcell, while 

keeping track of the history of every individual part being processed within the workcell, is formaiized in 

Appendix B. 

5.4 Workcel1 Supervisor Synthesis Example 

In this section, an EMA-based supervisor for a workcell having routing flexibility is presented, Figure 

5.4. The workcell is cornposed of three processing machines, MI, M t ,  and M3, and one handling device 

(Robot). MI can perform three different operations, Opl, Op4 and Op6; M2 can perforrn Op2 and OpS; and, 

M3 can perform Op,. The robot is used to transfer parts between al1 three machines and can hold only one 

part at a time. There is one input conveyor used to randomly introduce parts into the workcell. Each 

machine has its own output conveyor used to automatically unload parts afier they had undergone their 

last operation. However, if a part needs to undergo other operations on other machines, then, the robot is 

used for the part transfer. 

The workcell is designed to produce two part types, A and B. Part Type A undergoes operations 

Op,, Opz, and Op3. However, the order of these operations can Vary subject to the foliowing prescribed 
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constraints: Op, must be the first operation to be performed on the part; and, Opz and Op3 can be 

performed in any order aAer Opl. Therefore, the two possible routes in which a Type A part can be 

produced are given as Opl-Op2-Op3 and OpI-Op3-Opz, respectively. These two routes are graphically 

represented in Figure 5.4 using narrow Iine-arrows and dashed-line arrows, respectively. Part Type B 

undergoes operations Op4, Op5, and Op6. Part T*vpe B has only one processing route, Op4-Ops-0pb. This 

route is represented by the wide-line arrows in Figure 5.4. 

Route for -2. Op, 

Al l tmt ive  
operation 
sequcnccs 
for part Type A 

-3 

Figure 5.4. Workcell layout. 

5.4.1 Modeling 

To synthesize a supervisor for this workceli, al1 required models are constructed first. 

Machine models: Machines MI, M2, and M3 are modeled as shown in Figure 5.5. Therefore, the 

automaton representing the free-behavior of the workcell is obtained as CELL = MI @Mz @M3. 

Figure 5.5. Machine models (a) MI,  (b) Mz and (c) M3. 

Part models: The basic part mode1 for Part Type A, BPMA, is shown in Figure 5.6: The two possible 

routes are MI-M2-MI and MI-MI-M2. The automaton APM î is obtained as APM = safe (BPM AI @3 
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BPM @ BPM ) . since the workcell can pmcess a maximum of three parts of Type A a t  any one 

time, Le., one part processed on every machine, Figure 5.7. APMA indicates that a maximum of two 

parts, Type A. c m  be simultaneously produced by the workcell (Le., if three parts are allowed. the buffer 

rnay overflow, or the workcell may enter a deadlock state). Moreover, APML also indicates that a 

second part is allowed to enter the workcell, only when the first part is undergoing its last operation on 

either M2 or M3. 

Figure 5.6. Basic mode1 for Part Type A. 

Figure 5.7. Advance and safe mode1 for Part Type A. 
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Part Type B is modeled similady. Figure 5.8, and its advanced part Riodel is obtained as APMe = 

BPM ,, O BPM ,?. Since the existence of two Type B parts inside the workcell, one on Mi and another 

on M2. would cause a deadlock, the APM Se = safe(APMe) is equivalent to the BPM , , APM =BPM , . 
Once both individual safe APMs have been constructed, they are combined into a single automaton: 

PARTS=APM; B A P M k .  

Figure 5.8. Basic model for part Type B. 

Manufacturing constraints: The only manufacturing constraint, SPECI, used in this example is modeled 

by the automaton shown in Figure 5.9. This model specifies that the robot cannot hold more than one 

part at a time and machines cannot receive parts from an "empty" robot. Therefore, according to 

Expression (5.6), SPEC = SPECi. 

Figure 5.9. Manufacturing constraint. 

5.42 Synthesis 

Once al1 required models have been constructed, the second step in the supervisor synthesis process is to 

use such models to generate the deadlock-free supervisor. Using Expression (5.1 1). the supervisor CTRL 

is obtained, Figure 5.10. Table 5.1 shows the outputs generated at each state of CTRL. These outputs 



represent the transitions that are disabled by the supervisor at each global state of the workceIl. The 

supervisor comprises 29 states and 46 transitions, which describe the behavior enforced by the 

supervisor. For example, at State 21 in Figure 5.10, MI is performing the first operation, Opi, on a part 

of Type A, and Mz, Mj and the robot are idle. Since at this state there exists no other part within the 

workcell that requires to undergo an operation on Mz or M3 the supervisor disables M2 and M3 from 

processing any part type. This is accomplished by generating the outputs al, al, and a3 at State 2 1, Table 

5.1, State-class VI. 

Figure 5.10. EMA supervisor, CTRL. 

Table 5.1. Outputs and state-classes in CTRL. 

1 State-class 1 States in the sarne state-class ( Multi-outputs 1 

5.4.3 Minimization 

As seen from Table 5.1. the state-set comprising CTRL can be grouped into six state classes, (where al1 

states comprising a class generate the sarne set of outputs, Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1). Thus, the state- 

space minimization algorithm described in Chapter 4 c m  be used on the above supervisor to reduce its 

state-space from 29 to 6 states without affecting the behavior enforced on the workcell. 



After re-labeling the states and transitions comprising CTRL, according to Step (i) of the 

minimization algorithm (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2), the isomorphic EMA, isorn-CTRL, is obtained, 

Figure 5.1 1. The outputs generated by the states comprising isom-CTRL are identicai to the ones 

shown in Table 5.1. As described in Chapter 4, each multidigit subscript in isom-CTRL encodes the 

current global state of the workcell, where each digit f o d n g  the subscript represents the state of a 

specific device comprising the workcell. For this particular example, the first digit, from left to right, 

represents the state of MI. The second, third and fonh digits represent the states of M2, M3 and the robot, 

respectively . For example, at State 2h2,& Mi is Idle (State O, Figure 5.5a), Mz is processing Part Type B 

(State 2, Figure 5.5b), M3 is processing Pan Type A, and the robot is idle. 

The minirnized EMA isôm -CTRL , Figure 5.12, is obtained from isom-CTRL , by elirninating d l  

the redundant states, according to Step (ii) of the minimization algorithm (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2). 

namely, eliminating states 4, 6-8, and 10-28. For this particular example, isôm -CTRL represents a 

reduction of 80% in the number of states. 

Figure 5.11. Isomorphic supervisor, isom- CTRL . 
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Figure 5.12- Minirnized supervisor, isôm -CTRL . 

In order to illustrate how both CTRL and isôm -CTRL enforce the sarne behavior on the workcell, 

let us assume that, starting from the workcell's initial state, the following sequence of events have taken 

place: (al Al), (BI A-), (az A2), (pz A-), (a3 A3), (a l  A l )  and (P3 A-). Such an event sequence takes 

CTRL from State O to State 21 going through the state sequence (O), (21). (2), (15), (3), (6)- (22) and 

(21 ), Figure 5.10. Accordingly, State 21,000 is reached in isom- CTRL after the workcell has gone 

through the following global state sequence: (O-), (211m). ( h l ) ,  (15010~). (30001)r (6001~). ( 2 2 1 ~ 1 ~ )  and 

(21 lm). Figure 5.1 1. The mapping of this sequence of states into the muiti-input vector sequence, 

[( 1000A), (000 1 A), (0 IOOA), (000 1 A), (O01 OA), ( 10 10A) and ( IOWA)] takes isôm - CTRL from State 1, 

its initial state, to State VI, after going through the corresponding following sequence of states: (I), (VO, 

(III). (VI), (EX), (Vu, (0  and (Vu, Figure 5.12. At State VI, isôm-CTRL generates the same set of 

outputs generated by CTRL at State 2 1. A similar analysis can be performed on every string accepted by 

CTRL with similar results. Thus, it is illustrated that the minimized EMA supervisor isôm -CTRL 

enforces the same behavior on the workcell as the one by CTRL. 

5.5 Summary 

A novel automata-based methodology has been presented for the modeling of parts having alternative 

routes. The obtained models are used to trace the history of individual parts flowing within a workcell 
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and, thus, used to synthesize (conflict- and deadlock-fiee) EMA-based supervisors that can re-route parts 

in an on-line fashion according to available resources and rnanufacturing constraints. ï h e  obtained 

supervisors c m  be minimized with respect to their number o f  States without affecting the behavior 

enforced on the (controlled) workcell as was s h o w  in the exarnple. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF MULTI-WORKCELL FLEXIBLE 

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS SHARING RESOURCES 

6.1 introduction 

The previous chapters have considered the control of individual workcells. Flexible-Manufacturing 

Systems (FMSs), however, may comprise a number of workcells, whose production resources are shared 

among the workcells for a variety of practical reasons. In this chapter, the control of such workcells 

belonging to multi-workcelt FMSs with sharing resources is addressed. 

Although resource sharing among workcells has been widely addressed in the scheduling literature, 

the topic has not been considered as frequently in the DES control literature. In DES studies, resource 

sharing is normally considered to occur between sub-systems. In [ I l ]  and 1651, for example, robots are 

considered as resources being shared by processing machines for their loading and unloading, where al1 

the robots and machines form one workcelI. In [66], machines share tools for the production of parts, and 

in [67], parts are considered as devices that share machines for their production. In contrast, in this 

chapter, a higher level resource-sharing problem is considered, namely, the machine-sharing problem 

among individual workcells. The specific problem at hand is how to individually control workcells 

sharing production resources. For example, parts may begin their production within one workcell and end 

within another. 

Numerous centralized, modular, hierarchical and heterarchical architectures have been proposed for 

the control of stand-alone manufacturing systems [68] - Le., systems seen as a whole, complete and 

independent units, such as a workcell. The centralized architecture is characterized as a single control 

unit, which utilizes information fiom the workcell's sensors and machine controllers in making its global 
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control decisions. The modular approach uses the divide-and-conquer concept, 1501. However, even if 

one were to solve the set of smaller problems, there would still be no guarantee that the combined 

controller will adequately manage the workcell at hand. In a heterarchical configuration, a set of 

autonomous controllers, with inter-workcell communication capabiiities, can control machine interactions 

within a FMS, [69]. However, complex communication protocols and required distributed processing 

capabilities are some of the factors that make this type of controllers diffïcult to implement. 

As a variant to the above approaches, in this chapter, a novel EMA based methodology for the 

synthesis of a set of conflict- and deadlock-free supervisors, CTRL,, CTRL2, ..., CTRL,, to individually 

control m workcells within a multi-workcell FMS, inter-related by cornmon (shared) resources is 

presented. Supervisors are independent from each other. Namely, they do not require on-line knowledge 

regarding the behavior of their neighboring workcells. This independence feature is a clear advantage of 

the proposed methodology over many other control techniques that do require knowledge of their 

surroundings. 

Al1 required models needed by the proposed supervisor synthesis process (i.e., for machines, part 

routes and manufacturing constraints) are constmcted using EMA. Although individual workcell EMA- 

based supervisors are individually conflict- and deadlock-free, their combined actions over shared 

resources may lead to deadlock states. Thus, despite that the utilization of independent workcells with 

sharing resources improves the flexibility of FMSs, avoiding deadlocks is essential for their successfiil 

implernentation. The supervisor-synthesis methodology proposed in this chapter analyzes the concurrent 

actions of independent supervisors over shared resources, checks for the existence or absence of deadlock 

states and finds them, which can then be used in determining the manufacturing conditions causing such 

states, if any. 

In Section 6.2, the general algorithm to synthesize individual controllers for workcells, interrelated 

by shared resources, forming a multi-workcell FMS is presented. The proposed novel workcell 

supervisor-synthesis procedure is detailed in Section 6.3. The methodology for EMA-based supervisors 

that can identiQ deadlock-states dunng the concurrent action of a set of supervisors over shared devices 

is introduced in Section 6.4. A methodology used to check if shared resources will perform the set of 
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operations, for which they were planned for, when controlled by several supervisors, is presented in 

Section 6.5. In Section 6.6, an implementation approach and the computational advantages of the 

proposed rnethodolcgy are presented, followed by a comprehensive example in Section 6.7. 

6.2 Controller Synthesis for Multi-Workcell Flexible Manufacturing Systems - Proposed 

Algorithm 

Let a FMS comprise m workcells. FMCi, i~ { 1, 2, ..., ml, inter-related by c o m o n  (shared) resources. 

The proposed approach to synthesize individual controllers for these workcells, CRTLi, that allow the 

concurrent control of the multi-workcell FMS can be described by four general steps, Figure 6. la: 

Step 1: Synthesize individual deadlock-free EMA-based workcell supervisors, one for every workcelI 

forming the multi-workcell FMS, as descnbed in Section 6.3. 

Step 2: Check for deadlock states for every combination of intemelated workcells. This step is pefformed 

by, first, combining sub-sets of individual supervisors, when necessary due to resource sharing, 

into single automatons. Every "combined automaton is then used to analyze the concurrent 

actions of the corresponding supervisors over shared resources, as will be descnbed in Section 

6.4. 

For example, assume a FMS is formed by three workcells interrelated as shown in Figure 

6.Ib: FMC2 shares a machine with FMCl and another one with FMC3. First, three individual 

supervisors are synthesized, one for every workcell. Second, the supervisors for FMC2 and FMCl 

are combined to check for possible deadlock states between these two workcells. Then, the 

supervisors for FMCz and FMC3 are combined to check for possible deadlock states between the 

workcells FMC2 and FMC3. (There is no need to check for deadlock states between FMCl and 

FMC3, since they do not share resources. Namely, the event set enabled/disabled by CTRL3 

cannot (directly) disrupt the behavior of FMCI, and vice versa). 
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Step 3: Check whether under the concurrent control of several supervisors every shared resource will be 

allowed to perform the set of operations for which it was planned. When under the control of 

several supervisors, a shared machine may never be capable to pedom a given operation because 

when a supervisor enables this operation other supervisors, within the set of supervisors 

controlling the s h e d  resource, may disable it, and vice versa. In the proposed control approach, 

it is assumed that a shared resource can execute an operation only if allowed by every supervisor 

comprising the set of supervisors sending control signals to this resource, as described in Section 

6.5. 

Step 4: If necessary, reconfigure the manufacturing conditions and re-synthesize the corresponding 

supervisors followed by the necessary analysis of Steps 2 and 3, i.e., if deadlock states are found 

in the FMS or shared resources cannot perfonn the set of operations for which they were 

designed. 

Three facts must be noted for the proposed methodology: (i) There is no restriction as to how the 

workcells comprising the FMS rnay share a single device. (Thus, different sets of workcells may share 

different sets of devices and multiple (a) workcells may share a single device); (ii) The proposed 

technique does not provide an algorithm to obtain a global supervisor nor a methodology on how to 

reconfigure the manufacturing conditions when either deadlock states are identified or when shared 

machines cannot perform the desired set of operations. (Hcwever, this is not a Crawback for the proposed 

methodology that advocates the use of independent workcell supervisors. A deadlock state identified 

through the analysis would be present there even if a different controller-synthesis method was used and 

furthemore even if a global supervisor had been synthesized. Namely, it is the user's responsibiiity to 

choose manufacturing conditions to avoid system-deadlock states. Our methodology, however, does 

identifi which states are deadlock states. This would allow the user to identiw the manufacturing 

conditions that cause the deadlock); and, finaIly, (iii) When new specifications are formulated for one of 

the workcells belonging to the multi-workcell FMS, only the corresponding EMA-based supervisor needs 



to be re-synthesized and only the set of workcells' supervisors sharing the resource with the re-configured 

workcell needs to be analyzed for possible deadlocks. 

Build dcvicc. pyt mutc and 
mnufxtunng consmint modclr 
for cvcry FhfCi . i= l .,m. fonning 

thc rn-ccll FMS. (Chaptrr 4) 

dcadlock- frcc supewisor 
for FSICi. (Section 6J) 

Check for d d l o c k s  for 

sharc resourccs). (Section 6.1) 

Rcçonfigurc the 

IO avoid the comsponding 
intcncIvcd cclls' dcadlocks 

YES 

sharcd nuchines un  perform 
duc IO ~ h c  cornbincd action o f  the 
set o f  supervisors. (Section 6.5) 

I 

FMC 3 I O 

- - --------- 1 .--,-------- I 
I 7 

Figure 6.1. (a) Controller synthesis algorithrn, and (b) IIlustrative multi-workcell system. 

6.3 Workcell Supervisor Synthesis 

The proposed methodology to synthesize EMA-based supervisors for workceIls with shared resources is 

outlined below: 

Sfep 1: Model al1 devices using EMA, inctuding the ones being shared, as described in Chapter 4. 

Step 2: Model al1 parts as if they were produced exclusively by each workcell. Namely, when a part uses 

a shared resource, there will be more than one model for it (one model for each workcell involved 

in the partial production of the part). Superscripts are used to distinguish between the part models 

constructed for one or another workcell. For example, if Part Type A uses a machine shared by 
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FMC, and FM& then, the Part Type A models as seen by FMC, and FMCz will be denoted as 

PART and PART , respective1 y. 

Step 3: Model al1 manufacturing constraints for each workcell. 

Step 4: Synthesize supervisors for al1 workcells (as will be described below in Section 6.3.1). For each 

workcell, use the componding device, part route, and manufactunng constraint models, obtained 

in Steps 1 to 3 above, to synthesize its supervisor under EMA theory. 

63.1 Modeling and supervisor synthesis 

Let a FMS comprise several workcells, FMC,, i~ (1 ,  2, ..., m), each having ni machines, configured to 

process ki different part types, while satisfj4ng pi manufacturing constraints. In order to synthesize an 

EMA-based supervisor for a specific workcell, FMCi, within the FMS al1 pertinent EMA models must be 

first generated and then combined to form three EMA, CELLi, SPECi and PARTSi each one representing 

the (same) behaviors described in Chapters 3 and 5, namely, (i) the global (unconstrained) behavior of the 

workcell, (ii) the set of manufacturing constraints to be imposed on the workcell, and (iii) al1 possible 

sequences in which parts can be concurrently processed within the workceI1, respectively. For workcell i, 

these models are obtained as: 

C E L L i = M i  @ M 2 0  ... @ M n ;  , 

SPECi = SPECi @ SPECz @ . - -  @ SPEC pi 

PARTS, = PART 8 PART O.. .@ PART L i .  

The above global models yield specific languages, namely, the behavior, Lin(CELLi), the ~rocessing, 

L,,(PARTSi), and the constraint, Lin(SPECi), languages and defined as: 

L,(CELL,)=interleave [L,dMi), Lin(M2). . . .. LdM ni  11, 

Lin(SPECi)=Lin(SPECI)riLi,(SPEC2)ri.. .nLi"(SPEC pi ), 

Lin(PARTSi)=hte*hw [(PART ), PART g ,..., PART Li )]. 
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In order to control FMCi, according to the information provided by the three lmguages described 

above, the automaton CTRLi that represents the control strategy has to be generated. As described in 

previous chapters, CTRLi is an E M A  that is able to restrict the language generated by CELL, to only 

those strings that car. also be generated by SPECi and PARTSi simultaneously, namely, 

where, as in previous chapters, CTRLi is obtained using the meet operation, 

CTRLi = CELLi SPECi @ PARTS;. 

The above process to synthesize supervisors is repeated until a conflict- and deadlock-free supewisor 

is obtained for every workcell forming the mutti-workcell FMS. 

6.4 Iden tifying Deadlocks 

Even when every individual workcell supervisor is deadlock-free, a deadlock-free rnulti-workcell FMS 

stilI cannot be guaranteed. In Section 6.4.1 below, deadlock States in a muIti-workcell FMS are first 

defined. Subsequently, the proposed deadlock analysis methodology is introduced for FMSs comprising 

multiple workcells with shared resources, first, for two workcells shanng a single device, and then, for the 

general case, namely, when a set of workcells share several machines, Sections 6.4.2 to 6.4.4, 

respectively. The proposed analysis process identifies whether the concurrent action of several 

supervisors over a shared machine causes a deadlock. 

Deadlocks may arise when several processes interact through a set of (controllable and 

uncontrol~able) events, [70-721. Supervisory-control techniques for deadlock avoidance using Petri nets 

have been proposed by numerous researchers [e.g., 73-75]. Others, have proposed the use of controiied- 

automata for the synthesis of deadlock-fiee supervisors [e-g., 24, SI]. In al1 these studies, however, 

researchers have not considered the scenario where a set of individually controlled workcells share 

resources. As proposed in this chapter, in such environments, each workcelUsupervisor pair operates 
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according to a specific set of events. However, in a multi-workcell FMS, the event sets rnonitored by the 

independent supervisors are neither equal nor disjoint. Namely, not al1 events observable by one 

supervisor are observable by another supervisor. Under these circumstances, the workcetls are 

susceptible to deadlocks. 

6.4.1 Definition of deadlock states 

Deudlock stares in a single workceli environment 

As described in Chapter 2, the problem of supervisory control of DESs modeled as automata has been 

extensively studied since Ramadge and Wonharn's initial work in this area, [30]. Chapter 2 also pointed 

out that if one can find a controllable language K. Le., a language that satisfies K Zu nL K, where L 

represents the uncontrolled system, then, there exists a supervisor that guarantees that the behavior of the 

DES under consideration will lie within the desired behavior K, Le., the supervisor is correct by 

construction. Moreover, if every string in K takes the system from its initial state to a marker state, [30], 

Le., if the automaton that generates the language K is trim, then, the system is deadlock-fiee. A marker 

state is defined as a state where the system reaches its objective, e-g., the production of a given set of 

parts. If there is a string in K such that the system reaches a non-marker state, afier executing the 

sequence of events represented by such string, and no controllable or uncontrollable event will ever occur 

at such state, then, the system is said to be in a deadlock state. 

Deadfock srares in a multi-workcefi FMS environment 

In order to analyze the concurrent action of EMA-based supervisors, k t ,  a representation of the 

concurrent control actions over workcells shanng resources is needed. This representation is obtained 

using the disjunction operation defined in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.5. For a given set of workcells FMC,, 

..., FMC, sharing a resource their concurrent controlled behaviors are represented by the following 

automaton: 



V CTRLk = CTRL v... v Cm,, where I3 = ( 1, ..., g ), 
k€Ij  

For a FMS comprising m workcells, where each workcell is individually controlied, we define a 

deadlock state as follows: 

Definition: If a FMS state-set (qi, , ..., q ) E V CTRL, , where I3 represents the set of workcells 
k ~ I j  

shanng a resource and qim represents the state of FMC,,,, is not fully reachable, as defined in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4.1, then, it represents a deadlock state. The initial state-set, q o  = (qO, , .... qo, ), representing 

the empty system (i-e., no part in process), is considered to be a deadlock state only if there is no path 

different fiom the empty path, E,  that can take the automaton V CTWk from q o  back to its initial state, 
kc13 

The above definition formulates a deadlock state as one from where it is not possible to reach or 

return to the initial state of the FMS. The initial state of the FMS is considered a deadlock state, if the 

system 

state. 

partial 

i cannot change to another state or if afier changing states the system cannot retum to its initial 

Under the above definition, some states are considered as deadlock states although production can 

ly continue in the FMS but the processing of some parts is intempted. For example, if the FMS 

reaches a state where there is a circular waiting between a subset of devices comprising the FMS, 

production may still continue using the remaining resources but the deadlocked resources can no longer 

be used until their circular waiting is resolved. Until then, the multi-workcell FMS will not be able to 

return to its initial state. 

For every possible combination of workcells comprising the multi-workcell FMS, the above 

statements are also true provided the states to be analyzed belong to the automaton obtained afier 

combining the necessary automata into a single automaton, where the resulting automaton, Le., 

V C T W k ,  represents a set of workcells having a common resource. Note, however, that every 
ka13 



workcell considered in V CTRLk may share other resources with other workcells, forming different 
k€13 

subsets of interrelated workcells. 

6.4.2 Identification of deadlock states when a single device is shared by two workcells 

Consider w o  workcells, FMCI and FMC2, individually controlled by CTRLl and CTRL*, respectively. 

When FMCl and FMCt share a resource, the only transitions that can be disabled within FMCl by 

CTRL? and within FMC2 by CTRLl are controllable transitions that the shared resource can execute. 

The combined control actions of the supervisors over the 2-workcell FMS is represented by the 

is the state-pair which represents the current state on both supervisors. Thus, by definition, a reachable 

state-pair (qi, ,qjz)  ECTRL~VCTRL~ may be a deadlock state if and only if al1 transitions exiting states 

qi,  ECTRL] and qj2 E C T R L ~  belong to the shared machine. Othewise, the FMCs can always change 

their state, i-e., there is always a transition that c m  occur on either (both) FMCl or (and) FMCz white 

under the control of CTRL] and CTRLr, respectively'. 

In order to determine state-pairs that are not fully reachable, Le., deadlocks, the following algorithm 

is proposed: For each state-pair (qi, ,q j, ) comprising V CTRLk, the set of corresponding transitions 
ke13 

are examined. In order to achieve this, al1 possible such transitions are compiled into a single LIST. This 

LIST represents the set of events that CTRLl and CTRLz enable when independently controlling FMC1 

and FMC., respectively. To check whether (qil ,qjZ) is a deadlock state, LIST is compared with the set 

-a 

of shared-events, o (pi, . q j2 ), that are disabled by the concurrent action of the supervisors at state-pair 

(q,, ,qj,). Herein, shared-events are defined as events that concurrently change the states of both 

workcells. Since shared-events can be arbitrarily disabled by either supervisor, a deadlock may occur 

-- 

' This is m e ,  because CTRLt and CTRL2 are both fùlly reachable, i.e., correct by construction. 
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Namely, at a specific state-pair, CTRLl may disable an event enabled by CTRL2, and vice versa. Thris, 

the event is not allowed to OCCU~.  If LIST is a subseS E, of ;' (qil , qj2 1, then, (qil q j2 ) is a deadlock 

state, othenvise it is not. The pseudo-code for this algorithm is given in Figure 6.2. 

Algorithm- 1: 
FOR eac h state-pair (q , q jz ) in CTRL I v CTRL2 

LIST = 0 
FOR al1 a; c (n 2). in CTIUI v C T R i , z  

FORx= 1 TO2 
IF 6: (q ix , a; )! where 6: (*) is defincd in CTRL. 

THEN add O; to LIST 
-0 

IF LIST c QI (qii ,q j2)  

THEN state (q i ,  , q j, ) is a deadlock state. 

IF there is a deadlock state 
THEN the workcells cannot be controlled using CTRLl and CTRL-. 

Figure 6.2. Algorithm to identify deadlock states within two workcells sharing one resource. 

6.43 Identification of deadlock states wbea a single device is shared by multiple (>2) workcells 

Algorithm-1, Figure 6.2, can be extended to analyze a set of m workcells sharing (only) one resource, as 

shown in Algorithm-2, Figure 6.3. The difference between these two algorithms is that in Algorithm-2, 

LIST is formed by al1 transitions occurring at every state comprising the m-tuple state-set 

(q . ..., q j, ) E C T R L ~  v ... v CTRL,. Thus, LIST is compared with o' generated by the automaton 

CTRLi v ... v CTRL,. 

I f  al1 states within CTRLl v ... v CTRL, are not deadlock states, then, the set of supervisors can 

concurrently control their respective workcells without violating the desired behavior of the individual 

workcells. 

If  the workcells have been incorrectly configured andor the manufachiring constraints imposed on 

the individual workcells are in conflict, then, deadlock states will be found. 



1 FOR each state-set (q , -.., 4 j, ) in CTRLl v --. v C'Il&, 

FOR qil TO qjrn in (qii * q j, ) 

IF 6: (q ix , a; )! whcre 6: (a) is defined in CTRL. 

I THEN state (q i l  , ..., qjrn ) is a deadlock state. 

IF there is a deadlock state 
THEN the workcells cannot be controlled using CTRLI, .,. and CTRL,,,. 

Figure 6.3. Algorithm to identiw deadlock states within multiple (>2) workcelIs sharing one resource. 

6.4.4 Identification of deadlock states when multiple (21) devices are shared by multiple (22) 

workcells - Most generic case 

Let a set of rn workcells, FMC,, ..., FMC,,,, randomly share r devices, M,, j = 1 to r. Under this scenario. 

the corresponding subsystems must be analyzed (Le., those individual workcells that share a resource) for 

deadlocks. 

In order to analyze the concurrent actions of EMA-based supervisors, first, a representation for every 

combination set of workcells due to shared resources is needed. For every set of workcells sharing a 

resource, the automaton V CTRLk, Expression (6.9), is constnicted, where CTRL,, ..., CTRL,, are the 
kél3 

supervisors for FMC,, ..., and FMC,, respectively, which share a resource and g 5 m. Then, for every 

const~cted automaton one must check for deadlocks. Algorithm-2 is extended to analyze al1 required 

combinations of supervisors that can be obtained for a specific workcell, Algorithm-3, Figure 6.4. 

I f  a deadlock-analysis algorithm identifies a deadlock state, then, the behavior of the multi-workcell 

FMS is not correct. Subsequently, the manufacturing conditions causing such deadlock state(s) should be 

identified and modified or eliminated, if possible, before re-synthesizing the corresponding supervisor(s). 



Algorithm-3 (general case): 
FOR h = 1, II, 111, ... 

FOR each siate-set (qi l ,  .-, qj, ) in ,Vh CTRLr 

FOR qii TO qj, in (qil v.--*qjm) 

I IF 8; (qix .O; )! where 6: ( 0 )  is defined in CTR1 

THEN add a; to LIST 

THEN state (qil , ..., q jm ) is a deadlock state. 

1 IF there is a deadlock state 
THEN the workcells cannot be controlled using V CTRLk . 

k€h 
Where h represents the combinatorial aspect of the appropriate supervisors to be 

1 considered. 

Figure 6.4. General algorithm to identifL deadlock States. 

6.5 Concurrent Supervision of Shared Resources 

Even when a FMS is deadlock-fiee, identified using the rnethodology of the previous section, the 

concurrent action of the supervisors rnay prevent shared resources to execute the desired set of operations. 

For example, if every time one supervisor allows a workcelt to start the processing route of a part another 

supervisor disables it, then, the workcell will never produce the specific part type. 

AIthough, it has been observed that the deadlock analysis process always finds the case when shared 

resources are always disabled fiom performing specific operations, it is thought that there may be 

situations when the methodology may fail to identiw whether the workcells will produce specific part 

types. As a conservative approach, the following sections will describe a methodology to venw if shared 

resources can perfom the desired set of operations when under the control of several (independent) 

supervisors. In case the deadlock analysis cannot identiQ if a workceil will process the desired set of 

parts, the proposed shared-resource-conrrolled-behavior methodology will identi fi the problem by 

analyzing the controlted behavior of shared machines. 



6.5.1 Analysis process 

Slrured resource controifed behavior 

Regardiess to which FMC it belongs to, each shared workcell device, Mj, has its own (unconstrained) 

behavior represented by the input language Lin(Mj)- Under the control of a supervisor, the behaviors 

L,,(M,) are restricted according to manufacturing constraints and part routes. Herein, the shared 

machine's controlled behavior is represented as L:, (Mj). The controlled input and output languages of 

Mj, L:, (M,) and L;,, (M,), are a subset of its  unconstrained languags: 

(6.10a) 

(6.1 Ob) 

Using the traditional representation within DES control theory, the closed-loop structure of a 

machine, M, controlled by a supervisor, CTRL, is represented as CTRL/M, Figure 6.5a. A shared 

machine, Mj, however, is controlled by a set of workcell supervisors, where each supervisor in the set also 

controls other machines, Figure 6.5b. Thus, when a machine, Mj, is controlled by a set of supervisors, its 

overali controlled behavior is embedded in the automaton V CTRLk, where the index-set I3 represents 
ke13 

the set of workcells that share the machine, Figure 6.5b. In order to extract the machine's controlled 

behavior, from V CTRL,, for its analysis, the natural projection of languages (Chapter 3, Section 
k c  t3  

3.5.4) is used. 

1 Monitoring information 
Set of supervisors from the workcells 

Figure 6.5. Closed-Ioop control structure for (a) a single supervisor and (b) a set of supervisors. 
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Desired behavior of shared resources 

In the control of a workcell, the set of events that can be executed by a device, M, is just a subset of the 

events observed (monitored) by the workcell supervisor, CTRL, { Li, Zi 1-: 

The controlled behavior of a machine, M, is obtained as: 

L:, (M) = L, (CTRL M), (6.13) 

where Li, (CTRL / ' )  represents the machine's controlied behavior enforced by CTRL. By using the 

natural projection operation, Expression (6.1 3) can be re-written as: 

L:, (M) = NPM(CTRL). (6.14) 

I f  the machine, Mj, is shared by m workcells, FMCI, ..., FMC,, each one being controlled by its own 

supervisor, CTRL,, ..., CTRL,, respectively, then, the (overall) controlled behavior of Mj is defined as: 

In a multi-workcell FMS, each supervisor, CTRLi, enforces a different behavior on Mj, therefore: 

L: (Mj) * L:; (Mj) # t L:: (Mj), (6.16) 

where 

L: (Mj) = Lin(CTRL2 /Mj), 

L:; (M,) = Li"(CTRL, ml,). 
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At each global state of the multi-workcell FMS, Mj must comply with al1 workcells' specifications. 

Thus, an event, h m  the set ( ni,,, ri } M j ,  can be executed if and only if al1 supervisors allow such an 

event to occur: 

L:,, (M,) = L::, (M,) n L:; (M,) n ... n L:; (M,). (6.17) 

As for the single-workcell case, Expression (6.14), the overall controlled behavior of M, for a multi- 

workcell FMS is obtained as: 

Expression (6.18) can be re-written, using the disjunction operator, as follows: 

From Expression (6. I9), a shared machine, M,, is assumed to behave as desired when the following 

two conditions are met: 

Expression (6.20) implies that under the control of several supervisors, Mj is allowed to change its 

state and thus perform the expected tasks. On the other hand, if L:, (Mj) is equal to the empty set, 0, 

then, Mj is not changing its state. Namely, under the control of CTRLl v ... v CTRL,, M, is always 

disabled. 

Expression (6.21) is used to check whether the set of events allowed to occur within the shared 

machine. WIiell xi)L;n(M,l 9 is equal to the set of events that may occur in the unconstrained machine, 

{ , ,  Zi , . If this condition is satisfied, then, it is guaranteed that the concurrent actions of the 

supervisors allow the machine to process the set of parts and the set of operations for which it was 
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planned for. If this condition is not satisfied, then, the machine does not perfonn the set of desired 

operations and the supervisors need to be re-synthesized. (One should note that, if (6.21) is satisfied, 

then, (6.20) is automatically satisfied). I f  (6.21) is not satisfied, then the manufacruring conditions 

causing such machine's (undesired) behavior should be identified and modified or eliminated, if possible, 

before re-synthesizing the corresponding supervisor(s). 

Several resources shared by several workcells 

Let a set of m workcells, FMCI, ..., FMC,, randornly share r devices, Mj, j = 1 to r, Expressions (6.20) 

and (6.2 1), must be used to check the controlled behavior of every shared device. From (6.19). (6.20) and 

(6.21), two sets of conditions that must be met are defined: The first set of conditions below, (6.22), 

speciQ that every shzred machine must be able to change its state under the concurrent control of a set of 

supervisors. The specific group of supervisors controlling a shared machine is defined by a non-ernpty 

index set (i-e., 1, II, ..., or III in Expression (6.22)). The second set of conditions below, (623), specify 

that each shared resource must be allowed to perform the operations for which it was planned for: 

and 
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If conditions (6.22) and (6.23) are satisfied, then, the supervisors do not need to be re-synthesized, 

assurning the FMS is also deadlock-free. Otherwise, the necessary manufacmring constraints must be 

identified and modified, before re-synthesizing the corresponding supervisor(s). 

6.6 Example - Supervisor Synthesis for A Multi-Workcell FMS 

In this section, the supervisor synthesis, the deadlock verification process and the shared machine 

analysis is exarnined for two independently controlled workcells sharing a machine, Figure 6.6. 

Workcell-1, FMCI. comprises two machines. MI and Mt, and a buffer of sire one; BI .  MI c m  perform 

Operation-1, Opr, and M3 can perform two operations, Op3 and Op+ Workcell-2, FMC2, comprises two 

machines, M2 and M3, and a buffer of site one, Bz. Mî can perform Opz. The workcells share M3 for the 

production of parts that arrive via the two input conveyors. 

The (two) part types produced by the workcells are labeled A and B, each produced by undergoing 

two operations, Opl-Op3 and Opz-Op4, respectively. Thus. FMCl completely produces parts of Type A 

and partially produces parts of Type B, whereas FMCr partially produces pans of Type A and completely 

produces parts of Type B: The processing routes are graphically represented in Figure 6.6 using narrow- 

line arrows and wide-line arrows, respectively. 

Figure 6.6. Flexible Manufacturing Systern layout. 



6.6.1 Supervisor for FMCI 

In order to synthesize the supervisor for FMCi, the machine, the part-route and the manufacturing- 

constraint models rnust be first obtained. The machine modeis, for both FMCl and FMC2, are shown in 

Figurs 6.7. These modeis do not consider machine-breakdown events, so that the proposed approach, 

which indeed can mode1 such events, is illustrated in a simpler setting. State O within these models 

represents the machines' Idle states, while States 1 and 2 represent their Working states on either Part 

Type A or B, respectively. The unconstrained workceil behavior for FMCl is obtained as CELL, = Mi 

O M3. 

Figure 6.7. Machine models for (a) MI, (b) M2 and (c) Mj. 

From the point of view of FMCi, the workcell processes Part Type A through two operations, OpI  

and Op3. and Part Type B through one operation, Op4. The pan route models. PART and PART are 

shown in Figure 6.8. Thus, PARTSl = PART; 8 PART 8 .  

Figure 6.8. Pan route models for (a) PART and (b) PART é. 

The two manufacturing constraints imposed on FMCi are modeled as shown in Figure 6.9: Figure 

6.9a defines the size of BI and Figure 6.9b imposes the constraint that Part Type A has priority over Part 
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Type B when requesting access to M3. These rnodels are labeled as B-RI and PRTYI, respectively. 

BUFFER, prevents Bi from overflowing and underflowing by specifying that the events (BI A-) and 

(a3 A3) must occur altemately. This condition together with the disablement of (a3 A3) at the output of 

State O (Empty buffer) prevents undefflow. When the buffer is Full, State 1, M t  is prevented from 

processing new parts. This is accomplished by disabling the event a,. This prevents the buffer from 

overflowing. Moreover, it is assumed that after Mi finishes processing a part, the part is automatically 

transferred into the buffer. The mode1 in Figure 6-9b is interpreted similady. At this point, one can note 

that PRTY may prevent Part Type B from being processed. However. there exists no clear indication 

that this constraint may affect the processing of parts within FMC2. The (deadlock-free) independent 

supervisor for FMCl is obtained as CTRLl = CELLl <8 SPECl (8, PARTS,. Figure 6.10. 

Figure 6.10. Supervisor for FMCI, CTRLI. 
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6.62 Supervisor for FMC2 

FMC2 is the minor image of FMC,. Thus, the corresponding part route models PART: and PART B. 

and the manufacturing constraint models, BUFFERl and PRTY2, are rnodeled as shown in Figures 6.1 1 

and 6.12. respectively. For this workcell, the constraint PRTY2, Figure 12b. gives priority to Part Type 

B over Part Type A for the usage of Mj. Thus, in this case, CELLt = Mz @ M3, SPECz = BUFFER2 @ 

PRTY2. and PARTS' = PART: 0 PART 6 .  respectively. The supervisor is then obtained as CT& = 

CELh 8 SPEC? 0 PARTS2, Figure 6.13. 

Figure 6.11. Part route models (a) PART: . and (b) PART 6 .  

Figure 6.12. Manufacturing constraints: (a) B2 size, and (b) part processing priority for FMC2. 

6.63 Deadlock and shared machine analysis 

Both supervisors. CTRLI and C m - ,  are (individually) correct and deadlock-free. However, when 

acting concurrently, there exists the possibility the workcells will enter a deadlock state. To analyze the 

concurrent actions of the supervisors, first, the controllers CTRLl and Cl"- are combined using the 



Figure 6.13. Supervisor for FMCI, C m - .  

disjunction operation. The result is the automaton CTRLl v CT- shown in Figure 6.14. The input 

language accepted by this automaton represents the controlled behavior of the two-workcell system. The 

this automaton, Table 6.1, represent the combined disabling actions of CTRL, and C m -  over M3, the 

shared resource. 

Figure 6.14. Disjunction of CTRLl and C m .  



Table 6.1. Outputs generated by CTRLl v Cil&. 

The (combined) controlled behavior of M3, the shared resource, which is enforced by the concurrent 

action of CTRLl and C m .  is then obtained according to Expression (6.18) as: 

The automaton that generates L:, (M3) is illustrated in Figure 6.15. From this automaton. it is observed 

that Mj can produce pan Types A and B randomly as they becorne available to M3. Cornparhg the 

automaton in Figure 6.15 with the automaton in Figure 6 . 7 ~  (i-e., M3 model) it is observed chat the sets of 

multi-input vectors on both models are identical. ( Xi ) = { n,,, Li } ,, . satisfying (6.21). 

Section 6.5.1. 

Figure 6.15. Controlled behavior of Mj. L:, (M3). 

Next, Algorithm-3 is applied to automaton CTRLl v C m  to check for deadlock States. For 

example, 
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For State-pair (0,O): 

6; (0, (a3 B 4))! and 6;(0, ( a ,  A l))! are the only transitions allowed at State O in C'ïRL ,, 
Figure 6.10, and 6;  (0, (a3  A 3))! and 6; (0, (aZ B 2))! are the only transitions allowed at State O 

in CTRL2, Figure 6.13. Therefore, LIST = {(a3 B4), (al Al), (a3 A3), (a2 B2)) is the transition 

set alIowed at state-pair (0,O). From Table 6.1 : 

LIST e [;'(O, 0) = {(a, A3), (a3 B4))] Thus, State-pair (0,O) is not a deadlock state. 

Similarly, it is determined that the state-pairs (1,0), (0,1), (1,1), (2,0), (2,1), (0,2), (1,2), (3,0), (0,3), 

(3-71, (4,019 (7,319 (094)* (4,7), (7,419 (5,819 (8,5), (3,819 ( 0 , n  (4,819 (7,513 (Sm, (8931, (5,719 and (894) are 

also not deadlock States. However, State-pair (2,2) representing the state of the FMS where both buffers 

are full and al1 three machines are idle is noted as a deadlock state, as shown below: 

For State-pair (2,2): 

Since 6;(2, (a, A 3))! and 6;(2, (a3  B 4))! are the only transitions defined at State 2 in CTRLl 

and at State 2 in CTRL2, respectively, then, LIST = {(a3 A3), (a3 84)).  From Table 6.1 : 

LIST [:'(2,2) = {(a3 A3), (a3 B44)}]= ïhus, State-pair (2.2) is a deadlock state. 

This deadlock state, (2,2), can also be obsewed in Figure 6.14, where it does not have any transition 

leading out frorn it. Namely, although at State-pair (2,2), CRTL, and CTRL* individually allow events 

(a3 A3) and (a3 B4) to occur, respectively, the manufacturing system, comprising both workcells will not 

change its state afier reaching (2,2) because each supervisor disables the shared-event enabled by the 

other supervisor. I t  must be noted that, starting at the initial state of the manufacturing system, State (2,2) 

is reachable if the systern generates the following sequence of events, which is just one sequence of many 

possible: (a l  Al)(az B2)(PI A -)(Pz B -). This sequence is interpreted as follows: Starting at the initial 

state of the manufactuting system, Ml and Mz start and compiete processing Part Types A and B, 

respectively. This sequence of events is possible, since machines MI and M2 are individually controlled 

by CTRL, and CTRL*, respectively. Thus, their events only need to be allowed by their corresponding 

(individual) supewisors in order for them to occur. 
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In conclusion, although supervisors CTRLl and C'Tl& are both deadlock-free, their concurrent 

action may take the two-workcell manufacturing system into a deadlock state. Le., State-pair (2-2). Thus, 

the workcells cannot be properly controlled while satisfying the required rnanufacturing constraints, 

PRTYl and PRTY:. However, if one (or both) of these manufacturing constraints is (are) eiiminated, 

then, the workcells can be property controlled while sharing M3. 

6.6.4 Coping with deadlocks: Possible deadlock-free supervisors for M C i  and FMCz 

By removing PRTY and PRTYz from the manufacturing constraints to be imposed on M C l  and FMC2, 

respectively, the supervisors CTRLI(,, = CELLi €3 SPECI(,, 63 PARTSI, Figure 6.16, and 

CTRL2(,, = C E L k  6 SPECt(,, @ PARTS?, Figure 6.17, where SPECl(,) = BUFFERl and 

SPEC2(,,, = BUFFER?, are obtained. 

- - - - - -  

Figure 6.16. New supervisor for FMCI, CTRLr(-). 

The processing capabilities of M3, when controlled by CTRLt,mw) and CTW-(,,, are the same as 

when controlled by CTRL, and CTRL2. whereas now the automaton that represents the concurrent 

action of the supervisors is given by CTRLI(,,, v CTRh_(,,, Figure 6.18 and Table 6.2. Thus, the 

shared machine's controlled behavior is obtained as: 



Figure 6.17. New supervisor for FMC2, C'il&-,- 

Figure 6.18. Disjunction of CTRLI(,, and CTRL2(,,,. 

Next. Algorithrn-3 is utilized to check for deadlock States in CTRLI(,, v CTRL2(-,. The outcome 

of the analysis for al1 state-pairs. except for State-pair (2-2) comprising CTRLI(,~ v CTï&(,l, is 

identical to the results obtained in Section 6.6.3. However. the analysis for State-pair (2-2) now shows 



Table 6.2. Outputs generated by CTRLl(-) v CTRLlcnecu). 

that this state-pair is no longer a deadlock state (under the new set of manufacturing constraints). 

Namely, 

For State-pair (2-2): 

6;(2,(a3 A3))! and 6;(2,(a3 B4))!  are the only transitions allowed at State 2 in CTRLI(,~, 

and 6; (2, (a, A 3))! and 6;(2, (a, B 4))! are the only transitions allowed at State 2 in 

CTRLz(n,,, then, LIST = ((a3 A 3), (a3 B 4)). From Table 6.2: 

LIST c [Zm(2, 2) = 01 Thus, State-pair (2,2) is not a deadlock state. 

Therefore, both workcells, FMCl and FMC2, can now be completely controlled by CTRLI(,,~ and 

CTRL2(,,,, respectively, while satisfLing the new set of manufacturing constraints. 

6.7 Discussion of an Implementation Strategy 

6.7.1 Implementation 

The process of irnplementing EMA-based supervisors in a multi-workcell manufacturing system is 

schematically represented in Figure 6.19. Each supervisor, CTRLi, in Figure 6.19a monitors the workcell 

under its control and sends the corresponding control commands, Le., outputs from CTRLi, to the 

appropriate devices forming the workcell. Devices being shared receive control commands from several 

supervisors, Figure 6.19b. 



F M C  

coniroi 
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commands 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.19. (a) Set of individually-controlled workcells sharing devices, and (b) A shared device. 

In order to enforce the desired behavior on al1 workcells. shared devices must comply with al1 

commands received. Therefore, shared devices can only perfom operations allowed by al1 supervisors 

invotved in their control. 

machine is represented by 

v... CTRL,. where Ij is an 

Mathematically, the set of events disabled by a set of controllers on a shared 

the output function. o . generated by the automaton V CTRLk = CTRLl 
k~ l 

index set representing the set of workcells sharing a common resource. 

Herein, it is assumed that the shared machine's low-level controller is capable of reading, 

interpreting and enforcing the control commands sent by the EMA-based supervisors. Since al1 the 

corresponding supervisors have to be in agreement for a shared machine to execute an event, the decision 

as to which event, in the set of enabled events, to execute is left to the corresponding machine's low-level 

controller. By doing this, the information flow that has to be handled by individual supervisors 

diminishes, thus. simplifying the control problem. Moreover, since uncontrollable events, such as 

machine breakdowns, may be embedded on every machine model, each supervisor is capable of handling 

such events without the need for the supervisors to have direct communication arnong themselves (see 

Section 6.7.2). 
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6.7.2 Communication betweeir supervisors 

As described in Section 6.3, each supervisor is constructed and used separately. Each supervisor does not 

order (enforce) machines to operate, it only enables them. Machines, thus, are free to choose and execute 

any event fiom the set of events enabled by the supervisors. Once a machine executes an event, it 

inforrns of such occurrence to its supervisor. When a machine is controlled by a set of supervisors, the 

machine inforrns al1 corresponding supervisors. Thus, one can note that al1 supervisors are indirectly 

comrnunicating trough the machines. This approach would be sirnilar to the blackboard approach, where 

every shared machine posts the necessary information on a board fiom where the interested supervisors 

would be able to read it. 

6.7.3 Corn putational advantages 

In a centralized control approach, when a new manufacturing constraint is introduced, a new supervisor 

must be re-synthesized. Practically, this is a significant problem, since every time that process plans 

change, a new supervisor must be synthesized and al1 hosts must be reprograrnmed. Using the proposed 

methodology, on the other hand, when new specifications are formulated for one of the workcells 

belonging to the multi-workcell manufacturing system, onIy the corresponding supervisor is re- 

synthesized without the need to modify the other supervisors. When this occurs, only the subset of 

workcells' supervisors, sharing a common resource, and the corresponding shared resources behavior 

must be analyzed without the need to re-obtain the overall behavior of the other sets of workcells sharing 

a different resource. This is a clear advantage over traditional decentralized controllers, where if a new 

specification is introduced into the system, then, the entire set of controllers must be analyzed. 

The potential computational advantages of the proposed approach is as follows: If a multi-workcell 

manufacturing system is controlled by m individual supervisors, the ith having ni states, then, a global 

supervisor enforcing the same control action as the m individual supervisors may require as many as 

nlnt-n, states. The synthesis complexity may, thus, be compared as follows. Let, the compiexity of 

synthesizing a global supervisor be a = f(nlnz--nJ, while the complexity of synthesizing m individual 

supervison be b = f(ni) +...+ f(n,). If a typical case is assumed, where f(n) = 0(n3), then, for example, if 
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a multi-workcell comprises 3 workcells, m=3, and it is assumed that each supervisor has 10 states, ni = 10, 

i = 1 to m, then, the ratio d b  = 3 . 3 ~ 1  O*, where o = 1 x1 o9 and b = 3x 10). 

Furthemore, if it is assumed that FMC2 and FMCi share a device different fiom a device shared by 

FMCz and FMC3, Figure 6.1 b, then, the identification of deadlock states must be performed only between 

FMCz and FMCI, and between FMCt and FMC3, as descnbed in Section 6.2. The complexity to obtain a 

global supervisor for every workcell-pair to be analyzed would be c = 1x10~ and, thus, the complexity 

ratio a/(2c+b) = 4.99~10~.  Thus, in ternis of complexity, for this illustrative example, the proposed 

approach is 500 times less compubtionally intensive than the traditional approach of synthesizing a 

global supervisor. The advantages of the proposed methodology are even greater when dealing with 

larger multi-workcell rnanufacturing systems. 

Once again, in the proposed methodology global supervisors are not obtained. Instead, the required 

corresponding supervisors are combined, using the disjunction operation, and use such automata to check 

for deadlocks and analyze the behavior of the corresponding shared resources. This combination is not as 

nearly intensive as the synthesis of a global supervisor. 

6.8 Summary 

In this chapter, a novel automata-based methodology has been presented for the synthesis of conflict- and 

deadlock-free supervisors for independently controlling workcells sharing resources. Each supervisor 

controls its corresponding workceli based only on local information, Le., without (directly) 

comrnunicating with other supervisors within the multi-workcell manufacturing system. In order to 

analyze the concurrent operations of EMA-based supervisors on shared resources and prove the absence 

of deadlocks in the multi-workcell manufacturing system, the disjunction and the natural projection logic 

operations on EMA are used. The proposed supervisor-synthesis methodology imposes no restrictions on 

the interactions among the workcells initially so that the user is given complete freedom during the 

modeling process as shown in the example. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF TEMPORARILY-EXPANDED 

IMGNUFACTURING WORKCELLS 

7.1 Introduction and Ceneral Problem Statement 

Manufacturing workcells may provide redundancy for those components of the system that are subject to 

failures with higher than acceptable rates. These redundant components may be permanently embedded 

in the nominal system or may be added as needed on a temporary basis depending on current production 

requirements. In the past, a cornrnon approach has been to provide redundancy only for those 

components that are critical. These components are, then, considered duting the supervisor synthesis 

process, and therefore, embedded in the controller. On a more recent approach, redundancy has been 

used on a standby bais  where operation is switched from an original to its redundant component when 

needed. 

A workcell is seen in this thesis as a system that has two types of redundancy: (i) operation 

redundancy, where machines have the capability to perform operations performed by other machines 

comprising the workcell and/or the capability to perfom operations that are not presently required, and, 

(ii) standby redundancy, where new machines can be introduced into the workcell on a temporary basis to 

accommodate changing production needs. 

The above characteristics allow workcells to produce a new set of part types for which they were not 

originally programmed. The addition of new machines into a workcell has many advantages other than 

just redundancy, some of which are: produce new part types that the original workcell could not produce; 

remove bottlenecks; increase throughput; increase capacity and production speed; distribute workload; 

etc. 
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Although redundancy c m  have a significant positive impact on the utilisation of manufacturing 

systerns, their implernentation is not a common practice due to the fact that there exist no (systematic) 

methodology to control such expanding workcells. Narnely, since production requirements could not be 

always predicted ahead of time one cannot synthesize supervisors capable of coping with new part types 

and new machines added into the original workcell, normally, on a temporary basis. 

This chapter addresses the problem of workcell supervision when the control specifications change 

(ternporxily) based on either the amval of a priori unplanned part types or on the (tempomy) addition of 

new machines into the nominal workcell. Herein, workcells that change their confrol specifications will 

be referred to as temporady-expanded workcells. 

7.2 Proposed Approach to Control Temporarily-Exponded Workcells 

Traditionally, the fùnction of a workcell supervisor is to CO-ordinate the vanous elements compnsing the 

workcell for the production of a specific set of predetermined parts using a predetermined set of 

machines. Herein, these set of parts and machines are refereed to as noniinal parts and nominal 

machines, respectively, and the supervisors controlling such (nominal) workcells to as nominal 

supervisors. During the nominal-supervisor synthesis process, it is assumed that the complete set of 

events that can be executed by the workcell is observable, namely, the synthesized supervisor is able to 

recognize and process each and every event afier its occurrence. If a supervisor can respond to an event, 

such an event is noted to be an observable event. In this thesis, a supervisor that can observe every event 

in  a workcell is said to be complere [76], otherwise it is said to be inconzplete. Incomplete supervisors 

are, thus, incapable of responding to a subset of events that the workcell under its controt can generate. 

The set of events to which an incomplete supervisor cannot respond to is defined as the unobservable 

event set. 

I f  a workcelI has unobservable events, then, the system is said to be parrially observable, otherwise, 

it is completely observable. The control of partially-observed systerns has been recently addressed in the 

literature [e.g., 47, 77-79]. However, the control of systems that are aIlowed to change from being 
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completely observable to partially observable, or vice versa, such as workcells that are temporarily 

expanded, has not been addressed in the literature. 

Current workcell supervisor synthesis methodologies assume tliat the part production mix remains 

constant and only consider workcells that are not allowed to expand or contract. In practice, however, the 

product mix changes over time, new part types are required to be processed while other (nominal) parts 

types may be temporarily discontinued. 

One can take several approaches in addressing the control of temporarily-expanded workcells. In the 

first approach, the nominal supervisor is re-synthesized while considering the new workcetl as the new 

system, e-g., nominal and new machines are considered together. The re-synthesized supervisor naturally 

is complete: the supervisor can respond to any event generated by the expanded workcell. However, the 

time required to re-synthesize the supervisor and rewire the complete workcell may be a serious 

limitation. A second approach is to synthesize a nominal supervisor together with a set of standby 

supervisors, where each standby supervisor is designed to control the workcell according to specific 

extensions. A third approach involves the synthesis of a nominal supervisor and a complementary 

supervisor. Once synthesized, the nominaI/compIementary supervisor pair is used to concunently control 

the expanded workcell. 

In this thesis, the use of a nominallcomplemenrary supervisor pair is proposed. The nominal 

supervisor is responsible for controlling the behaviour of the nominal workcell, while the complementary 

supervisor is targeted to either (i) control the flow of parts when they follow any one of the routes that 

have been temporarily added into their nominal space route due to the introduction of new machines, or 

(ii) control the flow of a set of a priori unplanned part types within the nominal workcell. This approach 

presents several primary advantages over other methodologies: 

( i )  The workcell can be expanded without any restrictions and re-synthesis of the nominal supervisor 

is not necessary; and, . 

(ii) The supervisory tasks are distributed, thus, the two supervisors controlling the expanded workcell 

are simpler than a global supervisor enforcing the same desired behaviour. 
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The nominal supervisor is syntbesized either using the methodology developed in Chapter 4 or in 

Chapter 5, depending on the space route of the nominal parts. The process to synthesize the 

complementarj supervisor depends on how the nominal workce!l is to be expanded: If the nominal 

workcell is expanded to produce a new set of part types, then, the complementary supervisor synthesis 

process described in Section 7.4 is used. If, however, the nominal workceit is expanded by introducing 

new machines, then, the complementary supervisor synthesis process follows the approach described in 

Section 7.5. Before describing these synthesis processes, the following section will first introduce the 

necessary notation. 

7.3 Notation and Definitions 

7.3.1 Nominal and complementary supervisors 

The automata representing both the nominal and the complementary supervisors are defined as: 

CTRL,,, = {C , Q, qo ,  6' (q, 0' 1, A ,  o') , and 

CTRL,,, = {r , X, xO, 6' (x, y' ), A , cp* ) , respectively, 

where C and r are finite sets of events (i-e., multi-input vectors) - C n  T # 0 - C is the event set 

observable by CTRL,,, and r is the event set observable by CTRL,,,; Q and X are finite sets of 

states; qo and xo are the initiai states; 6' and 5' are the extended transition functions defined as 

6' : Q x C + Q and 5' : X x  r + X, respectively; q and x are states such that q E Q and XEX; o* and 

y' are multi-input vectors, O* E C and y' E T ;  A and A are finite sets of multi-output vectors 

generated by CTRL,,, and CTRL,,,, respectively - A n A # 0, narnely, there may be events that can 

be disabled by either supervisor; and, o' and cp' are the extended output fùnctions defined as 

w' : Q + d and cp' : X-, A ,  respectively. 
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73.2 Observable and unobservable event sets 

When a wokcell is expanded, the nominal supervisor, CTRL,,,, which was originally complete, becomes 

incomplete, i.e., not ait events generated by the expanded workcell are observable by CTRL,,,. As 

proposed in this thesis, these new events, unobservable by CTRL,,,, would be observable and, thus, 

controllable by the complementary supervisor, CTRLc,,. From (7.1) and (7.2), the complete set o f  

events that can occur within the expanded workcell is defined as: 

The set n can be furthemore divided into two disjoint sets: (i) the set of events generated by 

matenal-processing devices, e.g., lathes and milling machines, Rp , and the set generated by transporting 

devices such as robots, f?, . Thus, f 2  = np u nt . 

The set of events unobservable by the nominal supervisor is defined as the set of events observable 

both supervisors minus those observable by the original (nominal) supervisor, Figure 7. la: 

c.= n-r. 

The set Cu, thus, represents the set of new events that were added into the workceli when it was 

expanded. Similarly, the set of events unobservable by the complementary supervisor, CTRLC,,, is 

defined as, Figure 7.1 b: 

ru= n-r.  

Figure 7.1. Set of unobservable events by (a) CTRL,,, and (b) CTRL,,,. 
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Expressions (7.3) to (7.5) impose that every event within the expanded workcell must be observable 

by at least one supervisor. This condition is referred to as the global observabiliry condition. In 

manufacturing systems, the global observability condition is a natural assumption since users always have 

a complete knowledge regarding the set of part types the system is producing and the set of operations 

(processes) that can be executed by the workcell, regardless of how the part's flow is controlled. 

7.4 Supervisory Control o f  Expanded Workcells when Producing a priori Unplanned Part Types 

In this section, the supervisory control of workcells, whose control-specifications change (temporanly) 

based on the amvat of a priori unplanned part types, is considered. Such unplanned part types will be 

referred to herein as new part types. When a new set of part types is introduced into the workcell the 

workcell generates new events. New events (representing new processes) are events introduced into the 

system, as required, for the processing of the new part types. 

7.4.1 Proposed control methodology 

The arrivai of new part types into a DES, although, has been considered in diverse areas such as workcell- 

formation and scheduling, has not been considered in the control literature. In [80-821, for example, the 

authors propose methodologies to design workcells while considering the amval of new part types. In 

[82], for example, Seifoddini considered the probabilistic nature of the product mix for the machine 

workceil formation. In these and other similar studies, however, the production routes of new part types 

were consider to be known in advance. Namely, the processing requirements for each of the new 

incorning part types are known (e.g., based on production forecast) well before workcell formation. In 

industrial manufacturing systems, the processing requirements of new part types may not be known a 

prion, Le., not known when the nominal supervisor is synthesized. 

As described in Section 7.2, herein a nominaVcomplementary supervisor pair is proposed for the 

control of workcells producing nominal and new part types that randomly amve into the workcell. The 

nominal supervisor is designed to exclusively control the flow of nominal part types while the 

complementary supervisor is designed to exclusively control the flow o f  new part types. The supervisors, 
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uncoupled with respect to the set of part types they control, are used concurrently. When the last part 

within the set of new part types exits the system the complementary supervisor is discarded and the 

workcell is again exclusively controlled by the nominal supervisor. 

The nominal supervisor is synthesized, as descnbed below in Section 7.4.2, following the same 

methodoIogy first introduced in Chapters 4 and 5, while the complementq supervisor is synthesized 

following a similar but new process, Section 7.4.3. The synthesis methodology is perfonned in such a 

way that each supervisor comprising the nominal/complementary supervisor pair has control only on a 

subset of events that can occur within the expanded workcell. Although, each supervisor is incomplete, 

after passing a deadlock-state analysis check, they are able to control the expanded workcell without 

deadlocks. 

7.4.2 Synthesis of the nominal supervisor 

The synthesis of nominal workcell supervisors is perfonned as described in Chapters 4 or 5, depending on 

the parts route-space: If the nominal part types have alternative routes, the methodology described in 

Chapter 5 is used, Expressions (5.9, (5.6), (5.7) and (5.1 1); Othewise, the methodology presented in 

Chapter 4 is employed, Expressions (4.2), (4.4), (4.6) and (4.8). For a workcell comprising n machines, 

processing k different nominal part types while satisQing p manufacturing constraints, the (nominal) 

supervisor, CTRL,,,, is, thus, synthesized as follows: 

CTRL,,, = CELL SPEC @ PARTS, 

where 

CELL = M i  @ MI @ ... C3 Mn, 

SPEC = SPECl @ SPECz (3 ... (3 SPEC,, and 

PARTS = PARTl @ PARTz @ ... @ PARTk. 

7.4.3 Synthesis of the complementary supervisor 

Herein, it is assurned that the processing routes and the manufacturing constraints required to produce the 

new part types are given and that, after having been programmed, the corresponding machines can indeed 
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be used for the production of these part types. Subsequently, the complementary supervisor, CTm,, is 

synthesized as if the corresponding workcell devices were to only produce the new part types. 

First, the set of new-part processing routes and the corresponding manufacniring-constraint models 

are constructed as described below: 

New-part route models: The part route model for each new part type is constructed in the same way as 

the nominal part route models, where only events (Le., transitions) pertaining to the new part type being 

modelled are considered in its model. 

New-part manufacturing-constraint models: New-part manufacturing consiraint models specifi how the 

new part types are to be produced by the expanded workcell. Al1 multi-input vectors that can take place 

in the workcelI, except the ones exclusively affecting the nominal part types, must be included in the 

transition structure of these models. 

Second, for each machine required for the production of the set of new part types, the corresponding 

machine models are re-defined as follows: 

Re-deflned machine models: Based on the operations that machines can perfom on new part types, the 

corresponding machine models are re-defined by assuming these are exclusively used for the production 

of the new part types. 

As an example of a re-defined machine model, let us consider the nominal machine model s h o w  in 

Figure 7.2a. This model represents a machine, Ml that can perforrn operation Opl on (nominal) part Type 

A. Figure 7.2b represents the corresponding re-defined machine model used to perforrn Op4 on the new 

part Type N. Some of the transitions comprising the re-detïned machine mode[, Le., (al N4), (PI N-) and 

(XI N-), represent new transitions, Le., unobservable by CTRL,,,. Similarly, the transitions (a1 Al), 

(PI A-), and (11 A-) in Figure 7.2a will be unobservable by CTRL,,. 



Figure 7.2. Machine models: (a) nominal model, and (b) re-defined model. 

As the last step of the synthesis process, with the above three sets of new models (Le., redefined 

machines, new-part routes, and new-part manufacturing-constraint models), the complernentary 

supervisor is obtained using the sarne procedure used to synthesize the nominal supervisor. For a set of k 

new part types requiring p new rnanufacturing constraints and n new machines, the compiementary 

supervisor is synthesized according to Expressions (7.8) and (7.9), below: 

CELL, =MI-, B Mz-, @ ... @ Mn--, 

SPEC- = SPECi-- @ SPEC2.- @ a.. @ SPEC,,, 

PARTS, = PARTI., @ PART2-,, C3 ... @ PARTk-,, and 

CTRLcom = CELLmw @ S P E C  @ PARTS-, (7.9) 

where Mi-,, represents the redefined model for machine i; SPECi.,, represents the i'th manufacturing 

constraint needed to produce the new part types; and, PARTi-,, represents the processing route of the 

new part Type i. 

7.4.4 Deadlock analysis 

After the individual deadlock-free nominal and the complementary supervisors have k e n  synthesized, 

they are used independently but concurrently to  control the (expanded) workcelI. Each supervisor, 

however, c m  only observe a subset of the event set that can occur within the expanded workcell. Thus, a 
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multi-output generated by C-, may implicitly disable an event allowed to occur by CTRL,, and 

vice versa, taking the workcell into a deadlock state. 

SimiIar to the deadlock-analysis process described in Chapter 6 for workcells sharing resources, the 

concurrent disablement of events by the norninaVcomplementary supervisor pair must be analyzed by 

comparing the set of events disabled by one supervisor with the set of events enabled by the other 

supervisor. If the system is deterrnined to be deadlock-fiee, then, the workcell can produce the set of new 

part types as required, otherwise, it cannot. The process used to check for deadlock States in a multi- 

workcelI system, Section 6.4.4, is used here. 

First, the behavior enforced on the expanded workcell by the supervisor pair is specified by 

constnicting the automaton, CTRL,,,,, v CTRLcom, which from now on will be denoted as CTRL,,,,,,. 

All events that can occur within the expanded workcell are observable by Thus, the 

automaton CT~, , , , ,m is complete and the behavior enforced on the workcell by the 

nominal/complementary supervisor pair can be analyzed using this automaton 

The anaIysis process is camed out as follows: At each state of CTRL,o,,com, the set of transitions 

defined is compared with the set of outputs generated. If the set of transitions is a subset of the state's 

corresponding outputs, then, this state is a deadlock state, othenvise, it is not. 

Since the explicit disablement of a physical event may implicitly disable multiple multi-input vectors 

from occumng, this must be taken into account when determining if a set of multi-input vectors is a 

subset of the generated outputs. For this, the set of multi-input vectors, at a specific state, is defined as a 

subset of the outputs generated at the same state, if Expression (7. IO) is satisfied: 

where the syrnbol 5 is used to indicate that the disablement of a set of multi-input vectors by the 

disablement of a physical event has been considered. If (7.10) holds, then, state q is a deadlock state, 

otherwise, it is not. 
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7.4.5 A synthesis example 

As an example of the above supervisor-pair synthesis methodology, let us consider a workcell initially 

producing part Type A, Figure 7.3. The workcell is "expanded" to temporarily a c c o r n d a t e  a new part 

type, Type B. 

The nominal workcell is composed of two machines, MI and M2, and a buffer, B I .  initially, MI and 

M2 have been programmed to perform one operation each, Op5 and Opz, respectively, and the buffer can 

only store one part at a time. The nominal part Type A is produced by undergoing Op5 on Ml  followed by 

Op2 on Mz. This processing route is graphically represented in Figure 7.3 using narrow line-arrows. In 

the expanded workcell, the new part Type B is produced by first undergoing Opl on MI followed by Op3 

on M2. This route is represented in Figure 7.3 using wide dashed-line-arrows. 

N o m  inal 
route for (nominal)  
par1 Typc A Lp++~~~-~- 

-7 + (OP*. OP, ' 0  (Op,. op, ) ' + 
~ o m i n a l '  
couic for inew i 
parr Typc B 

Figure 73. Nominal and expanded workcell. 

Nominal Supervisor 

In order to synthesize a deadlock-free nominal supervisor (to control the flow of part Type A), the 

corresponding machine. part-route, and manufacturingconstraint models are constructed, Figures 7.4 to 

7.6, respectively. The manufacturing constraint mode1 shown in Figure 7.6 specifies the size of the 

buffer: State O represents the empty state of the buffer, while State 1 represents the state when the buffer 

is full. 

Figure 7.4. Nominal machine models: (a) MI and (b) MZ. 
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The nominal workcell supervisor, C m ,  Figure 7.7, is synthesized according to Expression 

(7.6), where for this example CELL = MI @ Mt, SPEC = BI, and PARTS = PA-. This supervisor 

controls the workcelI exciusively only until new part types arrive for processing. 

Figure 7 S. Part Type A route model: PARTA. Figure 7.6. Buffer model, B ,. 

Figure 7.7. Nominal control strategy, CTRL,,,. 

Complernen&wy Supervisor 

To synthesize the complementary supervisor, which will control the flow of the new part Type B. first, 

the new part route and the corresponding new constraint models are constructed, Figures 7.8 and 7.9, 

respectively. 

The rnanufacturing constraint for part Type B, Figure 7.9, specifies that after k i n g  processed by MI 

the pan is stored in the buffer. Similar to Figure 7.6, State O in Figure 7.9 represents an empty buffer and 

State 1 represents the full state of the buffer when storing one part of Type B. The re-defined machine 

models are generated as shown in Figure 7.10. 



Figure 7.8. Part route mode1 for part Type B, PARTB,-. 

Figure 7.9. Manufacturing constraint for Part Type B. BI,,,. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.10. Redefined machine models: (a) M I .  and (b) Mz.-- 

Using Expressions (7.8) to (7.10). the deadiock-free complementary supervisor, CTRL,,,, shown in 

Figure 7.1 1 ,  is obtained as follows: CTRL,,, = CELL,, @ SPEC,, @ PARTS, where CELL- = 

Figure 7.1 1. Complementary supervisor, CTRL,,,. 
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Deadlock Analysk 

The norninaVcompIementary supervisor pair is analyzed to detect possible workcell deadlock states. 

First, the automaton CTRL,,-,, that represents the controlled behavior of the expanded workcell is 

constructed. This automaton comprises 36 states, 96 transitions and 115 outputs. Al1 of the 36 states are 

deterrnined to be non-deadlock states. 

7.5 Supewisory Control of Expanded Workcells when Utilizing New Machines 

In this section, the control of workcells that have been temporarily expanded by the introduction of new 

machines is considered, In order to use the newly introduced machines, the nominal machines may also 

need to perform new tasks. A robot foming part of the nominal workcell, for example, may need to be 

re-programmed in order to take parts to the new machine(s), Figure 7-12. These new tasks, performed by 

the nominai machines, need also to be monitored and controlled. The introduction of new machines irito 

a workcell may also increase the space route of nominal parts. Namely, nominal parts may undergo 

operations on new machines, which increases the number of possible ways in which these parts can be 

produced, Figure 7.13. 

1 I  

4 1 

I I  

: : Z = Set ofevents 
: : generated bythe 
1 I  

I I  nominal workceil 
1 I  

I  I  

I I 1 

rn I New operation perfoged _ ,," a 
I I  

by the nominal robot I  
I  I  

New machine 

i2 = Set of events generated 
by the expanded 
workcell (Z  c Q ) 

Figure 7.12. Nominal and expanded FMC. 
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Figure 7.13. A workcell expanded by the introduction of new machines. 

In order to effectively control the expanded workcell, the norninaVcomplementary supervisor has to 

enable/disable nominal and new events, which the nominal and new machines can perform. according to 

the new production conditions. Sirnilar to the rnethodology used to control workcells producing new part 

types, Section 7.4. the nominal supervisor is responsible for controlling the behaviour of the nominal 

workcell. while the complernentary supervisor controls the flow of parts when they follow any of the 

routes that have been added into their nominal space route by the introduction of new machines. Figure 

7.14. 

A liernaiive 
route for 
pari Type A 

l b' 
I I 

Nom inal 
rouie for 
pari Ty pc A 

Figure 7.14. NorninaVcomplementary supervisor pair controlling an expanded workceli. 

In the context of expansion via addition of new machines, unobservable events refer to those 

comprising the new event set, which may change the actual state of the nominal workcell while the 

nominal supervisor does not register this change. However, from the global observability condition. the 
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complementary supervisor does register such a change, since this supervisor observes al1 events 

unobservabie by the nomina1 supervisor. 

If an (unobservable) event does indeed change the state of the nominal workcell it will be required to 

change the state of the nominal supervisor in order to bring it to the state that represents the real state of  

the nominal workcell. In this way, the nominal supervisor can continue enforcing the desired behaviour 

on the nominal workcell according to the most current state of the system. This thesis proposes a 

rnethodology to perform such a state change on the nominal supervisor, when required, by using a virtual 

sequence of events generated by the complementary supervisor as will be described in Section 7.5.2. 

7.5.1 Restrictions on proposed methodology 

Due to the introduction of new machines, parts may enter andor  exit the nominal workcell at an a priori 

unplanned entrance and/or exit points, Figure 7.13. When a part enters or exists the nominal workcell in a 

non-nominal fashion, such events may take the nominal workcell to an undesired state, Le., a state where 

a manufactunng constraint imposed on the nominal workcell is not satisfied. Thus, in order to simpliw 

the problem of controlling expanded workcells when new machines are introduced into the workcell the 

following two restrictions are imposed on the workcells to be controlted: 

Restriction 1 : Once a part exits the nominal workceil, it is not allowed to re-enter the (nominal) workcell 

and no part is alIowed to enter the workcell from a point different from its original 

(nominal) entrance point. 

Restriction 2: When using an unplanned exit point, a part may exit the nominal workcell in two possible 

ways: (i) removed by a "nominal" robot, which have been programmed to perforrn such an 

operation; or (ii) removed by a new robot. In order to correctly control the expanded 

workcell, the complementary supervisor must, thus, monitor al1 robots (nominal and new) 

that can remove parts from the machines where the pan may choose to follow a nominal or  

a new (added) route. 
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The above two restrictions may restrict the user's fteedom on how the nominal workcell can be 

expanded. They provide, however, the conditions that allow the synthesis of a nomïnaYcomplementary 

supervisor pair that will properly control the expanded workcell without violating any of the 

manufacturing constraints imposed on the nominal workcell. These restrictions also guarantee deadlock- 

free control, as will be described in Section 7.5.4. 

7 3.2 Proposed methoddogy 

The supervisory control architecture that is proposed in this thesis to control workcells that are 

ternporarily expanded by the introduction of new machines is schematicaily shown in Figure 7-15: The 

nominal supervisor, CTRL,,, and the complementary supervisor, CTRL,,, at their corresponding States 

enable a set of controllable events that the expanded wokcell is allowed to execute. 

Supervisor 

Viriual scquence of evcnts 

Nominal 1 

Figure 7.15. Proposed supervisory control architecture when new 

machines are introduced into the nominal workcell. 

At a given workcell state. an event would occur based on one of the following two conditions: 
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Condition 1 : If the event is observable by both supervisors, C T L m ,  and CTRL,,, then, the expanded 

workcell can only execute this event if it is enabled by both supervisors. (An event is 

observable by both supervisors, if the machine, enabled to execute it, is under the control of 

both supervisors). 

Condition 2: If the event is observable by only one supervisor, then, it can be executed only if enabled by 

the corresponding controlling supervisor, Le., by the supervisor capable of obsewing the 

event. 

When an event occurs, the workcell informs both supervisors of such occurrence: 

Action 1 : If both supervisors have observed it, both will change to their-respective new States. 

Action 2: If only the nominal supervisor has observed it, only this supervisor will change its state. 

Action 3: If only the complementary supervisor has observed it, the complementary supervisor will 

determine, via its mask or observation fiinction, if the event that just occurred has changed the 

state of the nominal workcell. If such a change has indeed occurred, the complernentaxy 

supervisor will generate a sequence of virtual events by means of its mask fimction to be sent 

to the nominal supervisor. The set of virtual events is assumed in this thesis to be immediately 

processed by the nominal supervisor, which will change its state to the state that represents the 

(real) current status of the nominal workcell. 

The two restrictions regarding parts' entrance and exit from the workcell, described in Section 

7.5.1, allow us to synthesize a complementary supervisor where nominal events, unobservable 

by CTRL,,,, would not change the state of the machine set controlled by CTRL,,,. Thus, 

there would not be a need for the nominal supervisor to generate virtual events. 

7.5.3 Synthesis of the nominal supervisor 

An EMA-based nominal supervisor, CTRL,,,, is synthesized to control the nominal workcell, as was 

described in Section 7.4.2. 



7.5.4 Synthesis of the complementary supervisor 

The complementary supervisor is defined as a pair, (S, A): 

where S = (r , X, xo, c*(x, y'), A ,q* )  is an €MA-based supervisor, and A is the mask function 

required to take the nominal supervisor to a state that represents the real state of the nominal workcell, 

whenever an event unobservable by CTRL,,, changes the state of the nominal workcell. 4 is defined 

as: 

Z* in (7.12) denotes the set of al1 finite smngs s = al .... a. that can be formed using elements from J, 

including the empty string, E. A string s e  f' generated by M is referred to as a virtual string or virtual 

event sequence. For example, A ( y * ,  g, x) = s is interpreted as follows: A virtual string S. i.e., an event 

sequence observable by CTRL,,,, is generated by CTRL,,,, when CTFtL,,, is at state ~ E Q  and 

CTRLcom is at state xeX, afier observing the event y* E T that is unobservable by CTRLnom. If the 

event y' is observable by CTRLn0, then the virtual sequence s generated by CTRLcm is a nul1 or empty 

string, s = e, because CTRL,, does not need to be informed by CTRLcom of the occurrence of event y* . 

The automaton S and the mask function, A, are obtained as described in the following sub-sections. 

Automaton S 

Machine rnodels: 

(i) New machines models: Models for added new machines are constmcted using the same 

methodoIogy used to construct nominal machine models: For a set of g machines, this process 

generates a set of g new machine models, ,. . ., M ,,.,. 
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Re-defned nominal machine models: Models for each re-defined nominal machine are constructed 

by considering the new operations that they must perforrn: for a set of h r n re-defined nominal 

machines, this process generates a set of h re-defined machine models, Mrcdcfined-i, i ~ h .  

Unchanged nominal machine nrodefs: If the capabilities of nominal machines do not need to be re- 

defined although the new alternative route of a nominal part uses these machines, the 

corresponding unchanged nominal machine models still need to be used in the synthesis process of 

the complementary supervisor. These model will be denoted as before, MI, , . ., Mn. 

Part-route ntodels: 

New part-route models will include partial processing sequences of the nominal routes: Each of 

these models will be denoted as PART,_,. 

Manu facturing-consrraint models: 

There will be new and re-defined manufacturing constraints, SPE(&.i and SPECmktid,,, 

respectively. The new constraint models must only affect the set of processes taking place in the 

new machines. Each re-defined manufacturing constraint model, on the other hand, is 

constructed by incorporating into the manufacturing constraint to be re-defined the set of new 

events in the form of selfloop transitions and removing from the same constraint model the set of 

nominal events that are of no interest to the complementary supervisor, i.e., events affecting 

nominal parts which do not use new machines. 

Once al1 the corresponding modek have been built the automaton S is synthesized: 



Mask function 

A methodoIogy to  construct the rnask function, which will generate a virtual sequence of  events that will 

take the nominal supervisor to a state that represents the reai state of the nominal workcell, is s h o w  in 

Figure 7.16. In Figure 7.16 a sequence of events, t,, take the nominal supervisor to its current state, q, 

and subsequently an unobservable event. Z, , occurs. However, the nominal supervisor rernains in 

this state, q, that does not represent the real state of the nominal workcell, i-e., State q'. (The subscript c 

in y: is used to denote a state change o f  the nominal workcell by the occurrence of the event Y' E Z, ). 

In order to bring the nominal supervisor to State q'. first, the nominal supervisor is reset (i.e.. taken to 

its initial state), Figure 7.16b. Subsequently, it is taken to State q' by sending to the nominal supervisor a 

0 

virtuaI event sequence, t,, for its processing, Fijyre 7.16~. This process is carried out using six 

sequential steps. 

Real st -i 
Srate pr io r  to 

07 qo 1 unobservable 
evenc y; occurred 

f 7 
,A$ ', 

-. q o  ,, '., 

Wq, o-t q 0  1 * -'O Unobser rab lo  
event which 

I changed the s t a t e  
of the nominal 

'$., 

Figure 7.16. Proposed methodology t o  change the state of the nominal supervisor: (a) a sequence of 

events t. take the nominal supervisor to its current state. (b) of a n  unobservable event. y:, occurs. and 

(c) a sequence of events, 1.1, , take the  nominal supervisor to the real state of the nominal workcell. 
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Step 1: Obtain the sequence of events t,, 

Obtain a sequence of events (string), b, that took the nominat supervisor fiom its initial state, qo, to its 

current state, q, Figure 7.16a. The sequence t, can be any one of the many possible sequences that can 

take CTRL,,, form its initial state to its current state, including the latest recorded event set. If the 

sequence t, is obtained by using the recorded history of CTRL,,, the process of finding t, is automatic. 

However, keeping track of the nominal workcel~'~ history may require a considerable amount of memory. 

Herein, it is proposed to obtain t, using the extended transition function, 5' (q,<rm), defined in 

CTRL,,,. Anyone set of events of the many possible is sufficient. This approach can be time consuming 

rather than being memory intensive, however, it can be used to obtain t, either in an on-line or off-Iine 

fashion. Formally, the string t, is obtained by finding a sequence: 

where q o  is the initial state, q, is the state that can be reached fiom State qo by processing event 0 8 ,  etc. 

tn 
Using a short notation. Expression (7.15) can be written as: q, + q or as 6' (qo . t, ) = q, where 

' 
tn= CO O1 ... O,. 

Srep 2: Obtain the sequence of events t, 

Obtain a sequence of events, f, that will take the nominal supervisor fiom its current state, q, to its initial 

state, qo, Figure 7.16b. The sequence t, can be obtained by tracking back the state-event sequence defined 

by 6' and registering the corresponding events as the process continues until the initial state, q,, is 

reached. Many t, strings can be obtained, however, any one can be used. Formally, the string t, is 

obtained by finding a sequence: 



t r  
Using a shon notation, Expression (7.17) can be written as q + q 0 or  as 6' (q. t , ) = qo, w h e ~  

Step 3: Obtain the sequence of events t 

Obtain a sequence of events, t, that took the complemenmy supervisor fiom its initial state, Q, to its 

current state, x, Figure 7.17a, where State x corresponds to State q'. Similar to Step 1, many t, strings can 

be obtained, however, only one is needed. Formally, the string t, is obtained by finding a sequence: 

c 
Using a short notation, Expression (7.19) can be written as xo  + x or  as 5' (xo . t, ) = x, where 

The last event symbol in (7.20), y: E tu, represents the unobservable event that changed the state of the 

nominal workcell without the nominal supervisor registering it. 

Szep 4: Identify the Iast observable (processort) event, Y' 

In order to detennine a virtual string o f  events that can take the nominal supervisor fiom its initial state to 

the real state of the nominal workcell, it is necessary to determine which nominal machine was the last 

machine visited by the part before it exited the nominal workcell. One can identiQ the 1 s t  visited 

nominal machine, if the pmcessor event, y* E np, observable by both supervisors, y* E JnT, that 

took CTRL,, to a state where the unobservable event, y:, was allowed to occur, is identified. 

' A processor event is exccuted by a pmcessing machine, while a transporting cvent is executcd by a transporthg dcvicc. 
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The observable processor event. y* E fip. is identifid as follows: (i) Erase the last symbol in the string 

k, Step 3, to obtain a new sequence t;: and. (ii) Examine the set of outputs. cpe(x'), generated by the 

automaton S. after processing the string t; . Figure 7.1%: 

5' (x,. tc ) = X' a (xl) = (set of events disabled after processing t ; } . (7.21) 

If the unobservable event y: E Z ,, does not lie within the set of outputs, c cpg (x'). rneaning that 

CTRL,, does not disable the event y: afier processing string t;. then, continue erasing events from t. 

until a string t; that takes CTRLmm to a state. x". where the event y: is disabled. y: ~ < p '  (x') . is found. 

Figure 7.17b. The last erased event is the processor event. y* E Rp . 

\ 
Last erased event C u r r e n t  state of 
(this event enabled Y: t h e  complementary 
to occur) supervisor 

Figure 7.17. (a) A string of events that took the complementary supervisor to its current state, and 

(b) A string of events. t; . which enabled the unobservable event y: to occur. 
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Step 5: Obtain the sequence of events t ; 

Find the observable processor event, y' , identified in Step 4, in the event sequence t,, (obtained in Step 1) 

by starting from its last event symbol. Obtain the string t', by replacing the event y' with the event 

* 
sequence o, oz, where o; represents a machine-failure event and o; represents a machine-repair event. 

By doing this, the part is automatically removed fiom the nominal workceil, since in this thesis, it is 

assumed that whenever a machine fails the part being processed is considered as a scrap part and 

therefore discarded. 

Step 6: Obtain the virtual sequence of events, t, t; 

The virtuai sequence of events, generated by the mask function M: (r, Q, X) + L' , for the specific 

state-pair (q, x) being analysed is defined as: 

The action of the mask function is interpreted as follows: When an unobservable event that changed 

the state of the nominal workcell has occurred, reset the nominal supervisor and irnmediately take it to the 

real state of the nominal workcell. The reset action is performed by the virtual sub-string t,, while the 

vimial sub-string t', takes the supervisor from its initial state to the real state of the nominal workcell. 

7.5.5 Deadlocks 

The nominal and complementary supervisors are individually conflict- and deadlock-ffee. Moreover, 

when used together it is guaranteed that their concurrent actions will never take the expanded workcell 

into a deadlock state. 

To illustrate this, let us sub-divide a part's route into three possible sub-routes, Figure 7.18: (i) 

nominal-new; (ii) purely-nominal; and, (iii) purely-new routes. 



R a w  

Finis hed part 

d part 

( i )  N o m  i n a l - n e w  route. ( i i )  P u r e l y - n o m i n a l  m u r e .  
Events observable by Even is  observable only 
CTRL,,, and CTRL,,, by CTRL nom 

Figure 7.18. Part sub-routes. 

( i )  Nominal-new sub-route 

When a part is on its nominal-new sub-route, its flow is controlled by the concurrent actions of the two 

supervisors comprising the supervisor-pair. Since the set of redefined manufacturing constraint models 

and the corresponding set of nominal constraint models specify the same behaviour on the parts' 

processing routes, these two sets of constrajnts are never in conflict. Moreover, since every event 

occumng within this sub-route is observable by both supervisors. a part can only be processed by a 

machine. or moved by a transponing device, onty if both supervisors allow it. This guarantees a 

deadlock-free flow during this sub-route. 

( i i )  Pure1 y-nominal sub-route 

When a part is on its purely-nominal sub-route, its flow is controlled only by the nominal supervisor. 

Since the events occurring during this sub-route are not observable nor affected by CTRLco,, the part's 

fl ow is not affected by the actions of the complementary supervisor. Thus, the parts' evolution will never 

be in a deadlock since the nominal supervisor itself is deadlock-free. 
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(iii) Purely-new sub-route 

When a part is on its purely-new sub-route its flow is controlled only by the complernentary supervisor 

which itself is deadlock-free. The events occurring during this phase are not observable by CTRL-,,. 

Some of these events, however, may change the state of the nominal workcell without the nominal 

supervisor registenng such a change. These are events that change a part's route fiom its nominal-new 

sub-route to its purely-new sub-route. When this happens the complementary supervisor, via its mask 

hnction, takes CTRL,,, to the real state of the nominal workcell. In this way, the nominal supervisor is 

inforrned of the removal of the part fiom the nominal workcell and, thus, CTFU,,,,, can continue 

enforcing the desired deadlock-free behaviour. 

7.5.6 A synthesis example 

Nominal supervisor 

In order to illustrate the proposed expanded-workcell control methodology, let u s  consider the nominal 

workcell shown in Figure 7.19. The workcell comprises two machines, MI and Mz, and a Robot (RI). 

The workcell is designed to produce parts Type A. The parts are produced by first undergoing operation 

No. 1, Opl, on MI followed by Op? on Mz. The robot moves parts form Mi to M2 as needed. The 

machine and the nominal part-route models are shown in Figures 7.20 and 7.21, respectively. The 

manufacturing-constraint model shown in Figure 7.22a specifies that the part can be removed by the robot 

onIy after being processed on Ml.  A second constraint, speciQing that Mz can receive parts for their 

processing only if Mz is idle is shown in Figure 7.22b. AI1 these six models are used to synthesize the 

(complete) nominal supervisor, Figure 7-23 and Table 7.1. 

The set of events that are observable by the nominal supervisor is defined as: 

The set of unobservable events is an empty set, i.e., Cu = (0). 



N o m i n a l  
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Figure 7.19. Nominal workcell. 

Figure 7.20. Machine models: (a) Mt ,  (b) MI (c) Robot. 

Figure 7.21. Part Type A route mode 1. 

Figure 7.22. (a) Pan's sequencing manufacturing constraint between MI and RI, 

and (b) Part's sequencing manufacturing constraint between RI  and MI. 



Figure 7.23. Nominal supervisor. 

Table 7.1. Outputs generated by the nominal supervisor. 

[  tat te 1 Outputs 
I 1 State 1 Outputs I 

Complementary supewisor 

1 

The Introduction of a third machine, as shown in Figure 7.24, expands the workcell. The new machine, 

M3. is used as an alternative machine to perfonn Opz on part Type A. The added new (alternative) route 

to the part's nominal space route is s h o w  in Figure 7.24'using dashed line arrows. 
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Figure 7.24. Expanded workcell. 

This expanded workcell satisfies the two restrictions described in Section 7--5.1. Thus. it can be 

controlied using the proposed rnethodology. The new machine model, M3, and the redefined robot's 

model are shown in Figures 7.25a and 7.25b. respectively. Since MI still needs to process the part when 

following the new (alternative) route the corresponding unchanged model, Figure 7.20a, is also used for 

the synthesis of the complementary supervisor. The original MI model is used because the set of 

operations chat M I  cm perform has not been redefined. The new (alternative) processing route model is 

shown in Figure 7.26. 

Figure 7.25- (a) New machine model, and (b) re-defined Robot mdel.  

Figure 7.26. New {alternative) part Type A route. 
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A re-defined constraint model is s h o w  in Figure 7.27a. Comparing Figures 7.22a and 7.27a, it is 

seen that the nominal constraint, Figure 7.2% and the redefined constraïnt model. Figure 7.27a are 

identical except for the fact that unobservable events to the complementary supervisor have been erased 

and that the new set of events. Z, _ has been added as selfloop tmnsitions. Moreover. the appropriate 

new events have replaced the corresponding (unobservable) nominal events. For example. the output at 

State O in Figure 7.22a. Le.. the muiti-output vector (a3 A3). has k e n  replaced by the new multi-output 

vector (a3 A4) which is observable and controllable by CTRL,,. 

A second (new) constraint specifying that M3 can receive parts for their processing only if M3 is idle 

is shown in Figure 7.27b. By using this new constraint modet, the complementary supervisor is able to 

know when parts folfow either their nominal route or the new (alternative) route. 

Figure 727. (a) Redefined constraint model, and (b) new constraint model. 

The models shown in Figures 7.25, 7.26, 7.27 and 7.20a (the unchanged MI mdel) are used to 

synthesize the automaton S, Figure 7.28. The outputs generated by S are shown in Table 7.2. 

The event set observable by C m ,  is defined by the set of events executed by Ml, M3, and by the 

Robot: 

and the set of events unobservable by the nominal and by the complementary supervisor are. then. 

defined, according to Expressions (7.4) and (7.5) as: 



w 

Figure 7.28. Automaton S. 

Table 7.2. Outputs generated by the automaton S. 

State Outputs S tate Ou tpu ts I 
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The six-step process to constnict the mask fùnction is described below. It is assumed that the 

supervisor pair has reached State-pair (1 2,3) after the occurrence of the unobservable event (a3 A ~ ) E  E .: 

Step 1:  Find the string t,, that took the nominal supervisor, fiom its initia1 state, State O, to its current state, 

State 12. Frorn Figure 7.23, one of the many possible strings is: 

L = (ai A 1) (pl A -) (a3 A3) (P3 A -) (a l  A 1) (Pi A -) (a2 A2), corresponding to the state sequence 

(0,1,2,3,9,10,11,12). 

Srep 2: Find the string t, that resets the nominal supervisor. From Figure 7.23, one of the many possible 

strings t, is: 

h = (Pz A -) (a3 A 3) (p3 A -) (a2 A 2) (P2 A -). corresponding to the state sequence (12,2,3,9,8,0). 

Step 3: Find the string t that takes the complernentary supervisor, from its initial state, State O. to its 

current state, State 3. From Figure 7.28, one of the many possibie sequences is: 

t = (al A 1) (Bi A -) (a3 A4), corresponding to the state sequence (0,1,2,3). 

Step 4: IdentiQ the (processor) event, y * ,  that enabled the unobservable event, y ;  = (a3 A4)e Eu, to 

occur. From t, the event Y* =(Pl A -)E np is identified to be the event that enabled (a3 A4) to 

occur. Afier event (PI A -), occurred the compIementay supervisor was in State 2, where event 

(a3 A4) was enabled. Thus, y* = (PI A -). 

Srep 5. Find the sequence t; that takes the nominal supervisor to the real state of the nominal workcell. 

From t, found in Step 1,  starting from the end of the string and moving backwards (to the Ieft). 

.. + the event y* = (pl A -) is found and replaced with the sequence a, oz, as defined in Section 

7.5.3. y* = (PI A -) is an event that is executed by Ml, thus, o; = (Ai A -) and o; = (pl - -). 

Since the string selected at Step 1 is equal to t, = ( a l  A1)(PI A -)(a3 A3)(P3 A -)(al AI)@, A -) 
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(a2 A2). the event that has to be replaced by the sequence a; a; = ( I I  A -)(pi - -) is the second 

event symbol, i.e., event (BI A-), starting fiom the right of b. By performing such replacement on 

t,,, the smng t i  shown below is obtained, where the underlined events comprise the set of events 

that replaced event y' = (PI A-): 

Note that, the last event within t,,, (a2 AZ), is an event unobservable by CTRL,,. However, the 

occurrence of this event does not change the state of any machine controlled by the 

complernentary supervisor. Thus, CTRL,,, continues enforcing the desired behaviour. 

Step 6: Obtain the mask hnction for State-pair (l2,3) according to Expression (7.22) as follows: 

The above vimal sequence of events, generated by the complernentary supervisor irnmediately 

afier having reached State-pair (12, 3) takes the nominal supervisor from State 12 to State 8, 

corresponding to the state sequence ( 12,2, 3,9,8,0, I,2,3,9, 10, 1 3,9, 8). 

State 8 represents the real state of the nominal workcell, where the part that was on MI has 

now been removed from the nominal workcell. Namely, State 8 represents the state where MI 

and the Robot are idle and M2 is working on a part, which is exactly the state that was required to 

be found. 

The above six-step process used to obtain the mask function for State-pair (12, 3) is repeated for 

every possible state-pair, ( ~ E Q ,  XEX), combination. As a result the complementary supervisor, 

CTRL,,,, is obtained. 



This chapter presented two methodologies to synthesize a nominaVcomplementary supervisor pair to 

control temporarily expanded workcells. Nominal supervisors control the nominal wokcells, while 

complementary supervisors are targeted to control the set of new events and enforce the new set of 

conditions that have been temporarily introduced into nominal workcells- 

Every event within the set of events that can be executed by expanded workcells is observable at 

least by one supervisor. This condition, referred to as the global observability condition in this thesis, 

allows us to synthesize supervisors that will enablddisable a subset of controllable events without causing 

deadlocks. Moreover, the global observability condition allows the control of an expanded workcell 

using more than one complementary supervisor. Thus, if after expanding the workcell, it is detemined 

that the workcell requires another (temporary) expansion, a new complementary supervisor can be 

integrated into the system without re-synthesizing the supervisors already controlling the workcell. 



CHAPTER 8 

PROGRAMMABLE-LOGIC-CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION OF 

EXTENDED-MOORE-AUTOMATA-BASED SUPERWSORS 

8.1 Introduction 

Although, forma1 control methods of workcells, modelled as discrete-event systems, have received wide 

attention within academia, these theories have not been widely accepted by industry and their 

implementations are scarce [85]. In the academic works 122, 83-86], implementations on DES-based 

controllers for manufachiring workcells were presented. In [22, 83, 841 the workcell devices were 

controlled using a Programmable-Logic-Controller (PLC). In [83], a mie-based method is presented to 

derive the ladder-logic program fiom a high-level system model. The proposed rnethod uses Petri nets 

modelling as an intermediate step in moving from a hi@-level description of the control-strategy to the 

Boolean format of the corresponding ladder-logic description. The control strategy in [84j, developed 

based on R-W theory, was manually transiated into ladder-logic code, and subsequently programmed 

manually into a PLC. 

In both [85] and [86], on the other hand, while the modelling technique was different (PNs versus R- 

W automata) the devices were directly wired to the host cornputer without the use of a PLC. 

In order to implement formal controllers, using the above methodologies, industries would require 

engineers well-trained on theoretical control aspects since each production changeover would require 

supervisor re-synthesis and manually te-obtaining the corresponding ladder-logic code, which. in general, 

is time consuming and error-prone [22]. Previous chapters have described the theoretical issues needed to 

synthesize formal workcell supervisors under different scenarioç. In order to bridge the existing gap 

between forma1 control methodologies and their implementation, a software package that can be used to 

synthesize and implement formal supervisors in a user-fiiendly environment is needed. Such software 
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should allow the implementation of forma1 control methodologies without the need for the user to have a 

complete knowledge of such theories. In this chapter, such a software package, developed based on the 

EMA theory concepts is described in detail. 

8.2 Programmable-Logic-Controller-Based implementation Architecture 

Based on [22], EMA-based supervisors can be implemented using a hybrid PC-PLC architecture. The PC 

is the host for the Supervisory-Control Software (SCS), whereas the PLC is responsible for the real-time 

execution of the synthesized supervisor. The SCS would be primary responsible for: (i) Obtaining the 

EMA-based supervisor for the workceli; (ii) Translate it into Iadder-Iogic code; and, (iii) Download the 

code obtained in (ii) into a Host-PLC for execution, Figure 8.1. 

An on-line monitoring module would also be very effective to continually read the PLC data table, 

compare the information with the corresponding control strategy and display the state of the 

manufacturing workcell on a computer screen. 

Mode1 s : 
- devices 
- specifications 

Mode1 - part routes 
0 

EMA Supervisor 
Creator Synthes izer 

EMJ4 supenrisor- 
State-transition 

table . 
Monitoring address I / O  Ladder- Logic 

Program files Translator 

Ladder- logic 
code 

Host-PLC . 
Data table 4 

Processor A 
aJ 

A Event O 
v feedback X 

1 k 
O 

I/O modules * P 

Enablernent/disablement 
of controllable events 

Figure 8.1. Implementation methodology. 
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As stated above, in the proposed implernentation methodology, Figure 8. I , the (formal) supervisory- 

control strategy is automatically generated in a host computer, Host-PC, based on user input. As the first 

step of this procedure, the user inputs manufacturing information, through a graphical interface, such as: 

sdection of machines to carry out the operations, part routes, and manufacturing constraints (e-g., 

machine-repair priorities and buffer capacities). Subsequent to the data input, the soFtware automatically 

generates the forma1 DES models of machines, part routes and manufacturing constraints. The models 

are then combined and processed by the supervisory-control strategy synthesizer. The obtained 

supervisor, together with the PLC VO addresses, is supplied to the ladder-logic translater module for its 

translation into the specific PLC iadder-logic code. One must note that, the VO addresses, i-e., the PLC 

inpub'output ports to which the workcell devices are to be connected, should also be automatically 

generated and supplied to the user for wiring purposes. As the final step, based on a user request, the 

obtained ladder-logic code is downloaded to the Host-PLC for execution. 

Although the SCS is generic in the sense that it can be used to synthesize, translate and download 

control strategies for any workcell, only (non-minimized) EMA-based supewisors (i) synthesized for 

workcells producing parts that may have alternative routes and (ii) synthesized for workcells sharïng 

resources have been implemented and tested. Specifically, the supervisors synthesized for the workcelI 

examples described in Sections 4.3.2, 5.4 and a similar muIti-workcell system to the one described in 

Section 6.6 have been implemented in our laboratory. 

At the current state of development, it still remains to irnplement and test supervisors for temporarily 

expanded workcells, Le., for workcells producing a-priori unplanned part types and for workcells 

expanded by the introduction of new machines. Moreover, a software module to synthesize 

complementary supewisors for the control of workcells that have been expanded by the introduction of 

new machines needs to be written and integrated into the SCS. 

8 3  Supervisory-Control Software 

A schematic diagram of the (latest version of the CIMlab's) Supervisory-Control Software (SCS) 

architecture is illustrated in Figure 8.2. 





Model Creator Module: 

Gets the description of the workcell and the processing routes to be manufactured from the user and 

generates the necessary DES models to synthesize EMA-based supervisors. 

Control-Strategy Synthesizer Module: 

Synthesizes EMA-based supervisors by combining the models generated by the Model Creator 

module. 

PL C (/O A ddress Assigner Module: 

Automatically assigns the Host-PLC's input and output ports to the workcell resources. The output of 

this module indicates how the workcell resources are to be connected to the controlier. 

Ladder-Logic Translator Module: 

Automatically translates EMA-based supervisors fiom their state-transition table form into ladder- 

logic code. 

Ladder-Logic Do rvnloading Module: 

Downloads the ladder-logic code obtained by the Ladder-Logic Translator module to the Host-PLC. 

Hrorkcell Monitoring Module: 

~Monitors the status of the workcell in real time. 

Other modules include the Emergency-Handling Ladder-Logic Program Creator modufe and the 

Emergency module. The former module is used to create a PLC program to stop the workcell 

immediately after an emergency signal from the workcell is received or when the workcell is forced to 

stop by the user when hdshe presses the emergency stop button on the Host-PC graphical interface (Le., 

the Emergency module button). Since these two modules are not within the scope of this thesis they will 

not be further discussed. 

The following sections describe each one of the main modules in fùrther detail starting with the 

description of the GUI via which users access the individual software modules. 
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8.3.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

The GUI is a communication bridge between the software user and each o f  the SCS's modules. A 

screenshot o f  the GUI at startup is s h o w  in Figure 8.3. 

Figure 8.3. Graphical user interface. 

Each button shown in Figure 8.3 executes the corresponding module. Other modules that were not 

mentioned above, and which can be executed from the GUI, include: the Runmeset module which mns 

and resets the ladder-logic code stored in the Host-PLC; the Clear module which closes al1 open modules; 

and, the Exit module closes al1 open modules and exits the software returning the Host-PC to its operating 

system environment. 

8.3.2 Model Creator Module 

The Model Creator module is a user-interface program that allows the user to describe the manufachiring 

workcelI via an interactive process. The workceil's description is performed by simply entering the 

processing routes of the parts to be manufactured together with other relevant information such as the 

capacity of each buffer compnsing the workcell and the repair-priority assigned to each machine. Based 

on this information the module automatically generates the necessary machine, part-route and 
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manufacturing-constraint EMA models, each of which is stored in a text file in the f o m  of a state- 

transition table. Each of these files comprises a heading containing general information, such as the name 

of the model, and two tables: (i) the state-transition table, which specifies the transitions between States, 

and (ii) the output table, which specifies the outputs generated at each state of the corresponding model. 

Figure 8.4 shows a typical machine model as generated by this module. 

M-stde T r m s t i o n  Input-state 
O (ai.A.11 1 
1 (Pi.A.-) O 
1 ( A -  2 
2 p i -  O 

output table -- 
State Murti-output 
O [pi. #. -) 
1 (ai, A. 1)  
1 (pi #. -1 
2 (ai. Al1 

Figure 8.4. A typical machine model generated by the model creator module. 

For every part type to be processed within the workcell, the corresponding part route is entered via a 

question-answer process. Questions asked include, the number of part types to be manufactured, the 

number of alternative routes for each part type, the operation sequence for every part route, the machine 

to be used for every operation, etc. The Mode1 Creator window also features a comment box where step- 

by-step instructions are given to the user for entering the data, Figure 8.5. Inputs are checked for validity, 

where any invalid input results in an error message being displayed on the computer screen. 

In Figure 8.5, the first route, out of two possible ones, for part type No. 182 has been completed. 

The route displayed indicates that part Type No. 182 is first processed by machine No. 5487, where it 

undergoes operation No. 563, followed by operation No. 765 on machine No. 6732. AAer being 

processed on Machine No. 5487, the part is stored in buffer No. 536, where it waits for machine No. 

6732. 



Figure 8.5. Part-route definition interface. 

In Figure 8.5, the last entered route is also disptayed on the Route Sumrnq box, where it can be 

modified if needed. One must note that, at this stage it is assumed that individual machines have been 

already programmed to accept and process the part types at hand. Individual machine programming and 

set up is not within the scope of the SCS. 

The interactive algorithm used to input the part-route information is shown in Figure 8.6. For each 

part type, the process depicted in Figure 8.6 generates a part route model. AAer al1 alternative routes have 

been defined for a specific part type, if more part types remains to be defined, the Route bme ,  show 

highlighted in Figure 8.5, is hidden and the Part frarne, the Grey area in Figure 8.5, is enabled with its 

controls. After al1 the part routes have been defined, the Buffer frame is activated, as show in Figure 

8.7, where for each buffer comprising the workcell the user defines its capacity. In Figure 8.7, the buffer 

No. 536, which was defined within the route shown in Figure 8.5, is assigned a capacity of two. 

Once the capacity for every buffer is defined, the Mode1 Creator switches to a new window to 

acquire from the user additional information necessary to create other manufacturing constraint models, 

e.g., the machine-repair-priority model. Figure 8.8 shows the information flow to generate part-route, 

machine and buffer-capacity models based, primarily, on the processing routes, as described below. 
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Figure 8.6. Algorithm to introduce part-route information. 

Figure 8.7. Buffer fiame highlighted. 
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Figure 8.8. Generation of the machine and buffer models fiom part-route information. 

The SCS extracts fiom the part-route models the number of  machines comprising the workcell, the 

set of operations performed by every machine and the pan types produced on every machine. This 

extracted information is used to generate the corresponding machine models. Furthermore, the SCS 

extracts the set of events that are to be executed by the workcell and use this event set together with other 

relevant information provided by the user to constnict every manu facturing-constraint model according to 

a specific algorithm depending on the constraints to be modeiled, e-g., buffer size and machine-repair 

priority. As an exampte, the consûuction of the rnanufacturing-constraint model that specifies the size of 

a buffer is described below. 

By exarnining the part route arrays, the machines that places parts on a buffer and the machines that 

takes them away are also identified. For example, fiorn Figure 8.5, it is possible to identiQ that machine 

No. 5487 and machine No. 6732 are the machines that place and remove parts into/from buffer No. 536, 

respectively. These two machines define the workcell events that pIace/remove parts into/fonn the buffer 

(Le., events 182 -) and (%732 182 765), each of  which define the corresponding machine-operation 

ending and machine-operation starting events, respectively). Once these events have been identified and 

the capacity of the buffer has been obtained from the user, the corresponding bufier model is constmcted. 
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Every mode1 created by the Model Creator module is stored in a text file having the sarne format as 

the mode1 s h o w  in Figure 8.4. 

8.3.3 Cou trol Strategy Synthesizer Module 

The EMA models created by the Model Creator module are, thereafter, read by the Control Strategy 

Synthesizer module, which automatically combines them to synthesize the corresponding supervisor. The 

result of the synthesis process is an EMA, stored in a text file using the same format s h o w  in Figure 8.4, 

which represents the control strategy that will supervise the workcell. No user intefiace is necessary for 

this module since it requires no input fiom the user. Figure 8.9 shows an example control strategy file 

generated by this module. 

Nome of the DES m l :  Superv.des 
Nurnber of states: 39 
Number of transitions: 86 
Number of mum-outputs: 57 

Output taMe 

Figure 8.9. Control strategy file. 

In addition to the control strategy file, three other files are generated by the Control Strategy 

Synthesizer module: (i) The Event code file, (ii) The Machine list file, and (iii) The Part list tile. The 

Event code file contains general information about the workcell, such as the number of machines and 

buffers comprising the workcell and their corresponding ID numbers. The Machine list file stores the 
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names of every machine model file, and the Part list file stores the names of the part-route rnodel files as 

automatically assigned by the SCS to every model file it generates. These three files are used by the PLC 

I/O Address Assigner module when assigning the required VO port addresses to the resources comprising 

the workcell as  will be described below. 

8.3.4 PLC I l 0  Address Assigner Module 

The PLC I/O Address Assigner module automatically assigns to every machine comprising the workcell a 

set of I/O ports available from the Host-PLC. Naturally, for this task to be camed out, the user is required 

to provide the characteristics regarding the Host-PLC, such as the PLC type, the PLC station number (in 

case the Host-PLC is a device within a PLC network) and the number of input and output groups 

comprising the Host-PLC. Once al1 the information regarding the Host-PLC is provided, the module 

reads the control strategy file (generated by the Control Strategy Synthesizer module) and assigns to 

every event that can be executed by the workcell a set of three VO ports. A snapshot of this module, as 

displayed to the user, is shown in Figure 8-10, where the control strategy SUPERV.DES has been selected 

to be executed in a PLC-5/11 AIlen-Bradley having 15 output and 15 input groups. 

Figure 8.10. PLC VO Address Assigner module interface. 
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Using the above graphical interface, the user specifies the control strategy to be translated into ladder 

logic code and specities the type and characteristics of the Host-PLC. After the user completes providing 

the required information, indicated by pressing the Done button, the module reads the Event code file 

generated by the Control Strategy Synthesizer module and calculates the required number of VO ports. If 

there are no sufficient ports available to assign to every event, an error signal is displayed. The program 

would know the number of VO ports available afier it communicates with the Host-PLC directly and 

reads its characteristics. The module performs this task by calling and executing a commercial PCPLC 

communication software proprietary to the PLC make. If the number of 110 ports is sufficient, the 

module assigns one input and two output ports to every event that cm be executed by the workcell. Each 

event syrnbol with its assigned I/O ports is stored in an Event address file as the ones illustrated in Figure 

8.1 1.  These files are used by the Ladder Logic Translater module to appropriately translate the given 

control strategy. 

Figure 8.1 1. Event Input/Output address assignment. 

The Input bit, specified in every Event address file, Figure 8.1 1, defines the input port to which the 

machine executing the corresponding event sends feedback information. The Enable (output) bit is used 

by the Host-PLC to enable the corresponding event. If the corresponding Enable bit is on, this implies 

that the event is enabled, Le., allowed to occur within the workcell. Otherwise, it is always disabled. 

Every machine local controller continuously reads the Enable bits from the Host-PLC to know if it is 

allowed to execute the corresponding event. The last port assigned to an event, the Response bit, is used 

as a dummy variable to change the state of the system, which is represented in the Host-PLC by tuming 

on the corresponding State-output bit. As will be described later, the State-output bit is an effective way 

to inforrn the monitoring program the present state of the workceIl. For each state comprising the control 
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strategy the PLC VO Address Assigner module automatically assigns a State-output bit. The output of 

this process is a text file, where the set of  State-output bits are stored, Figure 8.12. 

the supennsor is ai Stote No 2 

Figure 8.12. State address assignment file. 

Afier every state and event comprising the control strategy has been assigned to the proper set of y 0  

ports, the module generates a text file report that the user can pnnt and use to guide himher on how to 

connect the workcell resources to the Host-PLC. Using the set of Event addresses files shown in Figure 

8.1 1, as an example, the module would generate the printable text file report shown in Figure 8.13. It 

must be noted that, the set of Response bits and the State-output bits are not provided to the user, since 

these are only used intemalty by the Host-PLC, as will be described in the next section. 

H ~ - P L C  settings: 
RC h/pe: PLC-5/11 Allen-Bradley 

Number d PLC inpu? groups: 
Nurnber of PLC output grarps: 1 

E\Rnt trqx?oddress Outputaddes 
(ai, A 1 ) 1:000/05 0:001/09 
( i A -1 I:000X16 0:001/11 
(i. i, A -1 l:000/07 0:001/13 
(p i, At, -1 1:000/08 0:001/15 

Figure 8.13. Example report that indicates how to connect the workcell to the Host-PLC. 

8.3.5 Ladder-Logic Translator Module 

The Ladder-Logic Translator module automatically translates the control strategy generated by the 

Control Strategy Synthesizer module into standard ladder-logic code. The inputs to this module are the 
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set of Event address files and the State address file generated by the PLC V 0  Address Assigner module, 

and the control strategy file. However, the user, via the Translator module user interface, must select the 

source file (Le., the control strategy file) and define the name and location of the target file (i.e., the name 

of the ladder logic code file to be generated), Figure 8.14. The program automatically reads al1 other 

files. 

By default, the control strategy file is generated with a .DES extension and only this type of files are 

filtered and shown in the Source File Name box, Figure 8.14, fiom where the user performs his selection. 

The target file filenarne must be entered with a proper extension, which depends on the type and make of 

the Host-PLC. If the extension of the target file is improper, the Host-PLC may not execute the iadder- 

logic program. For the Allen-Bradley PLC 511 1 system used in Our particular test-bed, the extension 

.PC5 is used as illustrated in Figure 8.14. The selected source and target files are displayed in the 

Cancel/Enter frame, where the user can cancel the process or confirm the selections made and start the 

translation process by pressing the Enter buîton. 

- -- 

Figure 8.14. Ladder-Logic Translator module interface. 
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The ladder-logic file, specified in the Target File Name box, is automatically generated according to 

the information provided by the control strategy and the files generated by the PLC VO Address Assigner 

module. The translation is performed as follows: First, the Translation module reads the control strategy 

file and stores every transition - defined by its exit state, multi-input, and input state - in a set of different 

arrays. The same process is perfonned on the multi-outputs defined at every state comprising the control 

strategy. Second, the module reads the output port assigned to every state in the control strategy, from the 

State address fite, Figure 8.12, and every Enable bit defined in every Event address file. Al1 the gathered 

information is then used to generate a set of initial mngs having the fùnction to initialize the Host-PLC 

program by tuming off al1 Enable bits and al1 state output bits, with the exception of the state output bit 

that represents the initial state of the workcell and the events that are enabled at the initial state. By doing 

this, when the supervisor is initialized, the state of the workcell is deftned to be the initial state and only 

events that are allowed to occur at this state are enabled. The initialization of the ladder-logic program is 

performed when the user presses the RudReset button on the GUI. AAer this initial set of mngs has been 

generated the proper translation of the control strategy begins. 

Let us assume that the control strategy to be translated is the one s h o w  in Figure 8.9 and that the set 

of fiIes generated by the PLC UO Address Assigner module, for this control strategy, are the ones s h o w  

in Figures 8.1 1 to 8.13. The translation process is then performed by translating, one by one, every 

transition defined in the control strategy, starting with the first one. Thus, first, the program reads the first 

transition in the control strategy (for this particular example, the transition [O,(ai Al),l], in Figure 8.9) 

and identifies the exit state, Sate 0, the event that is allowed, event (a, Al), and the input state, State 1. 

Then, from the output table of the control strategy file, Figure 8.9, the program identifies the set of events 

that are disabled at the identified exit state. For this exarnple, the multi-output vector (pi A-) is identified 

as the only event to be disabled at State O. 

The mngs generated by the program for the first transition in the control strategy are interpreted as 

follows, Figure 8.15: Rungs No. 1 and 2 enable/disable the corresponding events (depending on the 

current state of the workcelf). If more than one event must be enabled/disab!ed at the current state, then, 
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severaf enable bits (output addresses) can be tumed odoff in paralIel. The corresponding output ports 

that must be turned on and off to enabWdisable the identified events are obtained from the Event address 

files. Rungs No. 3 and 4 identi6 the event that was executed by the workcell and disables it (afier its 

occurrence). The final three rungs, Rungs No. 5, 6 and 7, are used to identiQ the current state of the 

workcell, after the occurrence of the event, and turn on the corresponding State output port, which 

identifies such state. Rung No. 5 turns off the output port that represents the previous state of the system, 

while Rung No. 6 turns on the output port that identifies the current state of the workcell. Rung No. 7 

tums of the response bit corresponding to the event that was executed by the workcell. 

R l n g  No. 1 

R m g  No. 2 

R w g  No. 3 

R u i g  NO. 4 

R l n g  No. S 

R u i g  No. 6 

R l n g  No. 7 

Figure 8.15. Ladder-logic example code. 

Using the above methodology, each transition defined in a control strategy is translated into a 

corresponding set of ladder-logic rungs. Once the last transition, has been reached, the translation of the 

control strategy is completed, which is indicated to the user by a message window. 

The logic used to generate the rungs depicted in Figure 8.15, based on the information provided by 

the control strategy, Figure 8.9, and the required files, Figures 8.1 1 and 8.12, can be described by the 

following set of rules: 



Rung No. 1: IF the system is at State O (i-e., output port 0:001101 is on), 

THEN, enable event (ai A l )  (Le., turn on output port 0:001/09). 

Ruttg No. 2: IF the system is at State O, 

THEN, disable event (pi #1) (Le., turn off output port 0:00 1/15). 

Rung No. 3: IF the system is at State O AND event (ai Al) is enabled (Le., output port 0:001/09 is on), 

AND event (ai A 1) was executed (i-e., a signal was received at input port I:000105), 

THEN, turn on response bit for event (ai A 1) (Le., turn on output port 0:001110). 

Ruttg No. 4: IF the system is at State O AND response bit for event (ai Al) is on (i.e., output port 

0:00 1/10 is on) AND event (ai A 1 ) was executed, 

THEN, disabie event (ai Al)  (Le., turn off output port 0:00 1/09). 

Rurrg No. 5: IF event (ai A 1 ) was executed, 

THEN, disabIe State O (Le., turn off output port 0:00 1/0 1). 

Rung No. 6: IF event (ai Al) was executed, 

THEN, change to State 1 (Le., turn on output port 0:001/02). 

Rung No. 7: IF the system changed to State 1 (Le., the output port 0:001102 is on), 

THEN, tum off the response bit for event (ai A I )  (Le., tum off output port 0:001110). 

8.3.6 Ladder-Logic Downloading Module 

The Ladder-Logic Downloading module is simply a program that calls and executes a specific PLC 

commercial sofiware capable of downloading a ladder-logic program from a PC into a PLC. When the 

user mns this module, the software also provides hirnher with a clear set of instructions, which guide 

himher on how to select the program that he/she wants to download and how to download it to the Host- 

PLC. Figure 8.16 shows the running of the software and the set of help instructions, seen on the bottom 

of the screen, that the user can follow if helshe is not familiar with the commercial software. 
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Figure 8.16. Ladder-logic Downloading module. 

8.3.7 Workcell Monitoring Module 

The main fiinction of the Workcell Monitoring module is to monitor the workcell in real time and display 

the previous, present and next possible States of the workcell on the computer screen for visual 

observation. Each state of the workcell, as displayed by the monitoring program, describes the state of 

every machine comprising the workcell, The window used to display the present state of the workcell 

also lists the last event that was executed by the workcell. Figure 8.17 shows a snapshot of the 

monitoring module interface as seen by the user. 

When executed, the monitoring module ftrst establishes communication between the Host-PC and 

the Host-PLC by running a commercial communication software proprietary to the Host-PLC type. Once 

the communication has been established, the module continuously reads the data table from the Host-PLC 

and detects which output and input ports are turned on. The output ports that are tumed on are compared 

with every State output port defined in the State address file, eg . ,  Figure 8.12. If a match is found, the 

monitoring program immediately identifies the (current) state of the workcell by determining which is the 

state of the workcell represented by the corresponding state output port. AAer identifjring the present 



Figure 8-17. Workcell Monitoring module interface. 

state of the workcell, the monitoring program scans the control strategy file to obtain the set of events ihat 

are allowed to occur at this state. The knowledge of these events, together with the control strategy file, 

aIlows the program to identif-y the next possible States of the workcell and displzy this information on the 

cornputer screen. 

At al1 times, the monitoring program maintains in memory the information regarding the previous 

state of the system, which is also displayed on the computer screen for the user to see. If no previous 

state exists in memory, i.e., when the system in initialised, the window displaying the previous state of the 

workcell displays no information. 

If an input port is detected to be on, implying that an event has been executed by the workcell, the 

monitoring program identifies the event that was executed by the workcell by comparing the 

corresponding input port with every Input bit defined on every Event address file, e.g., Figure 8.1 1. The 

program uses such information to update every state status displayed on the computer screen. 



The above process is repeated continuously until the user terminates the Monitoring module or quits 

the software. 

Multiple monitoring program windows can be executed simultaneously, Figure 8.18. This allows the 

monitoring of multiple workcells sharing resources. 

Figure 8.18. Software architecture for a set of workcelIs. 

8.4 CIMLab's Experimental Hardware 

Using the implementation methodology proposed in Section 8.2 and the SCS described in Section 8.3, 

several supewisors were successhlly implemented in an industrial workcell in the CIMLab. The 

experimental hardware consisted of several Personal Computers (PCs), a set of Allen-Bradley PLCs, an 

industrial robot and several processing machines, Figure 8.19. 
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Figure 8.19. Expenmental test-bed. 

As described in Sections 8.2 - 8.3, the Host-PC is used to synthesize the supervisor, to translate the 

control-strategy into ladder-logic, to download the obtained code into the Host-PLC and to monitor the 

workcell. The Host-PLC controls the workcell by enabling/disabling events. These control signals are 

sent to the machine local controllers using either a senal communication channel or the output ports of the 

Host-PLC. Local controllers make their own (local) decisions regarding which event to execute next 

based on the particular event set that is enablecVdisabled by the Host-PLC supervisor. These local 

controllers were implemented using PLCs and/or PCs depending on the devices to be controlled. 

The decisions to use PCs versus PLCs as local controllers, as well as the decisions to use different 

ways for these controllers to communicate with the Host-PLC, were made based on two general premises: 

(i) to use ofl-the-shelf commercial control software/hardware, and (ii) to show that EMA-based 

supervisors can be implemented using different technologies. 

Each of the three PC-Local-Controllers (PCLCs), Figure 8.19, independently controls its 

corresponding machine by communicating with the device via either its seria1 or parallei port. Afier a 

PC/LC makes a decision, it executes it and immediately sends a feedback signal to the supervisor 
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infoming of its decision. The supervisor, then, generates a new set of control commands based on the 

new state of the workcell. 

The PCILCs 2 and 3, which control the two processing machines comprising the experimental 

workcell, and the PLCLC, which controls the input conveyor, communicate with the Host-PLC using the 

Host-PLC's 110 ports. The Host-PC and PC/LC-1 use an industrial Data-Highway-Link (DH+) network 

for communication. 

The expenmental setup is sufficiently flexible to allow the testing of different supervisors under 

different workcell layouts. Severaf expenmental setups have been successfûlly tested for workcells that 

are capable of processing a variety of parts with alternative routes and for workcells sharïng resources. 

8.5 Summary 

Whife intensive research has focused on the control of workcells, many of these projects have been purely 

theoretical and lack the implementation of the corresponding workcell controller. The implementation 

methodology of EMA-based supervisors, as proposed in this chapter, can be applied to industrial 

workcells, as experimental results have s h o w  in the CIMLab using industria1 equipment. Users can 

execute the developed software with M e  or no knowiedge regarding the mathematical framework used 

to synthesize conflict- and deadlock-fiee EMA-based supervisors. The software has been created in a 

rnodular fashion. This allows performing changes to specific modules without the need to modifL the 

others. 

The proposed implementation methodology also provide users, e-g., engineers on the factory floor, 

with a transparent programming tool for the forma1 automatic control of real manufacturing systems using 

state-of-the-art PLC technologies. 



CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

9.1 Conclusions 

FIexible rnanufacturing workcells for discrete production usually exhibit the characteristics of a discrete- 

event system. They are event driven, discrete in time and space and usually asynchronous- In the pas& 

DESs have been s~ficiently simple that intuitive and ad-hoc control solutions have been adequate 1891. 

However, the increasing complexity of these systems has created a need for fonnal approaches for their 

analysis and control. A variety of methodologies such as Petri nets, [13], and controlled-automata, 1301, 

have been proposed to address the control of DESs within a fonnal theoretical framework. 

Controlled-automata theory provides similar rnodelling features as Petri nets do, however, it differs 

in that the design of supervisory controllers is based on logic and forma1 language theory. The theory 

ensures that the plant under supervision will behave deadlock-fiee and legally (according to given 

specifications). The supervisory controller, thus, obtained is correct by construction. 

Production efficiency can be increased via the utilization of virtual flexible-manufacturing workcells. 

Current control tools, however, cannot deal with such reconfigurable manufacturing workcells, which can 

change their configuration in order to accommodate the production of parts according to varying customer 

demands. 

This dissertation has presented a set of formal methodologies that solve four basic control problems 

identified as necessary toward the ultimate supervisory control of virtual workcells: the control of 

workcells producing parts with alternative routes; the control of multi-workcell systems that share 

production resources; and, the control of temporarily expanded workcells whose nominal operations are 

reconfigured by the introduction of either new part types or new machines. 



As proposed in this thesis, the developrnent of each Extended-Moore-Autornata (EMA) based 

supervisory control system is divided into three general steps: 

(i) Modeifing: The specifications of the systern are modelled as a first step. These specifications are 

generated, herein, in the fom of EMA, where the concepts of states, multi-input and multi-output 

vectors are used. The set of multi-input vectors is subdivided into controllable and 

uncontrollable, where the controllable multi-input vectors are enabled through controt. The set of 

multisutput vectors generated at each state of the models indicate the controllable multi-input 

vectors that must be disabled. 

(ii) Supervisory synthesis: Having obtained the specifications of the workcell in Step (i), these 

models are combined using a set of logic operations that generate the conesponding EMA-based 

supervisory controller. EMA-based supervisors can subsequently undergo a state-space 

minimisation process. The minimisation process consists of eliminating fiom the supervisor al1 

redundant states, Le., states that generate identical sets of outputs as some other states cornprising 

the supervisor. The specific technique developed in this thesis uses the novel concepts of 

isomorphic EMA, state-class and redundant states. In contrast to EMA-based supervisors, where 

each state represents a specific state of the workcell, each state cornprising the minimised 

supervisor represents a set of workcell states where the same control actions are needed. 

( i i i )  PLC implementation: The state-transition table fonn of the supervisors obtained in Step (ii) is 

automatically translated into standard ladder-logic code. The Host-PLC monitors the workcell 

via signals received at its input ports while the enabIement/disablement of events is carried out by 

energising/de-energising a set of pre-specitied output ports, which is detennined by the 

supervisor's current state. 

The primary contributions of this thesis are highlighted below. 
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9.2 Contributions 

The modelling of workcell resources, part-route and manufacturing-constraint using EMA has been 

developed. Based on these EMA models, this thesis has introduced a set of novel DES supervisor- 

synthesis methodologies for the control of each of the four identified basic control sub-problems needed 

for the control of virtual workcells. The techniques allow us to obtain conflict- and deadlock-ke EMA- 

based supervisors, which have the ability to explicitly generate control cornrnands that indicate which 

controllable events in the workcell must be enableddisabled at every state of the system. 

The supervisor synthesis techniques that have been developed are based on combining EMA-based 

machine, part-route and manufacturing-constraint models via severaI novel logic operations such as the 

shuffle, meet, disjunction, and the natural projection operations, also developed in this thesis. 

In order to synthesize supewisors for workcells processing parts having alternative routes, the 

concept of safe-advance-part-roure rnodels has been introduced. These models allow a workcell to 

concurrently process several parts of the same type in a safely manner, Le., without parts perrnanently 

preventing the completion of other parts being simultaneously processed in the workcell. The supervisor 

synthesised using these models is able to keep track of  each individual part within the workcelt, thus, 

making it possible to control in real-time the routing of each part based on its cument processing status, 

regardless of what route it is following and in what processing status are other parts flowing within the 

workcell. A systematic rnethodology using the EMA shume operation and the novel definition of safe 

srates to build safe-advance-part-route models was also introduced. This methodology is also applicable 

to the other three supervisor-synthesis methodologies developed in this thesis. 

For workcelIs sharing resources, this thesis has introduced a methodology that obtains a set of 

independent supervisory controlIers, one for every workcell comprising the muiti-workceIl system. Every 

supervisor, synthesized individually, is designed to observe only the set of machines forming the 

corresponding workcell. Namely, the supervisor only considers how parts use the machines within the 

workcell it controis and does not consider how parts may continue their processing sequence on a 

di fferent set of machines once they exit the workcell. Since sharing of resources present a possible source 

of con flicts between supervisors, a methodology to identi fL wiïether the multi-workcell system has such 
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States has also been introduced in this thesis. The methodology consists of cornparhg at every possible 

state of the rnulti-workcell system the events that are disabled by one of the supervisors sharing a resource 

with the event. disabled by other supervisors sharing the same resource and vice versa. 

A novel methodology for the control of workcetls that are temporarily expanded by either the 

introduction of new part types or new machines was also introduced in this thesis. The proposed 

rnethodology consists of synthesising a complernentary supervisor, which concurrently with the nominal 

supervisor controls the expanded workcell. The complementary supervisor is responsible for the control 

of the temporarily added features, e-g., operations and part routes that did not exist when the nominal 

supervisor was synthesized. 

The supervisor-pair used to control workcells producing new part types must funhermore undergo a 

deadlock-state analysis since the concurrent control actions of the supervisor-pair may prevent the 

workcell fiom ever changing its state. The deadlock-state identification methodoiogy is sirnilar to the 

rnethodology used for multi-workcefl manufacturing systems. The supervisor-pair used for the control of 

temporarily expanded, workcells when introducing new machines into the nominal workcell, does not 

need to undergo a deadlock analysis verification process since the supervisor-pair is deadlock-free by 

construction. This is possible based on the restrictions imposed on how the nominal workcell could be 

expanded and on the novel definition of the complementary supervisor, which is capable of generating 

virtual sequences of events. 

In order to guarantee that the supervisor, or set of supervisors, controlling a given system, e-g., an 

expanded workcell, can control the entire behaviour of the workcell for which it was designed for. a set of 

conditions that every EMA-based supervisor needs to satisw and how to achieve such conditions was also 

introduced in this thesis. These conditions are used to check whether the supervisors are able to recognise 

and process every feasible uncontrollable event that can occur at every state of the workcell and to verify 

that the set of events that is allowed to occur is not explicitly or implicitly disabled by the supervisor. 

In order to reduce the state-space of EMA based supervisors a minimisation methodology has also 

been introduced. It can be applied to any (nominal) EMA-based supervisor obtained in this thesis using 

any of the methodologies developed. Definitions developed for the proposed state-space minimisation 
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methodology, namely, the concepts of supervisor equivalent states, state-class, redundant-states, 

isomorphic-EMA, and Device-Control-ModeIs, are also novel. 

As a final contribution, based on a research-group effort, the EMA-based synthesis methodologies 

introduced in this thesis have led to the development of the Supervisory Control Software (SCS) in the 

CIMLab. The software, at its current state of development, has illustrated that EMA-based supervisors 

can be implemented in industrial environments, where parts may have alternative routes and/or where 

workcells rnay share resources forming a multi-workcell system. The SCS includes a novel interactive 

interface to generate the necessary formal models needed to synthesize EMA-based supervisors, where 

the user needs little or no knowledge regarding the formai theory to mode1 and synthesize conflict- and 

deadlock-free EMA-based supervisors. The SCS illustrates the viability of automata-based approaches 

for the automatic synthesis of supervisors and their implementation using PLCs in industrial 

environments. 

9 3  Future Research 

Despite the basic probtems that have been addressed and solved in this thesis, there are still many aspects 

that need to be investigated for the control and implementation of virtual-manufactunng workcells. The 

most important research aspects that are considered to be fiindamental for the control and implementation 

of such workcells are discussed below: 

First, the integration of the supervisor synthesis methodologies proposed in this thesis need to be 

investigated. The development of a single methodology that can be used to control virtuaI workcells can 

be obtained through such integration, where individual workcells are allowed to reconfigure themselves in 

an on-Iine manner and process the required set of part types (new or old). 

The process to identiQ deadlocks that has been introduced in this thesis needs to be extended to be 

able to have an automatic methodology to identi fL the manufacturing conditions causing such undesirable 

states and providing guidelines to modify hem, resulting in a formal automatic way to synthesize correct 

supervisors for virtual workcells. 
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At this point in the research, the mechanism on how a workcell decides which event to execute next 

based on the set of events that are allowed to occur by the supervisor has not been considered. Thus, to 

make optimal use of the workcells' resources, one would need to investigate how to integrate such 

decision-making mechanisrns into the supervisory controller. 



APPENDIX A 

LOGIC OPERATIONS: ALGORITHMS 

In order to be able to implement the supervisor synthesis techniques described in this thesis, aIgorithms to 

automaticaily combine EMA, using any of the logic operations defined in Chapter 3, are needed. 

Speci fical1 y, this appendix describes the atgorithms to obtain the transition and the output functions of the 

EMA shume operation. Other algorithms for the meet, disjunction and the natural projection operations 

can be derived similarly. This appendix also describes the algorithm to obtain the reachable part of a 

partially reachabie EMA. 

A.l The Ertended-Moore-Automata Shume-Operation Algonthm 

In this section, the algorithms to obtain the state-transition and the output functions of the EMA shuffle 

operation, defined in Section 3.5.1, are described. 

The state-transition function algorithm 

Algorithrnically the state-transition hinction, s', for îhe EMA shuffie operation appiied on two EMA, 

EMA, and EMA2, can be obtained using a two-step process: 

Step No. 2: Afler obtaining the set of state-pairs, i.e., Q = QixQz, that will comprise the resulting 

automaton of the shume operation, a set of transitions that can occur at every state-pair is generated by 

considering only the multi-input vectors defined in EMAI, Le., events of the f o m  o,, . The 

corresponding state-transition tùnction is generated according to the foIlowing algorithm (based on 

Equation (3.7)): 



FORj=OTOIQ21- 1 
FORi=OTO[Q, I -  1 

FOR k = 1 TO number of possible events in EMAI 

NEXT k 
NEXT i 

NEXT j 

Step No. 2: The remaining set of transitions that will form the resulting automaton are obtained by 

considering only the multi-input vectors defined in EMA2, i.e., events of the form CF;, . The 

corresponding state-transition function is generated according to the following process (based on 

Equation (3.7)): 

FORj  = O  TO /QI 1 - 1 
FORi=OTOIQ21- 1 

FOR k = 1 TO number of possible events in EMAz 

NEXT k 
NEXT i 

NEXT j 

The state-output function algorithm 

Algorithmically, the state output function, o', defined in the EMA shuffle operation, is obtained by 

cornbining the outputs generated by every state comprising the state-pair at hand, via the union set 

operation. This process is repeated for every state-pair comprising the combined automaton, as descnbed 

by the following sequential process: 

A.2 The Reachable Extended-Moore-Automata Algorithm 

Afier combining two or more EMA using the meet operation, in general, a partiaily reachable EMA is 
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obtained. Since non-reachable states can never be reached, they may be erased from the EMA without 

affecting the behavior the EMA represents. This advantage o f  erasing such states is that, if the EMA 

needs to undergo further operations, the tirne needed to perfonn such opentions is significantly reduced 

since the number of states that have to be analyzed has been decreased. In this section, the algorithm to 

obtain the reachable part of a partially reachable EMA is described. The process consists of identifying 

the set of states that can be reached from the initial state following any string of events accepted by the 

automaton. The set of states not comprising the reachable state set and their corresponding transitions is 

then erased form the EMA. 

The set of reachable states can be obtained using the following algorithm: 

Add 6' ((qi, .q j, ),al ) to the set of reachable states 

ELSE b0((qil .qj2 ),a;)=0 1 
NEXT state in the reachable state set that bas not been considered (repeat untii no new 

reachable state is added into the set of reachable states) 

Applying the above algorithm to the autornaton shown in Figure 3.5, the fuily reachable automaton 

shown in Figure A. 1 is obtained. 

Figure A.1. Reachable part of the partially reachrible autornaton showed in Figure 3.5. 



APPENDIX B 

NECESSARY SUPERVISOR CONDITIONS FOR THE CONTROL 

OF THE ENTIRE BEHAVIOR OF WORKCELLS 

In order to guarantee that the supervisors synthesized, using any one of the methodologies proposed in 

this thesis, are able to adequately control the entire behavior of the workceil, a set of conditions must be 

met by every supervisor. This appendix describes such conditions in detail. 

B.l Conditions 

As defined in this thesis, the uncontro!led or free behavior of a workcell is represented by the input 

language generated by the automaton CELL, L,,(CELL), Chapter 4. If one wants to restrict the 

uncontrolled behavior of the workcell to a language K Li,(CELL), which is said to represent the 

desired behavior, such that the plant behaves in accordance to various constraints while concurrently 

processing different part types, then, one must synthesize a supervisor that generates control patterns that 

restrict the workcell from generating strings of events not defined in the language K. This is possible 

onIy if the language K is controllable, that is, 

- 
where for the language K, K stands for the prefix closure of K, Le., K contains al1 prefixes of al1 strings 

comprising K (including the empty sting). 

Once a language K, which is atso referred to as a language that formulates a control law, is obtained, 

it is then used to guide the supervisor-synthesis process. One can follow any one of two possible 

approaches to obtain the language K [87]: (i) speciQing the Ianguage K independently from other 
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languages; or, (ii) specifjring a set of individual and independent languages on the comprehensive 

language Lin(CELL), which when combined will result in K. 

The first alternative is laborious and e m r  prone, especially for large workcells. In this thesis, the 

second alternative is employed, where K is obtained by using two sets of models: manufacturing- 

constraint and part-route models. Each manufacturing-consbciint model, as defined in Chapter 4, is used 

to specify a set of event sequences that are allowed to occur in the workcell. The set of rnanufacturing- 

constraint models is then combined to obtain a global constraint model, SPEC. Each part type route 

model, on the other fiand, specifies how individual parts must be processed by the workcell. The set of ali 

part-route models is utilized to build a single model that represents the concurrent processing of parts, 

PARTS. This automaton is then used to restrict the parts' fiee flow within the workcell. The automata 

models SPEC and PARTS are then combined to obtain a single EMA, which generates the language K. 

In order to control a workcell according to the information provided by the languages K (i-e., the 

languages described in Chapter 4, Section 4.3), the automaton CTRL that represents the overall control 

strategy is generated, Section 4.3.1. 

Once a supervisor has been synthesized, one must guarantee that the input language generated by 

CTRL, Li,(CTRL), defines the set of al1 possible event sequences (Le., strings) that c m  occur within the 

controlled workcell and that the extended output function, a', defined in CTRL, detines the appropriate 

set of events that are disabled at each global state of the workcell. In order to achieve this condition, it is 

necessary to ensure that al1 transitions in CTRL are actually defined whenever they can occur in the 

workcell and that these transitions are not disabled by the extended output function defined at the 

corresponding state of the supervisor. 

In order to formalize the controllability of the workcell by the supervisor CTRL, let s and t be two 

event sequences such that s E Li, (CTRL) and t E L,(CELL) . Also let (n Z)= and (n i s i l  Z)U be 

the controllable and uncontrollable multi-input vectors that can occur within the workcell, respectively, 

and let z E Li, (CTRL/CELL) be a string generated by the workcell when under the control of CTRL. 

Then, a supervisor is in contrd of the entire behavior of the workcell, if the following three conditions 

hold: 
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(i) Every string generated by the controlled workcell is recognized (accepted) by the supervisor. 

Fomally, this is represented as: Vz3s [ s = z ; 

(ii) The uncontrollable multi-inputs are always recognized by the supervisor in such a way that for 

every possible string z ( n  I). , z concatenated with an uncontrollable multi-input vector, 

(n iE1, B),  , there exists a string s such that s = z(n i,1, Z), . Fomally, this is expressed as: 

the nul1 multi-input vector, E,  and s' is a prefix of the string S. 

(iii)  If a string t(n Z), (Le., a string accepted by the automaton CELL concatenated with a 

controllable event) generated by the uncontrolled workcell is not recognized by the supervisor, but 

string t is, then, after processing t, the supervisory action of the controller must disable the multi- 

input vector (n C), . Formally, if t ( n  ieIi E) ,  Li,(CTRL), but t = SE Lin(CTRL), then, 

the controllable multi-input ( n  ;,il Z), is disabled by the supervisor aRer pmcessing string S. 

That is, the controllable multi-input vector (n i,l, E ) ,  is a subset of the event set generated by the 

state 6' (qo, s) , its extended output function satisfies the following relation 

An EMA-based supervisor satisfies the above three conditions and, thus, controls the entire behavior 

of a workcell if each manufacturing-constraint mode1 is defined over the entire multi-input set that can 

occur in the workcell, (n i,ll C), u(n i,ll C), , and the union of events defined on every part-route 

mode1 is equal to (n iel, C), u(n i,I, C), . If either a specification or the union of al1 events affecting 

individual part types is defined over a subset Zc c(n ;,l, E) ,  u (n iEI1  E), , then, the supervisor will not 

satisfy al1 the three aforementioned conditions, (i), to (iii), and, thus, it will not be abIe to control the 

entire behavior of the workcell. 



EXTENDED-MOORE-AUTOMATA STATE-SPACE 

MINIMIZATION EXAMPLE 

C.l An Example for the Elimination of  Redundant States 

The two-step process to eliminate redundant states from EMA, described in Section 4.4, is illustrated in 

this section via a comprehensive example. Let M, Figure C. 1, be a deterministic EMA-based supervisor 

which will be minimized according to Expression (4.1 l), Section 4.4.2. First, the states of M are grouped 

into state-classes, as shown in Figure C. 1. Second, al1 the redundant states are eliminated from each state- 

class. 

Considering, first, State-class No. 1, it is noted that State qo, the initial state, belongs to this state- 

class. According to the methodology described in Chapter 4, State q4 is the state that must be considered 

as redundant (qi = q4 and qj = qo) and therefore eliminated. Applying Case (i), Expression (4-1 l), no 

changes occur to M. Then, by sequentially applying Cases (ii) and (iii), the EMA shown in Figures C.2a 

and C.2b are obtained, respectively. 

Figure C.I. States of EMA M grouped into state-classes. 

The same process applied to State-class No. 1 is applied to State-class No 2. Since State q o  does not 

belong to this state-class, the state to be eliminated may be randomly chosen from its states. Figure C.3 

C- 1 
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shows the sequence of automata obtained after applying Expression (4.1 1) to eliminate State q3, which 

was the randomly chosen state to be eliminated in State-class No. 2. State-class No. 3 has no redundant 

states, therefore, the EMA s h o w  in Figure C.3c is an EMA with no redundant states, Le., the EMA M. 

(a) (b) 

Figure C.2. Elimination of redundant State q4: M afier appIying Cases (a) (ii) and (b) (iii). 

Figure C.3. Sequence of operations performed to eliminate the redundant State q3 fiorn M. 

M afier applying Cases (a) (ii), (b) (iv) and (c) (iii), 

The architecture of the obtained minimized EMA, Figure C.3c, is the same regardless of which states 

were considered as redundant states in every state-class and regardless of the sequence in which the 

redundant states were eliminated. For example, to automaton show in Figure C.3c would be obtained 

even if State q, was considered as the redundant state within State-class No. 2, or if State q3 was 

eliminated before eliminating State q ~ .  



OUTPUT LANGUAGES OF MINlMIZED AND NON-MINIMIZED 

EXTENDED-MOORE-AUTOMATA SUPERVISORS 

In Chapter 4, a methodology to minimize the state-space of EMA-based supervisors was presented. In 

order to show that the non-minimized and the corresponding minimized supervisor, CTRL and isôm - 

CTRL , respectively, enforce the same behavior, one must proof that the set of control cornmands, multi- 

outputs, generated by both supervisors is the same at every state of the workcell. By examining the 

sequence of events that took place in the workcell, one may identify the current state of the workcell. 

Thus, in order to prove that the supervisors enforce the same behavior, one must prove that the output 

anguages generated by CTRL and isôm -CTRL are identical, namely: 

Lou,(CTRL) = L,,,(isom-CTRL), and 

Lou,(isom-CTRL) = L,X isôm -CTRL). 

(D. 1 a) 

(D. 1 b) 

Since the output language of an EMA is defined in terms of its input language, Section 3.3, this 

aspect simplifies the proof of Expression (D.1) as seen in the fotlowing sections, where the proof that 

shows that Expressions (D. 1 a) and (D. 1 b) are identical is presented. In the remaining part of this section, 

the folIowing notation representing the supervisor, CTRL, the isomorphic supervisor, isom-CTRL, and 

the minimized supervisor, isôm -CTRL, respectively, will be used: 
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D.1 Proof of Expression @.la) 

Per the definition of isomorphic EMA, Section 4.4.1, CRTL and isom-CTRL are related by the 

following elements: 

I Q I  = I Q ~ ~ ~  1 and qiam, (D.3a) 

{ A )  = {bmm), (D.3b) 

6'(q E Q,C E I) ct 6"Ym(q E Q ~ = ~ , ~ E  pirom), and (D.3c) 

. isom 
{ O . } = { O * ' ~ ~ }  ; ~ ' ( ~ ~ ) = o  (qiY>m), (D.3d) 

where the doubie-arrow-head syrnbol, w, denotes a one-to-one relationship. I f  x and p are two strings1 

. isom 
such that x c  Lin(CTRL), p~ Lin(isom-CTRL), and 6'(q0, x) o 6 (qi=m, p) , then, from (D.3) the 

following expression is obtained: 

0'(6'(~, , x ) )  t, o * ' ~ ~  (ôoiYm (q pm , p ) )  . (D-4) 

Furthemore, i f s  and r are two strings such that xs€Lin(CTRL) and pr~L,,(isom-CTRL), then, from 

(D.4), the foilowing result can be obtained: 

which proves Expression (D. 1 a). 

1 
'isorn 

If r and p are two strings such that r.Lin(CTRL), p .  L,,,(isorn-CTRL), and 6'(q0, x )  cr 6 (qLmm, p)  , 
then, x and p are refemed to as isomorphic strings. 
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D.2 Proof of Expression 0 .1  b) 

Per the algorithm to eliminate redundant states, the following expressions relaîing isom-CTRL and is6m - 

CTRL are obtained: 

From (D.6), the following expression is obbined: 

Li,(isom-CTRL) Lin( isôm -CTRL). (D.7) 

Namely, al1 strings accepted by isom-CTRL are also accepted by isôm -CTRL. However, the inverse is 

not always m e :  Not ail strings accepted by iGm -CTRL are accepted by isom-CTRL. (Not al1 strings 

accepted by isôm -CTRL are accepted by isom-CTRL due to the possible occurrence of different sets of 

uncontrollable events at different states of the system, even though the same set of controllable events are 

disabled.) Therefore, at this point one can only assure that: 

L,,,(isom-CTRL) Lou,( isôm -CTRL). 

However, since the transition structure of isom-CTRL is based on the change of the state of the system 

(workcell), rather than on specific events that can take place within the workcell, the system cannot 

always (physically) change from one state to another even though there might be a transition in isôm- 

CTRL that allows it. For example, if a workcell is in a state where a buffer is full with multiple parts, 

then, the system cannot change to a state where it is empty due to the occurrence of a single event, 

assuming that only one part can leave the buffer at a time. 
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It is aIso known that the input language Lin(isom-CTRL) is enforced by the set of control cornrnands 

generated by isom-CTRL. Then; 

where the right hand side of (D.8) defines the output language Lou, (isorn-CTRL). Therefore, 

This completes the proof of Expression (D-lb) and, therefore, combining the results obtained in 

Sections D.1 and D.2 proves that the behavior enforced by the minimized and its non-minimized 

supervisor counterpart is the same. 
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